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THE CHILD WIFE.

CHAPTER I.

THE ISLE OF PEACE.

Aquidnec— *^ Isle of Peace !"

Oh, Coddington, and ye Assistants of the

General Court ! what craze possessed you to

change this fair title of the red aboriginal for

the petty appellation of ^' Rhodes ?"

Out upon your taste—your classic affecta-

tion ! Out upon your ignorance—to mistake

the ^^ Roodt " of the old Dutch navigator for

that name appertaining to the country of the

Colossus

!

In the title bestowed by Block there was at

VOL. I. B
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least appropriateness— even something of

poetry. Sailing around Sachuest Point, he

beheld the grand woods, red in the golden

sun-glow of autumn. Flashed upon his de-

lighted eyes the crimson masses of tree foliage,

and the festoonery of scarlet creepers. Before

his face were bright ochreous rocks cropping

out from the cliflP. Down in his log-book

went the '' Red Island !"

Oh, worthy Coddington^ why did you reject

the appellation of the Indian ? Or why

decree such clumsy transformation to that of

the daring Dutchman ?

I shall cling to the old title— " Isle of

Peace;" though in later times less apt than

when the Wampanoag bathed his bronzed

limbs in the tranquil waters of the Narra-

ganset, and paddled his light canoe around

its rock-girt shores.

Since then, Aquidnec ! too often hast thou

felt the sore scathing of war. Where now
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thy virgin woods that rejoiced the eyes of

Verrazano, fresh from Tuscan scenes? Where

thy grand oaks, elms and maples ? Thy green

pines and red cedars ? Thy birches that gave

bark, thy chestnuts affording food ; thy sassa-

fras laurel, restorer of health and life ?

Gone— all gone ! Swept aw^ay by the

torch and axe of the ruthless soldier-

destroyer.
**

Despite thy despoliation, Aquidnec, thou

art still a fair spot. Once more the Isle of

Peace, the abode of Love—its very Agape-

mone; every inch of thy tun trodden by

lovers' feet—every ledge of thy cliffs listening

to the old^ old story.*****
Newport, in the year of our Lord 18— , in

the ^^ height of the season."

An apartment in that most hospitable of

American hostelries, the Ocean House, with

a window looking westward.
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On the troisieme Stage, commanding a con-

tinuous balcony, with a view of the Atlantic^

spreading broad and blue, beyond the range

of the telescope. Sachuest Point on the left,

with the spray, like snowflakes, breaking over

the Cormorant Rock ; on the right, Beaver

Tail, with its beacon; between them a fleet

of fishing-craft, dipping for striped-bass and

tautog ; in the far offing the spread sails of a

full-rigged ship, and the plume-like smoke

soaring up from a steamer—both broadside

to the beholder, on their way between the

two great sea-ports of Shawmut and Man-

hattan.

A noble view is this opening of the great

estuary of Narraganset— one upon which

beautiful eyes have often rested.

Never more beautiful than those of Julia

Cxirdwood, tlie occupant ol the apartment

above mentioned.

She is not its sole occupant. There is an-
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other young lady beside her, her cousin,

Cornelia Inskip. She has also pretty eyes,

of a bluish tint ; but they are scarce observed

after looking into those orbs of dark bistre,

that seem to burn with an everlasting love-

light.

In the language of the romance-writer,

Julia would be termed a brunette, Cornelia a

hlonde. Their figures are as different as their

complexion : the former tall and of full

womanly development, the latter of low^

stature, slighter, and to all appearance more

youthful.

Equally unlike their dispositions. She of

the dark complexion appears darker in

thought, with greater solemnity of move-

ment; while, judging by her speech, the gay,

sprightly Cornelia thinks but little of the

past, and still less about the future.

Robed in loose morning-wrappers, with

tiny slippers poised upon their toes, they are
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seated in a couple of rocking-chairs, just

inside the window. The eyes of both, sweep-

ing the blue sea, have just descried the steamer

coming from beyond the distant Point Judith,

and heading in a north-easterly direction.

It was a fine sight, this huge black monster

beating its way through the blue water, and

leaving a white seething track behind it.

Cornelia sprang out into the balcony to get

a better view of it.

^^ I wonder what boat it is ?" she said. " One

of the great ocean steamers, I suppose—

a

Cunarder
!"

''^ I think not, Neel. I wish it was one,

and I aboard of it. Thank Heaven ! I shall

be, before many weeks."

"" What ! tired of Newport already ? We'll

find no pleasanter place in Europe. I'm sure

we shan't."

^^ We'll find pleasanter people, at all events."

" Why, what have you got against them ?"
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" What have they got against us ? I don't

mean the natives here. They're well enough,

in their way. I speak of their summer visi-

tors, like ourselves. You ask what they've got

against us. A strange question
!"

^^ / haven't noticed anything."

^^But / have. Because our fathers were

retail storekeepers, these J.'s and L.'s and B.'s

affect to look down upon us ! You know they

do."

Miss Inskip could not deny that something

of this had been observed by her. But she

was one of those contented spirits who set but

little store upon aristocratic acquaintances,

and are therefore insensible to its slights.

With the proud Julia it was different. If

not absolutely slighting, the '' society " en-

countered in this fashionable watering-place

had in some way spited her—that section of it

described as the J.'s and the L.'s and the B.'s.

"And for what reason?" she continued^
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with increasing indignation. ^' If our fathers

were retail storekeepers, their grandfathers

were the same. Where's the difference, I

should like to know ?"

Miss Inskip could see none^ and said so.

But this did not tranquillize the chafed

spirit of her cousin^ and perceiving it, she

tried to soothe her on another tack.

'' Well, Julia, if the Miss J.'s, and Miss

li.'s, and Miss B.'s look down on us, their bro-

thers don't. On you, Tm sure they don't."

'^ Bother their brothers ! A fig for their

condescension. Do you take me for a stupid,

Neel ? A million dollars left by my father's

will, and which must come to me at mother's

death, will account for it. Besides ; unless the

quicksilver in my looking-glass tells a terrible

lie, I'm not such a fright."

She might well talk thus. Than Julia

Girdwood, anything less like a fright never

stood in front of a mirror. Full-grown, and
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of perfect form, this storekeeper's daughter

had all the grand air of a duchess. The face

was perfect as the figure. You could not look

upon it without thoughts of love ; though

strangely, and somewhat unpleasantly^ com-

mingled with an idea of danger. It was an

aspect that suggested Cleopatra^ Lucrezia Bor-

gia^ or the beautiful murderess of Darnley.

In her air there was no awkwardness—not

the slightest sign of humble origin, or the

gaucherie that usually springs from it. Some-

thing of this might have been detected in the

country cousin^ Cornelia. But Julia Girdwood

had been stepping too long on the flags of the

Fifth Avenue^ to be externally distinguished

from the proudest damsels of that aristocratic

street. Her mother s house was in it.

^' It is true, Julia," assented her cousin ;

'' you are both rich and beautiful. I wish I

could say the same."

'' Come, little flatterer ! if not the first^ you
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are certainly the last ; though neither counts

for much here."

^^ Why did we come here ?"

'' I had nothing to do with it. Mamma is

answerable for that. For my part I prefer

Saratoga, where there's less pretensions about

pedigree, and where a shopkeeper's daughter

is as good as his granddaughter. I wanted to

go* there this season. Mother objected. No-

thing would satisfy her but Newport New-

port, Newport ! And here we are. Thank

heaven ! it won't be for long."

^^Well, since we are here, let us at least

enjoy what everybody comes for—the bathing."

*' Pretends to come for^ you mean ! Dip-

ping their skins in salt water, the Miss J.'s,

and L.'s, and B.'s—much has that to do with

their presence at Newport ! A good thing

for them if it had ! It might improve their

complexions a little. Heaven knows they

need it ; and heaven be thanked I don't."
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'^But you'll bathe to-day?"

'^ I shan't !

"

" Consider^ cousin ! It's such a delightful

sensation."

^a hate it!"

*^ You're jesting, Julia ?"

"Well, I don't mean that I dislike bathing

—only in that crowd."

" But there's no exclusiveness on the Beach."

^^ I don't care. I won't go among them any

more—on the Beach, or elsewhere. If I could

only bathe out yonder, in the deep blue

water^ or amid those white breakers we see.

Ah ! that would be a delightful sensation ! I

wonder if there's any place where we could

take a dip by ourselves ?"

'^ There is ; I know the very spot. I dis-

covered it the other day, when I was out with

Keziah gathering shells. It's down under

the cliffs. There's a sweet little cave, a per-

fect grotto, with a deepish pool in front^ and
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smooth sandy bottom, white as silver. The

cliflP quite overhangs it. I'm sure no one

could see us from above ; especially if we go

when the people are bathing. Then every-

body would be at the Beach, and we'd have

the cliff shore to ourselves. For that matter,

we can undress in the cave, without the chance

of a creature seeing us. Keziah could keep

watch outside. Say you'll go, Julia
!"

" Well, I don't mind. But what about

mamma ? She's such a terrible stickler for

the proprieties. She may object."

"We needn't let her know anything about

it. She don't intend bathing to-day.; she's

just told me so. We two can start in the

usual style, as if going to the Beach. Once

outside, we can go our own Avay. I know of

a path across the fields that'll take us almost

direct to the place. You'll go ?"

" Oh, I'm agreed."

" It's time for us to set out, then. You hear
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that tramping along the corridor? It's the

bathers about to start. Let us call Keziah,

and be off."

As Julia made no objection, her sprightly

cousin tripped out into the corridor ; and,

stopping before the door of an adjoining apart-

ment^ called '^ Keziah !"

The room was Mrs. Girdwood's; Keziah,

her servant— a sable-skinned damsel, who

played lady's maid for all three.

"What is it, child?" asked a voice evi-

dently not Keziah's.

'' We're going to bathe^ aunt," said the young

lady, half-opening the door, and looking in.

^* We want Keziah to get ready the dresses.

'* Yes^ yes/' rejoined the same voice, which

was that of Mrs. Girdwood herself. '^ You

hear, Keziah ? And hark ye, girls
!

" she

added, addressing herself to the two young

ladies, now both standing in the doorway, ^'^see

that you take a swimming lesson. Remember
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we are going over the great seas^ where there's

many a chance of getting drowned."

^' Oh, ma ! you make one shiver."

^^ Well^ well^ I hope swimming may never

be needed by you. For all that, there's no

harm in being able to keep your head above

water, and that in more senses than one. Be

quick^ girl, with the dresses ! The people

are all gone ;
you'll be late. Now, then, off

with you
!"

Keziah soon made her appearance in the

corridor, carrying a bundle.

A stout, healthy-looking negress — her

woolly head " toqued " in New Orleans style,

with a checkered bandanna—she was an ap-

panage of the defunct storekeeper's family

;

specially designed to give to it an air Southern,

and of course aristocratic. At this time Mrs.

Girdwood was not the only Northern lady

who selected her servants with an eye to such

effect.
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Slippers were soon kicked off, and kid boots

pulled on in their places. Hats were set co-

quettishly on the head, and shawls—for the

day was rather cool—were thrown loosely

over shoulders.

'' Come on 1" and at the word the cousins

glided along the gallery, descended the great

stair, tripped across the piazza outside, and

then turned off in the direction of the Bath

Road.

Once out of sight of the hotel, they

changed their course, striking into a path

that led more directly toward the cliff.

In less than twenty minutes after, they

might have been seen descending it, through

one of those sloping ravines that here and

there interrupt the continuity of the preci-

pice—Cornelia going first, Julia close after,

the turbaned negress, bearing her bundle, in

the rear.
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CHAPTER II.

A BRACE OF NAIADS.

They icere seen.

A solitary gentleman sauntering along the

clifip, saw the girls go down.

He was coming from the direction of

Ochre Pointy but too far off to tell more

than that they were two young ladies^ fol-

lowed by a black servant.

He thought it a little strange at that hour.

It was bathing-time upon the Beach. He

could see the boxes discharging their gay

groups in costumes of green and blue, crim-

son and scarlet—in the distance looking like

parti-coloured Lilliputians.
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" Why are these two ladies not along

with them ?" was his reflection. '^ Shell-

gatherers, I suppose," was the conjecture that

followed. ^^ Searchers after strange sea-

weeds. From Boston, no doubt. And I'd

bet high that the nose of each is bridged

with a pair of blue spectacles."

The gentleman smiled at the conceit, but

suddenly changed it. The sable complexion of

the servant suggested a different conclusion.

'^ More like they are Southerners ?" was

the muttered remark.

After making it he ceased to think of

them. He had a gun in his hand, and vras

endeavouring to get a shot at some of the

large sea-birds now and then sweeping along

the escarpment of the cliff.

As the tide was still only commencing to

return from its ebb, these flew low, picking

up their food from the stranded algce that, like

a fringe, followed the outlines of the shore.

VOL. I. c
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The sportsman observing this, became con-

vinced he would have a better chance below
;

and down went he through one of the gaps

—

the first that presented itself.

Keeping on towards the Forty Steps, he

progressed only slowly. Here and there

rough ledges required scaling; the yielding

sand also delayed him.

But he was in no hurry. The chances of

a shot were as good at one place as another.

Hours must elapse ere the Ocean House gong

would summon its scattered guests to their

grand dinner. He was one of them. Until

that time he had no reason for returning to

the hotel.

The gentleman thus leisurely strolling is

worthy a word or two by way of description.

That he was only an amateur sportsman,

his style of dress plainly proclaimed. More

plainly did it bespeak the soldier. A forage

cap, that had evidently seen service, half
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shadowed a face, whose deep sun-tan told of

that service being done in a tropic clime

;

while the tint, still fresh and warm, was evi-

dence of recent return. A plain frock-coat,

of civilian cut, close buttoned ; a pair of dark-

blue pantaloons, with well-made boots below

them, completed his semi-military costume.

Added : that these garments were fitted upon

a figure calculated to display them to the

utmost advantage.

The face was in keeping with the figure.

Not oval, but of that rotund shape, ten times

more indicative of daring, as of determi-

nation. Handsome, too, surmounted as it

was by a profusion of dark hair, and adorned

by a well-defined moustache. These advan-

tages had the young man in question, who^

despite the appearance of much travel,

and some military service, was still under

thirty.

Slowly sauntering onward, his boots scranch-
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ing among the pebbles, he heard but the

sound of his own footsteps.

It was only on stopping to await the pas-

sage of a gull, and while calculating the

carry of his gun, that other sounds arrested

his attention.

These were so sweet, that the gull was at

once forgotten. It flew past without his

attempting to pull trigger—although so close

to the muzzle of his gun he might have

^^ murdered " it

!

^^ Nymphs ! Naiads ! Mermaids ! Which

of the three ? Proserpine upon a rock super-

intending their aquatic sports ! Ye gods and

goddesses ! what an attractive tableau !"

These words escaped him, as he stood

crouching behind a point of rock that abutted

far out from the line of the cliff. Beyond it

was the cove in which the young ladies were

bathing— the negress keeping but careless

watcb as she sat upon one of tlie ledges.
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" Chaste Dian !" exclaimed the sportsman,

*^ pardon me for this intrusion. Quite in-

advertent, I assure you. I must track back/'

he eontinued^ '^ to save myself from being-

transformed into a stag. Provoking, too

!

I wanted to go that way to explore a cave

I've heard spoken of. I came out with this

intention. How awkward to be thus inter-

rupted !"

There was something like a lie outlined

upon his features as he muttered the last re-

flection. In his actions too— for he still

loitered behind the rock—still kept looking

over it.

Plunging in pellucid water not waist deep

— theic lower extremities only concealed by

the saturated skirts that clung like cerements

around them—their feet showing clear as

coral—the two young creatures continued to

disport themselves. Only Joseph himself

could have retreated from the sight

!
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And then their long hair in full dishevel-

ment—of two colours, hlack and gold

—

sprinkled by the pearly spray, as the girls,

with tiny rose-tipped fingers, dashed the water

in each others faces—all the time making

the rocks ring with the music of their merry

voices—ah ! from such a picture who could

comfortably withdraw his eyes ?

It cost the sportsman an effort ; of which

he was capable—only by thinking of his

sister.

And thinking of her, he loitered no longer,

but drew back behind the rock.

" Deuced awkward !" he again muttered to

himself—perhaps this time with more sin-

cerity. ^^I wished particularly to go that

way. The cave cannot be much farther on.

and now to trudge all the way back ! I must

either do that, or wait till theyVe got through

their game of aquatics."

For a moment he stood reflecting. It was
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a considerable distance to the place where

he had descended the cliff. Moreover, the

track was toilsome, as hje had proved by ex-

perience.

He decided to stay where he was till the

" coast should be clear."

He sat down upon a stone, took out a cigar,

and commenced smoking.

He was scarce twenty paces from the pool

in which the pretty dears were enjoying

themselves. He could hear the plashing of

their palms, like young cygnets beating the

water with their wings. He could hear them

exchange speeches, mingled with peals of

clear-ringing laughter. There could be no

harm in listening to these sounds, since the

sough of the sea hindered him from making

out what was said. Only now and then did

he distinguish an interjection, proclaiming

the delight in which the two Naiads were

indulging, or one, the sharper voice of the
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negress^ to warn them against straying too far

out, as the tide had commenced rising.

From these signs he knew he had not been

observed while standing exposed by the pro-

jection of rock.

A full half-hour elapsed, and still con-

tinued the plunging and tlie peals of laughter.

" Very mermaids they must be—to stay so

long in the w^ater ! Surely they've had enough

of it
!"

As shown by this reflection^ the sportsman

was becoming impatient.

Shortly after^ the plashing ceased^ and

along with it the laughter. He could still

hear the voices of the two girls engaged in

conversation—at intervals intermingled wuth

that of the negress.

^^They are out now, and dressing," he joy-

fully conjectured. "I wonder how long

they'll be about that. Not another hour, I

hope."
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He took out a fresh cigar. It was his

third.

"By the time I've finished this," reflected

he, *' they'll he gone. At all events they

ought to be dressed ; and^ without rudeness^

I may take the liberty of slipping past them."

He lit the cigar, smoked, and listened.

The conversation was now carried on iij an

uninterrupted strain, but u\ quieter tones,

and no longer interspersed with laughter.

The cigar became shortened to a stump, and

still those silvery voices were heard mingling

with the hoarse symphony of the sea—the

latter, each moment growing louder as the

tide continued to rise. A fresh breeze had

sprung up, which, brought shoreward by the

tidal billow, increased the noise; until the

voices of the girls appeared like some distant

metallic murmur, and the listener at length

doubted whether he heard them or not.

^^ Their time's up," he said, springing to his
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feet, and flinging away the stump of the cigar.

'* They've had enough to make their toilet

twice over at all events. I can give no more

grace ; so here goes to continue my explora-

tion !"

He turned towards the projection of the

cliff. A single step forward, and he came to

a stand—his countenance suddenly becoming

clouded with an unpleasant expression ! The

tide had stolen up to the rocks, and the point

of the promontory was now full three feet

under water; while the swelling waves, at

intervals, surged still higher

!

There was neither beach below, nor ledge

above ; no way but by taking to the water.

The explorer saw that it would be impos-

sible to proceed in the direction intended,

without wading up to his waist. The object

he had in view was not worth such a satura-

tion ; and with an exclamation of disappoint-

ment—chagrin, too, for the lost time—he
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turned upon his heel, and commenced re-

tracing his steps along the base of the bluffs.

He no longer went strolling or sauntering.

An apprehension had arisen in his mind that

stimulated him to the quickest pace in his

power. What if his retreat should be cut off

by the same obstacle that had interrupted his

advance ?

The thought was sufficiently alarming ; and

hastily scrambling over the ledges^ and skim-

ming across the stretches of quicksand—now

transformed into pools— he only breathed

freely when once more in the gorge by which

he had descended.
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CHAPTER III.

THE TWO POETASTERS.

The sportsman was- under a mistake about

the girls being gone. They were still within

the cove ; only no longer conversing.

Their dialogue had ended along with their

dressing ; and they had betaken themselves

to two separate occupations—both of which

called for silence. Miss Girdwood had com-

menced reading a book that appeared to be a

volume of poems ; while her cousin_, who had

come provided with drawing materials, was

making a sketch of the grotto that had served

them for a robing-room.

On their emerging from the water, Keziali
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had plunged into the sanae pool—now dis-

turbed by the incoming tide, and deep enough

to conceal her dusky charms from the eyes of

any one straying along the cliff.

After spluttering about for a matter of ten

minutes, the negress returned to the shore;

once more drew the gingham gown over her

head ; squeezed the salt spray out of her

kinky curls; readjusted the bandanna; and^

giving way to the languor produced by the

saline immersion, lay down upon the dry

shingle—almost instantly falling asleep.

In this way had the trio become disposed,

as the explorer, after discovering the obstruc-

tion to his progress, turned back along the

strand—their silence leading him to believe

they had taken departure.

For some time this silence continued_, Cor-

nelia taking great pains with her drawing. It

was a scene well worthy of her pencil, and

with the three figures introducedJust as they
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were, could not fail to make an interesting

picture. She intended it as the record of a

rare and somewhat original scene : for al-

though young ladies occasionally took a sly

dip in such solitary places, it required a cer-

tain degree of daring.

Seated upon a stone, as far out as the tide

would allow her, she sketched her cousin,

leaning studiously against the cliff, and the

sable-skinned maid-servant, with turbaned

head, lying stretched along the shingle. The

scarped precipice, with the grotto under-

neath ; the dark rocks here overhanging,

there seamed by a gorge that sloped steeply

upward—the sides of the latter trellised with

convolvuli and clumps of fantastic shrubbery,

all these were to appear in the picture.

She was making fair progress, when inter-

rupted by an exclamation from her cousin.

The latter had been for some time turning

over the leaves of her book with a rapidity
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that denoted either impatience or dire disap-

pointment in its contents.

At intervals she would stop, read a few

lines, and then sweep onward—as if in search

of something better.

This exercise ended, at length, by her

dashing the volume down upon the shingle?

and exclaiming:

"StuflPr

" Who r
" Tennyspn."

" Surely you're jesting ? The divine Ten-

nyson—the pet poet of the age ?"

*' Poet of the age ! There's no such person !"

'' What ! not Longfellow T
*' Another of the same. The American

edition, diluted, if such a thing were possible.

Poets indeed! A pair of squeaking penny

whistles ! Rhymesters of quaint conceits

—

spinners of small sentiments in long hexa-

meters—not soul enough in all the scrib-
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blings of both to stir up the millionth part of

an emotion
!"

" You are severe, cousin. How do you

account for their world-wide popularity ? Is

that not a proof of their being poets ?"

" Was it a proof in the case of Southey ?

Poor, conceited Southey, who believed him-

self superior to Byron ! And tlie world

shared his belief—at least one-half of it,

while he lived ! In these days such a

dabbler in verse would scarce obtain the pri-

vilege of print."

" But Longfellow and Tennyson have

obtained it."

" True; and along with, as you say_, a

world-wide reputation. All that is easily

explained."

^^How?"

" By the accident of their coming after

Byron—immediately after him."

" I don't comprehend you, cousin."
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'* Nothing can be clearer. Byron made

the world drunk with a divine intoxication.

His superb verse was to the soul what wine is

to the body ; producing a grand and glorious

thrill— a very carousal of intellectual enjoy-

ment. Like all such excesses, it was followed

by that nervous debility that requires a blue

pill and black draught. It called for its ab-

sinthe and camomile bitters ; and these have

been supplied by Alfred Tennyson, Poet

Laureate to the Queen of England, and Henry

Wadsworth Longfellow, pet of the senti-

mental and spectacled young ladies of Boston.

It was a poetic tempest_, to be followed by

a prosaic calm^ that has now lasted over

forty years, unbroken save by the piping of

this pair of poetasters
!"

" Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled pep-

pers !" repeated Cornelia, with a good-natured

laugh.

" Yes !" cried Julia, rather irritated by her

VOL. I. D
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cousin's indifference. ^^ By just such a paltry

play upon words^ by the ima£:ination of small

sentimentalities^ and sickly conceits^ plucked

out of barren brains^ and then machined into

set stanzas, have these same poetasters obtained

the world-wide reputation you speak of Out

upon such pretenders! And this is how I

would serve them."

She raised her little foot, and, with a spite-

ful stamp^ brought her heel down upon poor

Tennyson^ sinking him deep into the spongy

sand

!

"• Oh^ Julia, you've spoilt the book
!"

" There's nothing in it to spoil. Waste print

and paper. There's more poetry in one of

these pretty seaweeds that lie neglected on the

sand—far more than in a myriad of such

worthless volumes. Let it lie
!"

The last words were addressed to Keziah,

who_, startled from her slumber^ had stooped

to pick up the trampled volume.
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" Let it lie, till the waves sweep over it and

bear it into oblivion ; as the waves of Time

will wash out the memory of its author. Oh,

for one true—one real poet
!"

At this moment Cornelia started to her

feet ; not from anything said by her cousin,

but simply because the waves of the Atlantic

were already stealing around her skirts. As

she stood erect the water was dripping from

them.

The sketcher regretted this interruption of

her task ; the picture was but half completed

;

and it would spoil it to change the point of

view.

"'No matter," she muttered, closing her

sketch-book, " we can come again to-morrow.

You will, won't you, Julia, to oblige me?"

"And myself, miss. It's the very thing,

this little plunge sans faqon. I haven't en-

joyed anything like it since landing on the

island of—of—Aquidnec. That, I believe, is
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the ancient appellation. Come, then^ let us

be off! To-day, for a novelty^ I shall dine

with something resembling an appetite."

Keziah having wrung out the bathing-

dresses and tied them in a bundle, the three

prepared to depart.

Tennyson still lay crushed upon the sand

;

and his spiteful critic would not allow him to

be taken up

!

They started to return to the hotel—in-

tending to go up the cliff by the same ravine

through which they had come down. They

knew of no other way.

On reaching the jutting rock that formed

the flanking of the cove, all three were

brought suddenly to a stand.

There was no path by which they could

proceed ; they had stayed too long in the cave^

and the tide had cut off their retreat.

The water was only a few feet in depth
;

and, had it been still, they might have waded
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it. But the flow was coming in with a surge

strong enough to sweep them off their feet.

They saw this, but without feeling anj-thing

like fear. They regarded it only as an un-

pleasant interruption.

^^ We must go in the opposite direction,"

said Julia, turning back into the cove_, and

leading the way around it.

But here again was their path obstructed,

just as on the opposite side.

The same depth of water, the same dan-

ger to be dreaded from the lashing of the

surge

!

As they stood regarding it, it appeared to

grow deeper and more dangerous

!

Back to the place just left.

There, too, had the depth been increasing.

The tide seemed to have risen more than* a

foot since they left it. It was but the breeze

still freshening over the sea.

To have waded around either point seemed
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no longer possible ; and none of the three

could swim

!

The cousins uttered a simultaneous cry. It

was the first open acknowledgment of a fear

both secretly felt.

The cry was echoed by their dark-skinned

attendant, far more frightened than they.

Back again to the other side—once more

back and forward—and their panic was com-

plete.

They were no longer in doubt about their

situation. On both sides the path was ob-

structed. Clearly was their retreat cut off!

Up the precipice went their eyes, to see

wliether it could be climbed. It needed but

a glance to tell them ** No !" There was the

gorge running up the cliff; but it looked as if

only a cat could have scaled it

!

They turned from it in despair.

There was but one hope remaining. The

tide might not mount above their heads ; and
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might they not stay where they were till it

ebbed again?

With quick glances they interrogated the

waves, the grotto, the rocks overhead. Un-

accustomed to the sea, they knew but little of

its ways. They knew that the waves rose and

fell ; but how far ? They could see nothing

to tell them ; nothing to confirm their fears,

or assure them of their safety !

This suspense was even worse to endure

than the certainty of danger.

Oppressed by it, the two girls clasped each

other by the hand, raising their united voices

in a cry for deliverance :

^^Help! Help!"
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CHAPTER IV.

"help! help!"

Their cry of distress ascended to the summit

of the cliff.

It was heard ; and by one who had lately

listened to the same voices^ speaking in tones

of the sweetest contentment.

It was he who carried the gun.

After scrambling up the gorge, he had faced

northward in the direction of Easton's Beach

;

for the reason only that this was his nearest

way to the hotel.

He was reflecting upon the incident ihaf

bad caused him such a toilsome detour

;

though his thoughts were dwelling less upon
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this than upon the face of one of the two

naiads seen playing in the pool.

It was the one of darker complexion.

• Her figure, too, was recalled. In that

transitory glance he had perceived above the

water-line, and continued in the translucency

beneath, an outline not easily forgotten. He

so well remembered it, as almost to repent

the spasm of delicacy that had caused him to

retreat behind the rock.

This repentance had something to do with

the direction he was now taking.

He had hopes of encountering the bathers

as they came up to the summit of the cliff.

Much time, however, had passed. He could

see that the beach was deserted—the few dark

forms appearing upon it being evidently those

solitary creatures of bachelor kind, who be-

come Neptune's guests only at the second

table.

Of course the two mermaids having ex-
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changed their loose aquatic costume for the

more constrained dress of the street, had long

since gone home to the hotel. This was his

conjecture.

A cry came to contradict it ; close followed

by another^ and another

!

He ran out to the edge of the cliff and

looked downward. He could remember

nothing of the landmarks. The tide, now

well in, had changed the look of everything

below. The ledges were covered—their posi-

tion only to be told by the surf breaking

over them.

Once more came up the cry

!

Dropping on his knees, he crept closer and

closer to the escarped edge—out to its very

brink. Still nothing to be seen below !

Neither woman nor human being. Not a

spot on which one might find footing. No

beach above water—no shoal^ rock^ or ledge,

projecting from the precipice—no standing-
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place of any kind. Only the dark angry

waves, roaring like enraged lions, and em-

bracing the abutment as though they would

drag it back with them into the abysm of the

ocean !

Amidst the crashing and seething, once

more ascended the cry ! Again^ and again,

till it became a continuous chant

!

He could not mistake its meaning. The

bathers were still below. Beyond doubt they

were in danger.

How could he assist them ?

He started to his feet. He looked all

round—along the cliflp-path, and across the

fields stretching back from the shore.

No house was near—no chance of obtaining

a rope.

He turned toward Easton's Beach. There

might be a boat there. But could it be

brought in time ?

It was doubtful. The cries continuing, told
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him that the peril was imminent. Those im-

perilled might be already struggling with the

tide

!

At this moment he remembered a sloping

gorge. It could not be far off. It was the

same by which the young ladies had gone

down. He was a strong swimmer, and knew

it. By swimming round into the cove, he

might be able to effect their rescue.

Giving a shout^ to assure them tj^iat their

situation was known, he started at full speed

along the crest of the cliff.

On reaching the ravine^ he flung himself

into it, and soon reached the sea-level

below.

Without pausing, he turned along the shore,

rushing over sand and shingle, over sharp

ledges^ and making his way among boulders

slippery with seaweed.

He reached the abutment that flanked one

side of the cove, from which he could now
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again hear the cries of distress, miDgled with

the hoarse shrieking of the sea.

To wade round the point was plainly im-

possible. The water was neck-deep, seething

and swelling.

Kicking off his boots, and throwing his

gun, cap, and coat upon a ledge, he plunged

in, and commenced a struggle with the

billows.

It cost him one— his life nearly. Twice

was his body borne against the rock with

fearful violence—each time receiving injury

in the shock.

He succeeded in rounding the point and

reaching the cove beyond, where the swell

broke more smoothly upon a sloping bed.

He now swam with ease ; and soon stood in

the presence of the bathers, who, at sight

of him, had ceased their cries, believing their

danger at an end.

All were within the grotto, to which they
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had retreated, as offering the highest ground.

For all this^ they were up to the ankles in

water !

At his approach they rushed out, wading

knee-deep to meet him.

^^Oh, sir!" cried the eldest of the young

ladies, '^you see how we are situated: can

you assist us ?"

The swimmer had risen erect. He looked

right and left, before making rejoinder.

^^ Can you swim ?" he asked.

'^ Not one of us."

" It is bad," he muttered to himself ^^ Either

way, it is doubtful whether I could carry

them through it. It's been as much as I

could do for myself. We'd be almost certain

of being crushed. What, in heaven's name,

can be done for them ?"

They were thoughts rather than words, and

the girls could not know them. But the/

saw the stranger's brow clouded with appre-
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hension ; and with eyes straining into his,

they stood trembling.

He turned suddenly^ and glanced up the

cliff. He remembered the seam he had ob-

served from above. He could now survey it

from base to summit.

A gleam of hope flashed over his face. It

could be scaled

!

"Surely you can climb up there?" he

asked, encouragingly.

^^ No^ no ! I'm sure we could never go up

that way. / could not."

"Nor I."

"You might sustain yourselves by taking

hold of the bushes. It is not so difficult as

it appears. Those tufts of grass would help

you ; and there are points where you might

place your feet. I could climb it easily my-

self ; but, unfortunately, it would be impos-

sible for me to assist you. There is not room

for two to go up together."
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^'I am sure I should fall before I was half-

way to the top
!"

This was said by Cornelia. Julia signified

the same. The negress had no voice. With

lips ashy pale, she seemed too much terrified

to speak.

'' Then there is no alternative but to try

swimming," said the stranger, once more facing

seaward, and again scrutinizing the surf.

" No !" he added, apparently recoiling from

the design, ^* by swimming I might save my-

self, though it is no longer certain. The

swell has increased since I came in here.

There's been wind on the sea outside. I'm a

fair swimmer ; but to take one of you with

me is^ I fear, beyond my strength."

'^ But, sir !" appealed she of the dark eyes,

'^ is it certain we could not stay here till the

tide falls again ?"

'"^ Impossible ! Look there !" answered he,

pointing to the cliff.
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There could be no mistaking what he

meant. That line trending horizontally along

the fa9ade of the precipice, here and there

ragged with sea- wrack, was the high-water

mark of the tide. It w^as far overhead

!

The girls uttered a simultaneous scream as

they stood regarding it. It was^ in truth,

the first time they had felt a full sense of

their danger. Hitherto they had been sus-

tained by a hope that the tide would not

mount so high as to submerge them. But

there was the tell-tale track, beyond reach

even of their hands !

" Courage !" cried the stranger, his voice

all at once assuming a cheerful tone, as if

some bright thought had occurred to him.

'' You have shawls, both of you. Let me

have them."

Without questioning his purpose, both

raised the cashmeres from their shoulders,

and held them out to him.

VOL. L E,
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'^ A plan has occurred to me/' said he,

taking out his knife, and cutting the costly

fabric into strips. " I did not think of it

before. By the help of these I may get you

up the cliff."

The shawls were soon separated into

several bands. These he knotted together

so as to form a long, narrow festoonery.

With eager hands the young ladies assisted

him in the operation.

" Now !" he said^ as soon as the junction

was completed ; "by this I can draw you up,

one by one. Who first?"

" Go^ cousin !" said she of the dark eyes
;

•' you are lightest. It will be easier for him

in the trial."

As there was no time for either ceremony

or dispute, Cornelia accepted the suggestion.

The stranger could have no choice.

The shawl-rope was carefully adjusted

around her waist, then with equal care
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fastened to his. Thus linked, they com-

menced climbing the cliff.

Though difficult for both, the scaling

proved successful; and the young girl stood

unharmed upon the summit.

She made no demonstration of joy. Her

cousin was still below—still in danger

!

Once again down the gorge by which he

had before descended. Once more around

the rock, battling with the breakers—and

again safe in the shelter of the cove.

The shawl-rope flung down from above

had been caught by those below ; and was

for the second time put into requisition.

In like manner was Julia rescued from the

danger of drowning !

But the efforts of the rescuer did not end

here. His was a gallantry that had nought

to do with the colour of the skin.

For the third time his life was imperilled,

and the negress stood safe upon the summit

LIBRARY
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of the cliff—to unite with the young ladies in

the expression of their gratitude.

^^ We can never sufficiently thank you," said

she of the bistre-coloured eyes.

" Oh, never !" exclaimed her companion

with the irides of azure.

'^ Another favour, sir," said the first

speaker. " It seems quite a shame to ask it.

But we shall be so laughed at if this become

known. Would it be too much to request,

that nothing be said of our very unpleasant

adventure ?"

" There shall be nothing said by me," re-

sponded the rescuer. *' Of that, ladies, you

may rest assured."

^* Thanks!—a thousand thanks! Indeed,

we are greatly indebted to you. Good-day,

I"
sir!

With a bow, dark eyes turned away from

the cliff along the path leading to the Ocean

House. A somewhat deeper sentiment was
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observed in the orbs of blue ; though their

owner took leave without giving it expres-

sion.

The confusion arising from their late alarm

might perhaps plead their excuse.

None was needed by the negress.

"• God bress you, brave massa ! God bress

you!" were her parting words— the only

ones that appeared to be spoken in true grati-

tude.
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CHAPTER V.

THE SCATHED RETRIEVER.

Filled with astonishment, and not without

a slight feeling of chagrin, the sportsman

stood looking after the trio he had delivered

from almost certain death.

" A thousand thanks ! Indeed we are

greatly indebted to you
!"

He repeated these words, imitating the

tone in which they had been spoken.

" By my faith !" he continued, with an

emphasis on each word, "if that isn't a little

of the coolest ! What the dickens have I been

doing for these dames ? In the country of my

christening I'd have had as much for helping
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them over a stiJe, or picking up a dropped

glove. ' Good-day, sir !' Name neither asked

nor given! Not a hint about ^calling again !'

"

"Well, I suppose I shall have another

opportunity of seeing them. They are going

straight towards the Ocean House. No doubt

a brace of birds from that extensive aviary.

Birds of paradise, too—^judging by their fine

feathers! Ah! the dark one. Step like a

race-horse—eye like a she-eagle !

^^ Strange how the heart declares its pre-

ference ! Strange I should think most of her

w^ho appeared least grateful ! Nay, she spoke

almost superciliously. I wonder if likes

were ever mutual.

'^l could love that girl— I'm sure of it.

Would it be a true, honest passion? Not so

sure of that. She's not exactly the kind I'd

like to call wife. I feel convinced she'd

aspire to wear the

" Talking of inexpressibles makes me think
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of my coat^ hat, and boots. Suppose, now,

the tide has swept them off? What a figure

I'd cut sneaking back to the hotel in my shirt-

sleeves ! Hatless and shoeless to boot ! It's

just possible such expose is in store for me.

My God !"

The exclamation was uttered with an accent

quite different from the speeches that pre-

ceded it. These had been muttered jocosely,

with a smile upon his lips. Along with the

^' My God !" came a cloud, covering his whole

countenance.

The change was explained by what quickly

came after.

'^ My pocket-book ! A thousand dollars in

it ! All the money I have in the world ! If

that's lost I'll cut a still sorrier figure at the

hotel. A long bill owing ! My papers, too !

Some of them of great importance to me

—

deeds and documents ! God help me, if

they're gone !"
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Once more along the cliff; once more

descending the slope, with as much haste as

if still another damsel with " she-eagle" eyes

was screaming for help below !

He had reached the sea-level, and was turn-

in<2: alono; the strand, when he saw a dark

object upon the water—about a cable's length

out from the shore. It was a small row-boat,

with two men in it.

It was headed toward Easton Beach ; but

the rowers had stopped pulling, and w^ere sit-

ting with oars unshipped. They were nearly

opposite the cove out of which he had so

lately climbed.

^' What a pity !" was his reflection. '' Had

these fellows shown themselves but twenty

minutes sooner, they'd have saved me a set of

sore bones, and the young ladies a couple of

shawls that must have cost them a good round

price— no doubt five hundred dollars a-piece!

The boat must have been coming up shore all
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the time. How stupid of me not to have

seen it!

*^What are they stopped for now? Ah!

my coat and cap ! They see them, and so do

I. Thank heaven, my pocket-book and papers

are safe
!"

He was hastening on to make them still

more secure, for the tide was close threaten-

ing his scattered garments—when all at once

a dark monster-like form was seen approach-

ing from the sea, surging toward the same

point. As it got into shallow water, its body

rose above the surface, discovering a huge

Newfoundland dog

!

The animal had evidently come from the

boat—had been sent from it. But for what

purpose did not strike the sportsman till he

saw the shaggy creature spring upward to the

ledge, seize hold of his coat in its teeth, and

then turning with it plunge back into the

water

!
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A Broadway frock of best broadcloth ; a

thousand dollars in the pockets ;
papers worth

ten times the amount

!

^' Heigh ! heigh !" cried the owner, rushing

on toward the spot where the rape was being

committed, ^^ down with it, you brute 1 down

with it ! drop it T

" Fetch it !" came a voice from the boat

;

*' come on, good Bruno ! Fetch it 1"

The words were followed by a peal of

laughter that rang scornfully along the cliffs.

The voices of both the boatmen took part

in it.

Blacker than the rocks behind him became

the face of the sportsman, who had paused in

silent surprise.

Up to that moment he had supposed that

the two men had not seen him, and that the

dog had been sent to pick up what might

appear '^ unclaimed property." But the com-

mand given to the animal, with the scornful
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laugh, at once cured him of his delusion ; and

he turned toward them with a scowl that

might have terrified bolder spirits than theirs.

It did not check his rising wTath to per-

ceive that they were a brace of young

^* bloods" out on a pleasuring excursion.

Perhaps all the more did he feel sensible of

the insult.

He w ho had wandered far and wide ; who

had tracked Comanches on the w^ar-path;

had struck his sword against a chevaux-de-

finse of Mexican bayonets, to be mocked after

such fantastic fashion, and by such fellows

!

^' Command the dog back !" he shouted, in

a voice that made the rocks re-echo. " Back

with him ; or, by heaven, you shall both

rue it!"

" Come on, Bruno 1" cried they, reckless,

now they had committed themselves. " Good

dog 1 Fetch it ! fetch it
!"

He in the shirt-sleeves stood for a moment
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irresolute, because feeling himself helpless.

The animal had got out of his reach. It

would be impossible to overtake it. Equally

so to swim out to the boat, and wreak his

wrath upon the rowers, whose speech con-

tinued to torture him.

Though seeming to him an age^ his inaction

was scarce of a second's continuance. On

looking around to see what might be done^

his eye rested upon the gun, still lying upon

the ledge where he had left it.

With an exulting shout he sprang toward

the piece, and again held it in his grasp.

It was loaded with large shot ; for he had

been sporting for water-fowl.

He did not wait to give warning. The

scurvy behaviour of the fellows had released

him from all ceremony ; and hastily raising

the piece, sent a shower of shot around the

shoulders of the Newfoundland.

The dog dropped the coat, gave out a
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hideous growling, and swam, crippled-like,

toward the boat.

Laughter no longer ran along the cliffs. It

had ceased at sight of the gun.

*^ It's a double one," said he who grasped

it, speaking loud enough for them to hear

him. ^^ If you'll bring your boat a little

nearer, I may treat you to the second barrel I"

The bloods thought better than to accept

the invitation. Their joke had come to a

disagreeable termination ; and with rueful

faces they pulled poor Bruno aboard, and

continued the row so regretfully interrupted.

Fortunately for the sportsman, the tide

was still *^ running," so that his coat came

ashore—dollars and documents along with it.

He spent some time in wringing out his

saturated habiliments, and making himself

presentable for the hotel. By good luck,

there were no streets to pass through—the

Ocean House being at this time separated
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only by farm fields from the rocky shore that

had been the scene of his achievements.

^^ Adventures enough for one day !" he

muttered to himself, as he approached the

grand caravanserai swarming with its happy

hundreds.

He did not know that still another was in

store for him. As he stepped into the long

piazza, two gentlemen were seen entering at

the opposite end. They were followed by a

large dog^ that sadly needed helping over a

stile.

The recognition was mutual ; though only

acknowledged by a reciprocal frown, so dark

as not to be dispelled by the cheerful gong

at that moment sounding the summons to

dinner

!
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CHAPTER VI.

A LOYIXG COUPLE.

"Married for love! Hach ! fool that I've

been
!"

The man who muttered these words was

seated with elbows resting upon a table,

and hands thrust distractedly through his

hair.

^^ Fool that Fve been, and for a similar

reason
!"

The rejoinder_, in a female voice, came

from an inner apartment. At the same in-

stant the door, already ajar, was spitefully

pushed open, disclosing the speaker to view :
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a woman of splendid form and features, not

the less so that both were quivering with in-

dignation.

The man started^ and looked up with an

air of embarrassment.

"You heard me^ Frances?" he said^ in a

tone half-surly, half-ashamed.

^^ I heard you, Richard," answered the wo-

man, sweeping majestically into the room.

'' A pretty speech for a man scarce twelve

months married—for you ! Villain 1"

" That name is welcome !" doggedly re-

torted the man. ^' It's enough to make one a

villain
!

"

"What's enough, sir?"

" To think, that but for you I might have

had my thousands a year, with a titled lady

for my wife
!"

" Not worse than to think, that but for you

I might have had my tens of thousands, with

a lord for my husband ! ay, a coronet on my

VOL. I. F
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crown^ where you are barely able to stick a

bonnet
!"

" Bah ! I wish you had your lord."

*^ And bah to you ! I wish you had your

lady."

The dissatisfied Benedict^ finding himself

more than matched in the game of recrimi-

nation, dropped back into his chair ; replanted

his elbows on the table, and resumed the

torturing of his hair.

Back and forth over the floor of the apart-

ment paced the outraged wife, like a tigress

chafed, but triumphant.

Man and wife, they were a remarkable

couple. By nature both were highly en-

dowed; the man handsome as Apollo, the

woman beautiful as Venus. Adorned with

moral grace, they might have challenged

comparison with anything on earth. In the

scene described, it was more like Lucifer

talking to Juno enraged.
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The conversation was in the English

tongue, the accent was English, the speakers

apparently belonging to that country—both

of them. This impression was confirmed by

some articles of travelling gear, trunks and

portmanteaus of English manufacture, scat-

tered over the floor. But the apartment was

in the second story of a second-class boarding-

house in the city of New York.

The explanation is easy enough. The

amiable couple had but lately landed from an

Atlantic steamer. The " O. K." of the Cus-

tom House chalk was still legible on their

luggage.

liooking upon the pair of strange tra-

vellers—more especially after listening to

what they have said—one skilled in the phy-

siognomy of English life would have made

the following reflections :

—

The man has evidently been born " a gentle-

man ;" and as evidently brought up in a bad
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school. He has been in the British army.

About this there can be no mistake ; no more

than that he is now out of it. He still carries

its whisker^ though not its commission. The

latter he has lost by selling out ; but not un-

til after receiving a hint from his colonel, or

a ^^ round robin " from his brother officers,

requesting him to '^^ resign." If ever rich,

he has long since squandered his wealth

;

perhaps even the money obtained for his com-

mission. He is now poor. His looks pro-

claim him an adventurer.

Those of the woman carry to a like con-

clusion, as regards herself. Her air and

action, the showy style of her dress, a certain

recklessness observable in the cast of her

countenance, bring the beholder—who has

once stood alongside ^^ Rotten Eow"—back to

the border of that world-renowned ride. In the

fair Fan he sees the type of the ^^ pretty horse-

breaker "—the " Anonyma " of the season.
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It is an oft-repeated experience. A hand-

some man^ a beautifial woman, both equally

heart-wicked^ inspiring one another with a

transient passion_, that lasts long enough to

make man and wife of them_, but rarely out-

lives the honeymoon. Such was the story of

the couple in question.

The stormy scene described was far from

being the first. It was but one of the squalls

almost daily occurring between them.

The calm succeeding such a violent gust

could not be continuous. A cloud so dark

could not be dissipated without a further

discharge of electricity.

It came ; the last speaker^ as if least satis

fied^ resuming the discourse.

^^And supposing you had married your

lady— I know whom you mean— that old

scratchy Lady C , what a nice time the

two of you would have had of it ! She could

only have kissed you at the risk of losing
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her front teeth^ or swallowing them. Ha !

ha! ha!"

'^ Lady C be hanged ! I could have

had half a score of titled ladies; some of

them as youngs and just as good-looking^ as

I"you!

'^ Boasting braggart ! 'Tis false ! and you

know it ! Good-looking as me ! How you've

changed your tune ! You know I was called

the ^ Belle of Brompton !' Thank heaven^ I

don't need you to satisfy me of my good looks.

Men of ten times your taste have pronounced

upon them ; and may yet /"

The last speech was delivered in front of a

cheval glass, before which the speaker had

stopped^ as if to admire her person.

Certainly the glass gave out an image that

did not contradict what she had said.

" May yet !" echoed the satiated rake, in a

drawl, that betokened either indifference, or its

assumption. '' T wish some of them would /"
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'^ Indeed ! Then some of them shall /"

'' Oh ! I'm agreeable. Nothing would

give me greater pleasure. Thank God ! we've

got into a country whose people take a com-

mon-sense view of these questions, and where

divorce can be obtained, not only on the quiet,

but cheaper than the licence itself! So far

from standing in your way, madam, I'll do

all I can to assist you. I think we can

honestly plead ^ incompatibility of temper ?'
"

'^ She'd be an angel that couldn't plead

that with you."

^^ There's no danger, then, of your being

denied the plea ; unless fallen angels be

excepted."

" Mean insulter ! Oh, mercy ! to think I've

thrown myself away on this worthless man !"

" Thrown yourself away ? Ha ! ha ! ha 1

What were you when I found you ? A waif,

if not worse. The darkest day of my life

was that on which I picked you up
!"
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" Scoundrel
!"

The term ^' scoundrel " is the sure and

close precursor of a climax. When passed

between two gentlemen, it not unfrequently

leads to a mutual pulling of noses. From a

lady to a gentleman the result is of course

different, though in any case it conducts to a

serious turn in the conversation. Its effect

in the present instance was to end it alto-

gether.

With only an exclamation for rejoinder, the

husband sprang to his feet, and commenced

pacing up and down one side of the room.

The wife^ already engaged in like perambula-

tion, had possession of the other.

In silence they crossed and recrossed ; at

intervals exchanging angry glances, like a

tiger and tigress^ making the tour of their

cage.

For ten minutes, or more, was this mute

unsocial promenade continued.
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The man was the first to tire of it; and

once more resuming his seat^ he took a " re-

galia " from his case ; set fire to the weed

;

and commenced smoking.

The woman^ as if determined not to be

outdone in the way of indifference, produced

her cigar-case ; selected from it a tiny

" queen ;" and, sinking down into a rocking-

chair, sent forth a cloud of smoke that soon

rendered her almost as invisible as Juno in

her nimbus.

There was no longer an exchange of

glances—it was scarce possible—and for ten

minutes more not any of speech. The wife

was silently nursing her wrath ; while the

husband appeared to be engaged on some

abstruse problem that occupied all his intel-

lect. At length an exclamation, escaping

involuntarily from his lips, seemed to declare

its solution ; while the cheerful cast of his

countenance, just perceptible through the
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smoke, told of his having reached a conclu-

sion that was satisfactory to him.

Taking the regalia from between his teeth,

and puffing away the cloud that intervened,

he leant toward his wife, at the same time

pronouncing her name in diminutive

—

'' Fan
!"

The form, with the accent in which it was

uttered, seemed to say that on his side the

storm had blown over. His chafed spirit

had become tranquillized under the influence

of the nicotine.

The wife, as if similarly affected^ removed

the "queen" from her lips; and in a tone

that smacked of forgiveness, gave out the

rejoinder

:

" Dick
!"

"An idea has occurred to me," said he,

resuming the conversation in a shape entirely

new. " A grand idea !"

" Of its grandeur I have my doubts. I
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shall be better able to judge when you've im-

parted it. You intend doing that, I perceive."

^^ I do/' he answered, without taking notice

oi" the sarcasm.

^^ Let's hear it, then.'

^^ Well, Fan ; if there's anything in this

world clearer than another, it's that by

getting married we've both made a mucker

of it."

^^ That's clear as daylight—to me at least."

'' Then, you can't be offended if I take a

similar view of the question. We married

one another for love. There we did a stupid

thing ; since neither of us could afford it."

^'^I suppose I know all that. Tell me

something new."

^^ More than stupid," pursued the worth-

less husband ;
'^ it was an act of absolute

madness
!"

^^ Most certainly, on my part."

^^ On the part of both of us. Mind you, I
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don't say I repent making you my wife.

Only in one way ; and that is because I've

spoiled your chances in life. I am aware you

could have married richer men."

^^ Oh, you admit that^ do you ?"

^^ I do. And you must admit I could have

married richer women."

^^ Lady Scratchy for example"

"No matter. Lady Scratch could have

kept me from this hard scratch for a living
;

which promises to be still harder. You

know there's no resource left me but the little

skill I've acquired in manipulating paste-

board. I've come over here, under the plea-

sant hallucination I should find plenty of

pigeons, and that the hawks only existed on

our side of the Atlantic. Well; I've been

round with my introductions, and what's the

result ? To discover that the dullest flat in

New York would be a sharp in the saloons

of London. I've dropped a hundred pounds
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already ; and don't see much chance of taking

them up again."

^^ And what do you see^ Dick ? What's this

grand idea ?"

^*^Are you prepared to listen to a pro-

posal ?"

'^ How condescending of you to ask me

!

Let me hear it. Whether I may feel inclined

to agree to it_, is another thing."

^^ Well^ my dear Fan
;
your own words

have suggested it ; so you can't reproach me

for originating it."

'^ If it he an idea, you needn't fear that.

What words^ may I ask ?"

^^ You said you wished I had married my

lad^"

'' I did. What is there in that ?"

^' More than you think for. A whole

world of meaning."

" I meant what 1 said."

" In spite only^ Fan."
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^^ In earnest."

'^ Ha^ ha ! I know you too well for that."

" Do you ? You flatter yourself^ I think.

Perhaps you may some day find your mis-

take."

^^ Not a bit of it. You love me too well,

Fan ; as I do you. It is just for that I am

going to make the proposal."

" Out with it ! I shan't like you any the

better for thus tantalizing me. Come, Dick

;

you want me to grant something ? What is it ?"

'^ Give me your permission to
"

"To do what?"

^' To get married again /"

The wife of twelve months started, as if

struck by a shot. In her glance there was

anger and surprise, only subdued by inter-

rogation.

" Are you in earnest, Dick ?"

The inquiry was mechanical. She saw

that he was.
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^^Wait till you've heard me out," he re-

joined, proceeding to the explanation.

She waited.

'' What I propose, then, is this : You leave

me free to get married again. More than that,

give me your help to accomplish it—for our

mutual benefit. It's the very country for such

a scheme ; and I flatter myself I'm the very

man who may bring it to a satisfactory con-

clusion. These Yankees have been growing

rich. There are now scores—hundreds of

heiresses among them. Strange if I can't

pick one of them up ! They must either be

daintier than you, Fan ; or else I've lost my

attractions."

The appeal to her vanity, skilful though it

was, failed to elicit a rejoinder. She remained

silent, permitting her husband to continue his

explanation.

He continued

:

^^ It's no use shutting our eyes to the situa-
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tion. We've both been speaking the truth.

We've made fools of ourselves. Your beauty

has been the means of spoiling my chances in

life ; and my—well, good looks, if I must

say it—have done the same for you. It's

been a mutual love, and a reciprocal ruin

—

in short, a sell on both sides."

" True enough. Go on !"

'^ The prospect before us ! I, the son of a

poor prebend, you—well_, it's no use to talk

of family affairs. We came over here in

hopes of bettering our condition. The land

of milk and honey turns out to be but gall

and bitterness. We've but one hundred pounds

left. When that's gone, what next, Fan ?"

Fan could not tell.

^^We may expect but slight consideration

lor gentility here," continued the adventurer.

'' Our cash once spent, what can I do—or

Av hat you ? I know of nothing, except to take

hold of the delicate ribbons of a street hack

;
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while you must attune your musical ear to

the tinkle of a sewing-machine, or the creak-

ing of a mangle. By Heaven ! there'll be no

help for it
!"

The ci-devant belle of Brompton, appalled

by the prospect, started up from the rocking-

chair, and once more commenced pacing the

room.

Suddenly she stopped, and, turning to her

husband, inquired:

^^ Do you intend to he true to 7ne, Dick ?"

The question was put in an eager, earnest tone.

Equally earnest was the answer :

^^ Of course I do. How can you doubt me,

Fan ? We're both alike interested in the

speculation. You may trust me as steel!"

'' I agree to it, then, Dick. But dread steel

if you betray me!"

Dick answered the threat with a light

laugh ; at the same time imprinting a Judas

kiss on the lips that had pronounced it

!

VOL. I. G
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CHAPTER VII.

A DUTIFUL DAUGHTER.

^^An officer just returned from Mexico—

a

captain, or something of the sort, in one of

the regiments raised for the war. Of course,

a nobody
!"

It was the storekeeper's relict who spoke.

^' Did you hear his name, mamma T mur-

mured Julia.

^^ Certainly, my dear. The clerk pointed

it out on the hotel register—Maynard."

" Maynard ! If it be the Captain Maynard

spoken of in the papers, he's not such a no-

body. At least the despatches do not say so.

Why, it was he who led the forlorn hope at
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C , besides being first over the bridge

at some other place with an unpronounceable

name !"

^'^StuflP about forlorn hopes and bridges!

That won't help him, now that he is out of

the service, and his regiment disbanded. Of

course he'll be without either pension or pay,

besides a soupqon of his having empty pockets.

I got so much out of the servant who waits

upon him."

^^ He is to be pitied for that."

^^ Pity him as much as you like^ my dear

;

but don't let it go any further. Heroes are

all very well in their way^ when they've got

the dollars to back 'em up. Without these

they don't count for much now-a-days ; and

rich girls don't go marrying them any more."

'^ Ha ! ha ! ha ! Who thinks of marrying

him ?" Daughter and niece simultaneously

asked the question.

^^No flirtations neither/' gravely rejoined
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Mrs. Girdvvood. ^^ I won't allow them—cer-

tainly not with him."

^^ And why not with him, as much as any

one else, most honoured mother ?"

^^ Many reasons. We don't know who or

what he may be. He don't appear to have

the slightest acquaintance with any one in the

place ; and no one is acquainted with him.

He's a stranger in this country, and believed

to be Irish."

" Oh, aunt ! I should not think any the

worse of him for that. My own father was

Irish."

^^ Whatever he may be, he's a brave man,

and a gallant one," quietly rejoined Julia.

" And a handsome one, too !" added Cor-

nelia, with a sly glance towards her cousin.

*^I should think," pursued Julia, "that he

who has climbed a scaling-ladder—to say

nothing about the bridge—and who after-

ward, at the risk of his life, pulls two not
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very light young ladies up the face of a

perpendicular precipice, might dispense with

any further introduction to society ; even to

the J/s, the L.'s and the B.'s—the ' cream,' as

they call themselves."

" Pff !" scornfully exclaimed the mother.

^' Any gentleman would have done the same;

and would have done it for any lady. Why,

he made no difference between you and

Keziah^ who is almost as heavy as both of

you in a bundle !"

The remark caused the two young ladies to

break forth into a fit of laughter : for they

remembered at the time they had been saved

from their peril the ludicrous look of the

negress as she was drawn up to the crest of

the cliff. Had she not been the last in the

ascent, their remembrance of it might have

been less vivid.

"Well, girls; I'm glad to see that you

enjoy it. You may laugh as much as you
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like ; but I'm in earnest. There must be no

marrying in such a quarter as that, nor flirt-

ing either. I don't want either of you talked

about. As for you, Corneel, I don't pretend

to exercise any control over you. Of course

you can act as you please."

*^ And I cannot ?" quickly inquired the im-

perious Julia.

" Yes you can, my dear. Marry Captain

Maynard, or any other man who suits your

fancy. But if you do so without my consent,

you may make up your mind to be contented

with your pin-money. Remember that the

million left by your father is mine for life."

*' Indeed
!"

" Ay ! And if you act against my wishes,

I shall live thirty years longer, to spite you

—

fifty if I can 1"

*^ Well, mamma ; I can't say but that you're

candid. A charming prospect, should it

please me to disobey you
!"
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" But you won't, Julia ?" said Mrs. Gird-

wood, coaxingly ;
" you won't. You know

better than that : else your dear mother's

teaching has been so much waste time and

trouble. But talking of time," continued the

"dear mother," as she drew a jewelled watch

from her belt, *' in two hours the ball will

begin. Go to your room, and get dressed.

Off with you
!"

Cornelia, obedient to the command, tripped

out into the corridor, and, gliding along it,

turned into the apartment occupied by herself

and cousin.

Julia, on the contrary, walked on to the

balcony outside.

'^ Plague take the ball !" said she, raising

her arms in a yawn. ^' I'd a thousand times

rather go to bed !"

^^ And why, you silly child ?" inquired her

mother, who had followed her out.

^^ Mother, you know why ! It will be just
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the same as at the last one—all alone among

those impertinent people. I hate them ! How

I should like to humiliate them
!"

" To-night you shall do that, my dear."

"How, mamma?"
^^ By wearing my diamond head-dress. The

last present your dear father gave me. It cost

him a twenty thousand dollar check ! If we

could only ticket the price upon the diamonds,

how they would glitter in their envious eyes.

Never mind ; I should think they'll be sharp

enough to guess it. Now, my girl, that will

humiliate them
!"

'* Not much."

^^ Not much ! Twenty thousand dollars

worth of diamonds ! There isn't such a tiara

in the States. There won't be anything like

it at the ball. As diamonds are in full fashion

now, it will give you no end of a triumph

;

at all events, enough to satisfy you for the

present. Perhaps when we come back here
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again^ we may have the diamonds set in a

still more attractive shape."

'' How ?"

'^ In a coronet /" replied the mother, whis-

pering the words in her daughter's ear.

Julia Girdwood started^ as if the speech had

been an interpretation of her own thought.

Brought up amid boundless wealth, she had

been indulged in every luxury for which gold

may be exchanged ; but there was one which

even gold could not purchase—an entree into

that mystic circle called ^^ society "—a ming-

ling with the crerae de la creme.

Even in the free-and-easy atmosphere of a

watering-place^ she felt that she was excluded.

She had discovered_, as had also her mother,

that Newport was too fashionable for the

family of a New York retail storekeeper,

however successful he may have been in dis-

posing of his commodities. What her mother

had just said was like the realization of a
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vague vision^ already floating in her fancy

;

and the word ^^ coronet " had more effect in

spoiling the chances of Captain Maynard,

than would have been the longest maternal

lecture on any other text.

The mother well knew this. She had not

trained her dear Julia to romantic disobedience.

But at that moment it occurred to her that

the nail wanted clinching ; and she proceeded

to hammer it home.

" A coronet, my love ; and why not ? There

are lords in England, and counts in France^

scores of them^ glad to grasp at such expecta-

tions as yours. A million of dollars, and

beauty besides—you needn't blush, daughter

—two things not often tacked together^ nor to

be picked up every day in the streets—either

of London or Paris. A prize for a prince

!

And now^ Julia, one word more. I shall be

candid, and tell you the truth. It is for this

purpose, and this only_, I intend taking you to
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Europe. Promise to keep your heart free,

and give your hand to the man I select for you,

and on your wedding-day I shall make over

one-half of the estate left by your late father
!"

The girl hesitated. Perhaps she was think-

ing of her late rescuer ? But if Maynard

was in her mind, the interest he had gained

there could only have been slight—certainly

not strong enough to hold its place against

the tempting terms thus held out to her.

Besides, Maynard might not care for her. She

had no reason to suppose that he did. And

under this doubt, she had less difficulty in

shaping her reply.

^^ I am serious upon this matter," urged the

ambitious mother. '^ Quite as much as you

am 1 disgusted with the position we hold here.

To think that the most worthless descendants

of one of ' the old signers ' should deem it a

condescension to marry my daughter ! Ach !

not one of them sMll—with my consent."
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" Without that, mother, I shall not marry."

" Good girl ! you shall have the wedding gift

I promised you. And to-night you shall not

only wear my diamonds, but I make you free

to call them your o^n. Go in—get them on !"
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CHAPTER VIII.

A NOBLEMAN INCOG.

The strange dialogue thus terminated took

place in front of the window of Mrs. Gird-

wood's apartment. It was in the night ; a night

starless and calm^ and of course favourable to

the eavesdroppers.

There was one.

In the room right above was a gentleman

who had that day taken possession.

He had come by the night-boat from New

York, and entered his name on the register as

" Swinton," with the modest prefix of Mr.

Attached were the words " and servant "—the

latter represented by a dark-haired^ dark-com-
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plexioned youth, dressed after the fashion of

a footman, or valet du voyage.

To Newport, Mr. Swinton appeared to be

a stranger ; and had spent most of that day

in exploring the little city founded by Cod-

dington^ and full of historic recollections.

Though conversing with nearly everybody

he met^ he evidently knew no one ; and as

evidently no one knew him.

Want of politeness to a stranger would not

comport with the character of Newport

people ; especially when that stranger had all

the appearance of an accomplished gentle-

man^ followed at respectful distance by a well-

dressed and obsequious servant.

Those with whom he came in contact had

but one thought

:

^^ A distinguished visitor."

There was nothing in the appearance of Mr.

Swinton to contradict the supposition. He

was a man who had seen some thirty summers^
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with no signs to show that they had been un-

pleasantly spent. Amidst his glossy curls of

dark auburn colour, the eye could not detect

a single strand of gray ; and if the crow had

set its claw upon his face, the track could not

be observed under a well-cultivated whisker

uniting to the moustache upon his lips—in short

the facial tonsure which distinguishes the

habitue of the Horse Guards. There could be

no mistaking him for any other than a '^ Bri-

tisher ; " and as such was he set down, both

by the citizens of the town, and the guests at

the hotel.

The meal called *' tea-supper " being over,

and the stranger, having nothing better to do,

was leaning out of the window of his sleeping

room, on the fourth story—tranquilly smoking

a cigar.

A conversation that occurred between him-

self and his servant—exhibiting on the one

side condescension, on the other a strange
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familiarity—need not be repeated. It had

ended ; and the servant had thrown himself,

sans facon, on a sofa ; while the master^ with

arms resting on the window-sill^ continued to

inspire the perfume of the nicotian weed^ along

with the iodized air that came up from the

algce of the ocean.

The tranquil scene was favourable to reflec-

tion^ and thus Mr. Swinton reflected :

'^ Deuced nice place ! Devilish pretty girls

!

Hope 111 find one of them who's got money^

and command of it as well. Sure to be some

old hag here with a well-filled stockings though

it may take time to discover it. Let me get

a glance at her cornucopise^ and if I don't turn

the small end upward_, then — then I shall

believe what I have heard of these Yankee

dames : that they hold their purse-strings

tighter than do their simple cousins of Eng-

land. Several heiresses about^ I've heard.

One or two with something like a million
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a piece—dollars^ of course. Five dollars to

the pound. Let me see ! A million of dollars

makes two hundred thousand pounds. Well

;

that would do, or even the half of it. I won-

der if that good-looking girl, with the maternal

parent attached to her, has got any blunt ? A
little love mixed with the play would make

my game all the more agreeable. Ah!

What's below ? The shadows of women from

an open window, the occupants of the apart-

ment underneath. Talking they are. If they

would only come out on the balcony, there

would be some chance of my hearing them.

I'm just in the humour for listening to a little

scandal; and if they're anything like their

sex on the other side of the Atlantic, thats

sure to be the theme. By Jove ! they're com-

ing out ! Just to oblige me."

It was just at this moment that Cornelia

retired to her room, and Mrs. Girdwood, fol-

lowing her daughter, took stand upon the

VOL. I. H
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balcony to continue the conversation which

had been carried on inside.

Favoured by the calm night, and the natural

law of acoustics, Mr. Swinton heard every

word that was said — even to the softest

whisper.

In order to secure himself against being

seen, he had withdrawn behind the Venetian

shutter of his own window, and stood with

his ear against the open lath-work, listening

with all the intentness of a spy.

When the dialogue came to an end, he

craned out, and saw that the young lady had

gone inside, but that the mother still remained

standing in the balcony.

Once more quietly drawing back, and sum-

moning the valet to his side, he talked for

some minutes in a low, hurried tone—as if

giving the servant some instructions of an

important nature.

Then putting on his hat, and throwing a
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light surtout over his shoulders^ he hastened

out of the room.

The servant followed; but not until an

interval had elapsed.

In a few seconds after the Englishman might

have been seen sauntering out upon the balcony

with a careless air^ and taking his stand within

a few feet of where the rich widow stood

leaning over the rail.

He made no attempt to address her. With-

out introduction^ there would have been a

certain rudeness in it. Nor was his face to-

ward her, but to the sea^ as if he had stopped

to contemplate the light upon the Cormorant

Rock, gleaming all the more brilliantly from

the contrasted darkness of the night.

At that moment a figure of short stature

appeared behind him, giving a slight cough,

as if to attract his attention. It was the

servant.

" My lord," said the latter, speaking in a
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low tone—though loud enough to be heard

by Mrs. Girdwood.

^' Aw—Fwank—what is it ?"

'^What dress will your lordship wear to

the ball?"

^'Aw—aw— plain bwack, of cawse. A

white chawker."

*'What gloves, your lordship? White or

straw ?"

'' Stwaw—stwaw."

The servant, touching his hat, retired.

" His lordship," as Mr. Swinton appeared

to be, returned to his tranquil contemplation

of the light upon Cormorant Rock.

There was no longer tranquillity for the

relict of the retail storekeeper. Those magic

words, '^ my lord," had set her soul in a flutter.

A live lord within six feet of her. Gracious

me!

It is the lady's privilege to speak first, as

also to break through the boundaries of re-
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serve. And of this Mrs. Girdwood was not

slow to avail herself.

^^ You are a stranger^ sir_, I presume—to

our country^ as well as to Newport ?"

^^Aw—yes^ madam—indeed^ yes. I came

to yaw beautiful country by the last steemaw.

I arrived at Noopawt this morning_, by ba\A t

from Nooyawk."

^^ I hope your lordship will like Newport.

It is our most fashionable watering-place."

'^ Aw ; sawtingly I shall—sawtingly. But,

madam^ you adwess me as yaw ludship.

May I ask why I have the honaw to be so

entitled ?"

^' Oh, sir ; how could I avoid giving you

the title, after hearing your servant so address

you ?"

" Aw, Fwank, stoopid fellaw ! doose take

him! Pawdon me, madam, faw seeming

woodness. I vewy much wegwet the occur-

rence. I am twavelling incognito. You,
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madam^ will understand what a baw it is

—

especially in yaw fwee land of libawty_, to

have one's self pawpetwally pointed out ? A
howed baw^ I assure yaw !"

^^ No doubt it is. I can easily understand

that, my lord."

'^'^ Thanks, madam! I am vewy much in-

debted to yaw intelligence. But I must ask

a still greater fayvaw at your hands. By the

stoopidity of my fellaw, I am completely in

yaw power. I pwesume I am talking to a

lady. In fact I am shaw of it."

^' I hope so, my lord."

'^ Then, madam, the fayvaw I would ask

is, that yaw keep this little secwet abawt ma

title. Pway am I asking too much."

^^ Not at all, sir ; not at all."

^^ Yaw pwomise me ?"

'^ I promise you, my lord."

"'^ How vewy kind ! A hundwed thousand

thanks, madam! I shall be fawever gwate-
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ful. P'waps yaw are going to the bawl to-

night ?"

^^ I intend so, my lord. I go with niy

daughter and niece."

^^ Aw—aw. I hope I shall have the pies-

yaw of seeing yaw. As I am a stwanger here,

of cawse I know naw one. I go out of meaw

quyuosity, or rather I should say, to observe

yaw national cawactewistics."

'^ Oh, sir
;
you need be no stranger. If you

wish to dance, and will accept as partners

my niece and daughter, I can promise that

both will be most happy."

" Madam, yaw ovawwhelm me with yaw

genewosity,"

The dialogue here came to an end. It was

time to dress for the ball ; and with a low

bow on the part of the lord, and an obse-

quious courtesy on the side of the lady, they

separated—expecting to come together again

under the sheen of the chandeliers.
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CHAPTER IX.

AYA>'T LE BAL.

Terpsichore, at a fashionable watering-place

in the New World^ affects pretty much the

same airs as in the Old.

In a ball-room^ where all are not supposed to

be best people, the solitary gentleman-stranger

finds but little opportunity of taking exercise

—especially in the '' square-dances." As the

coteries make the sets^ and monopolize the

choicest portions of the fioor^ when the room

is crowded and everybody determined to

dance, the unlucky wight^ without acquaint-

ances, finds himself sadly overlooked. The

stewards are usually too much occupied with
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themselves^ to remember those honorary

duties represented by rosette or ribbon in the

buttonhole.

When it comes to the '^ round," the stranger

stands a better chance. It is only a matter

of mutual consent between two individuals

;

and he must be a very insignificant person-

age, indeed, who cannot then find some neg-

lected wallflower willing to accommodate

him.

Something of this frigidity might have been

felt in the atmosphere of a Newport ball-

room ; even in those days^ ante helium, when

shoddy was a thing unheard-of, and ^^ ile

"

lay " unstruck " in the dark underground.

Something of it was felt by the young

officer late returned from Mexico, and w^ho

was in fact a greater stranger to the " society
"

of the country for w^hich he had been fight-

ing, than to that against which he had fought

!

In both he was but a traveller—half-wan-
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dering waif, half-adventurer —guided in his

peregrinations less by interest than inclina-

tion.

To go dancing among unknown people is

about the dullest occupation to which a tra-

veller can betake himself; unless the dance

be one of the free kind, were introductions

are easy—^morris^ masque, or fandango.

Maynard knew, or conjectured, this to be

true of Newport, as elsewhere. But for all

that, he had determined on going to the

ball.

It was partly out of curiosity; partly to

kill time; and perhaps not a little for the

chance of again meeting the two girls with

whom he had been so romantically made

acquainted.

He had seen them several times since—at

the dinner-table^ and elsewhere ; but only at

a distance, and without claiming the privilege

of his (Mtre introduction.
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He was too proud to throw himself in

their way. Besides, it was for them to make

the advance, and say, whether the acquaint-

ance was to be kept up.

They did not ! Two days had passed, and

they did not—either by speech, epistle, bow,

or courtesy

!

^^ What am I to make of these people ?"

soliloquized he. ^^They must be the veri-

est
"

He was going to say ^^ snobs," when

checked by the thought that they were

ladies.

Besides, such an epithet to Julia Gird-

wood! THe had taken pains to make him-

self acquainted with her name.) Not more

inappropriate than if applied to a countess or

a queen !

With all his gallantry he could not help

some spasms of chagrin ; the keener, that, go

where he would, Julia Girdwood seemed to
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go along with him. Her splendid face and

figure appeared ever before him.

To what was he to attribute this indiflfer-

ence—it might be called ingratitude on her

part?

Could it be explained by the promise ex-

acted from him upon the cliff?

This might make it in some way excusable.

He had since seen the girls only with their

maternal guardian—a dame of severe aspect.

Had the secret to be kept from her^ And

was this the reason why they were preserving

distance ?

It was probable. He had some pleasure

in thinking so ; but more^ when once or

twice, he detected Julia's dark eyes strangely

gazing upon him, and instantly withdrawn,

as his became turned upon her.

'^ The play's the thing, wherewith to touch

the conscience of the king," Hamlet de-

clared.
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The ball! It promised a clearing up of

this little mystery, with perhaps some others.

He would be sure to meet them there

—

mother, daughter, niece— all three ? It

would be strange if he could not introduce

himself; but if not, he must trust to the

stewards.

And to the ball he went ; dressed with as

much taste as the laws of fashion would

allow—in those days liberal enough to per-

mit of a white w^aistcoat.

With only an occasional interval—transient

as the scintillation of a meteor—it has been

black ever since

!

The ball-room was declared open.

Carriages were setting down by the piazza

of the Ocean House, and silks rustling along

the corridors of that most select of caravan-

serais.

From the grand dining-saloon, cleared for

the occasion (and when cleared, making a
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dancing-room worthy of Terpsichore herself),

came those not very harmonious sounds that

tell of the tuning of fiddles, and clearing out

the throats of trombones.

The Girdwood party entered with consider-

able eclat—the mother dressed like a grand-

duchess, though without her diamonds. These

blazed upon the brow of Julia, and sparkled

on her snow-white bosom—for the set com-

prised a necklet with pendants.

She was otherwise splendidly attired ; and

in truth looked superb. The cousin of more

modest grace, and means, though pretty,

seemed as nothing beside her.

Mrs. Girdwood had made a mistake—in

coming in too early. It is true there were

fashionable people already in the room.

But these were the " organizers * of the en-

tertainment ; who, backed by a sort of semi-

official authority, had gathered in little groups

over the floor, scanning across fans, or
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through eyeglasses, the dancers as they

came in.

Through these the Girdwoods had to run

the gauntlet—as they made their way to the

upper end of the room.

They did so with success, though not with-

out being aware of some supercilious glances,

accompanied by whispered words^ that if

heard, might have somewhat disconcerted

them.

It was the second Newport ball—" hops
"

count for nothing—at which Mrs. Girdwood

and her girls had shown themselves.

The first had not given great satisfaction

—

more especially to Julia.

But there was a better prospect now. Mrs.

Girdwood had entered, with a confidence

based on the conversation she had just held

with the distinguished incognito, Mr. Swinton.

She had seen this gentleman during the

day : for as already known, he had not shut
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himself up in his room. She was sufficiently

discerning to see that he was possessed of a

fine face and figure. His hair, too—of the

most aristocratic kind! How could it be

otherwise ? She alone knew the reason—she

and her daughter ; to whom she had_, of

course, communicated the secret of her dis-

covery. A bit of broken promise that need

not be severely criticised.

She knew of my lord's late arrival—from

Canada he had told her—though he had paid

a flying visit to New York.

She hoped no one in the ball-room would

recognize him—at least not till after she had

paraded him with her own party, and could

assume the seeming of his introducer.

She had still stronger reason for this.

Storekeeper's widow, as she was, she pos-

sessed the true tact of the match-making

mother. It belongs to no clime exclusively
;

no country. It can be as well acquired in
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New York as in London, Vienna, or Paris.

She was a believer in first impressions—with

the ^'^compromises" that often spring from

them—and in this theory, with the view of

putting it in practice—she had instructed her

dear Julia while dressing her for the ball.

The daughter had promised compliance.

Who wouldn't with the prospect of earning

twenty thousand dollars worth of diamonds ?

VOL. I.
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CHAPTER X.

A PREVIOUS ENGAGEMENT.

In all the gradations of the thermal line, is

there any atmosphere more unbearable than

that of a ball-room before the dancing com-

mences ?

It is the very essence of discomfort.

What a relief, when the baton of the con-

ductor is seen elevated over his acolytes, and

those strains, proverbially soothing to the sa-

vage, resound through the glittering saloon

!

It was a relief to Mrs. Girdwood and her

girls. They had begun to fancy themselves

too much observed. At least Julia had; half

suspecting herself of being the subject of a
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cynical criticism^ which she did not think of

attributing to her diamonds.

She was burning with an ill-repressed

spleen ; by no means diminished^ as the sets

commenced formings and no one came for-

ward to claim either herself or her cousin.

At that moment appeared a man whose

presence changed the current of her thoughts.

It was Maynard.

In spite of her mother's precautionary

counsels, Miss Girdwood could not look upon

this gentleman with indifference. To say

nothing of what had passed between them, a

glance satisfied her that there was no hand-

somer man in the room, or likely to come

into it.

He was approaching from the entrance, ap-

parently making his way toward the Gird-

wood group.

Julia wondered whether he was going to

join them. She hoped that he would.
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^^ I suppose I may dance with him^ mother

—that is^ if he asks me ?"

^^ Not yet^ my dear_, not yet. Wait a little

longer. His lordship—Mr. Swinton—may

come in at any moment. You must have the

first with him. I wonder why he's not here/'

pursued the impatient parent—for the tenth

time raising her eyeglass and taking a survey

of the saloon. '^ I suppose it's not fashion-

able for men of rank to come in early. No

matter^ Julia ;
you must reserve yourself till

the last moment."

But the last moment had now arrived.

The introductory piece had been played ; and

was succeeded by the hum of half-whispered

voices, and the rustling of silk dresses—by

that movement which precedes the taking of

places—gentlemen gliding in short stages

across the slippery floor, formally bending in

front of expanded skirts, and mincing out the

well-known speech, ^^ May I have the plea-
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sure ?" Then a momentary show of irreso-

lution on the part of the lady ; perhaps the

consulting of a slip of cardboard ; an inclina-

tion of the head so slight as to be scarce

observable ; a rising to the feet^ with the

greatest apparent reluctance ; and lastly the

acceptance of the offered arm^ as if conferring

the supremest of favours

!

Neither of the young ladies under Mrs.

Girdwood's care had been yet called upon to

take part in this pantomime. Certainly the

stewards were not doing their duty. There

were no finer-looking girls in the room_, and

there were scores of gentlemen who would

have been delighted to dance with them.

Their standing neglected could be only an

accidental oversight.

The storekeeper's widow began to find

it disagreeable. She felt inclined to he

less exacting about the description of part-

ners. As there was no lord in sight_, the
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ex-officer would not be much longer objected

to.

'^ Does he intend coming at all ?" she

reflected^ thinking of Swinton.

^^ Does he intend coming to us ?" was the

reflection of Julia^ her thoughts dwelling upon

Maynard.

Her eyes^ too^ were on him. He was still

approaching, though slowly. He was hin-

dered by the hurrying couples as they took

position on the floor. But she could see that

he was looking toward them — herself and

cousin—where they stood.

He evidently approached with an air of in-

decision^ his glance appearing to interrogate

them.

It must have been met by one of encou-

ragement; for his demeanour became sud-

denly changed, and stepping up to the two

young ladies^ he saluted them with a bow.

By both the salutation was returned_, per-
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haps more cordially than he had been ex

pecting.

Both appeared to be still unengaged. To

which ought he to offer himself? He knew

which he would have chosen ; but there was

a question of etiquette.

As it turned out^ there was no question of

choice.

^^ Julia^ my dear !" said Mrs. Girdwood,

presenting a very stylishly-dressed individual^

who had just been given in charge to her by

one of the stewards. '^ I hope you have not

engaged yourself for the quadrille ? I've pro-

mised you to this gentleman. Mr. Smithson^

my daughter
!"

Julia glanced at Smithson^ and then looked

as if she wished him far enough.

But she had not engaged herself, and was

therefore compelled to accept.

Lest a second Mr. Smithson should be

trotted up, Maynard hastened to secure Cor-
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nelia^ and led her off to form " opposite

couple."

Seemingly satisfied with the disposal thus

made, Mrs. Girdwood retired to a seat.

Her contentment was of short continuance.

She had scarce touched the cushion, when

she saw coming towards her a gentleman of

distinguished appearance, in straw kids. It

was his lordship incog.

She started back to her feet^ and glanced

across the room toward the square that con-

tained her girls. She looked interrogatively,

then despairingly. It was too late. The

quadrille had commenced. Mr. Smithson

was doing ^^ right and left " with her daughter.

Confound Mr. Smithson

!

" Aw, madam ! How'd do, again ? Ball

begun, I pau'ceive; and I'm cut out of the

kadwille."

" It is true, Mr. Swinton ; you've come in a

little late, sir."
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^ What a baw ! I pwesume yaw young

ladies are disposed of?"

" Yes ; iliey are dancing over yonder."

Mrs. Girdwood pointed them out. Adjust-

ing his eyeglass, Mr. Swinton looked across

the room. His eye wandered in search of

Mrs. Girdwood's daughter. He did not think

of the niece. And his inquiry was directed

more to Julia's partner than herself.

A single look seemed to satisfy him. Mr.

Smithson was not the man to make him

uneasy.

^^I hope, madam," he said^ turning to the

mother, ^^ I hope Miss Girdwood has not filled

up her cawd for the evening ?"

" Oh, certainly not, sir !"

" Pewaps for the next—I pawceive by the

pawgwam a valz—pwaps I might have the

honour of valzing with her? May I bespeak

yaw influence in my behalf; that is, if there

be no pwevious engagement ?"
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" I know there is none. I can promise you

that, sir ; my daughter will no doubt be most

happy to waltz with you."

" Thanks^ madam ! A thousand thanks
!"

And, this point settled, the amiable noble-

man continued to talk to the relict of the

retail storekeeper with as much amiability as

if she had been his equal in rank.

Mrs. Girdwood was delighted with him.

How much superior this sprig of true British

nobility to the upstart bloods of New York

or Boston ! Neither the Old Dominion, nor

South Carolina itself, could produce such a

charming creature ! What a rare stroke of

good fortune to have chanced so timeously

across him ! Blessings upon the head of that

'^ Stoopid fellaw, Fwank !" as his lordship had

styled the little valet.

Frank was entitled to a present, which some

day Mrs. Girdwood had mentally determined

upon giving him.
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Julia engaged for the next ! Certainly not

!

Nor the next, nor the next. She should

dance with him all night long if he desired

it. And if it were to be so, how she would

like to be released from that promise, and let

all Newport know that Mr. Swinton was

—

a lord

!

So ran Mrs. Girdwood's thoughts—kept,

of course, to herself.

In a quadrille, the opportunities of the vis-

a-vis are only inferior to those of the partner.

Maynard had improved his by engaging Julia

Girdwood for the waltz ! With this un-

derstanding they had separated upon the

floor.

In less than ten minutes after a group

might have been observed on one side of the

ball-room, consisting of two ladies and two

gentlemen, who seemed to have some crooked

question between them—a scene.

The ladies were Mrs. Girdwood and her
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daughter; the gentlemen^ Messrs. Maynard

and Swinton.

All four had just come together; the two

last without exchanging speech or bow, but

exhibiting in the exchanged glances sufficient

sign of mutual recognition—sign, too, of some

old antipathy.

In the confusion of the moment, Mrs.

Girdwood did not observe this. Her daughter

did.

What was the trouble among them ?

The conversation will explain it.

^^Julia^ my dear"—it was Mrs. Girdwood

who spoke—" I've engaged you for the first

waltz—to Mr. Swinton here. Mr. Swinton

—my daughter
!"

The introduction had just ended, as May-

nard, coming forward to claim his promised

partner, formed the fourth corner in the

quartette. The music was commencing.

The hostile ''^ stare " exchano-ed between
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the two gentlemen lasted only for a second

;

when the young officer, recomposing his

countenance, turned toward Miss Girdw^ood_,

at the same time offering his arm.

Yielding obedience to an authoritative look

from her mother, the lady appeared to hesi-

tate about accepting it.

^'^You will excuse my daughter, sir," said

Mrs. Girdwood ;
^^ she is already engaged."

^^ Indeed !" exclaimed the ex-captain, look-

ing grandly astonished at the mother,

and turning to the daughter for an explana-

tion.

^^I think not, mamma?" answered Julia,

^^ ith an air of indecision.

'^ But you have, my child ! You know I

had promised you to Mr. Swinton here—
before the ball began. It is very awkward !

I hope, sir, you will excuse her ?"

The last speech was addressed to May-

nard.
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He glanced once more toward Julia. She

seemed still undecided. But her look might

be translated^ ^^ Excuse me."

So interpreting it, he said

:

^^ If it be Miss Girdwood's wish, I release

her."

Again he fixed his eyes upon her face^

watching for the movement of her lips.

There was none

!

Silence appeared to give consent. Forcibly

the old adage came before Maynard's mind

—so forcibly, that with a bow, which com-

prehended the trio, he turned upon his heel^

and disappeared among the dancers !

In six seconds after Julia Girdwood was

whirling around the room, her flushed cheek

resting upon the shoulder of a man known

to nobody^ but whose dancing everybody

admired

!

^^ Who is the distinguished stranger ?" was

the inquiry on every lip. It was even put

—
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lispingly of course—by the J.'s and the L.'s

and the B.'s.

Mrs. Girdwood would have given a thou-

sand dollars to have satisfied their curiosity

—to have spited them with the knowledge

that her daughter was dancing with a lord I
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CHAPTER JCI.

BALL-ROOM EMOTIONS.

In addition to the '^^bar" at which you settle

your hotel account, the Ocean House has

another, exclusively devoted to drinking.

It is a snug, shady affair, partially subter-

ranean^ and reached by a stairway, trodden

only by the worshippers of Bacchus.

Beyond this limited circle its locality is

scarcely known.

In this underground region the talk of

gentlemen, who have waxed warm over their

cups, may be carried on ever so rudely, with-

out danger of its reaching the delicate ears of
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those fair sylphs skimming through the cor-

ridors above.

This is as it should be ; befitting a genteel

establishment, such as the Ocean House un-

doubtedly is ; adapted, also, to the ascetic

atmosphere of New England.

The Puritan prefers taking his drink '^'^on

the quiet."

On ball nights, the bar-room in question is

more especially patronized ; not only by the

guests of the House^ but outsiders from other

hotels, and ^^the cottages."

Terpsichore is a thirsty creature—one of

the best customers of Bacchus; and, after

dancing, usually sends a crowd of worship-

pers to the shrine of the jolly god.

At the Ocean House balls, drink can be

had upstairs_, champagne and other light

wines, with jellies and ices ; but only under-

ground are you permitted to do your imbib-

ing to the accompaniment of a cigar.

VOL. I. K
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For this reason many of the gentlemen

dancers, at intervals, descended the stairway

that led to the drinking-saloon.

Among others was Maynard, smarting

under his discomfiture.

'' A brandy smash !" he demanded^ pausing

in front of the bar.

'^^ Of all men, Dick Swinton !" soliloquized

he while waiting for the mixture. '' It's true^

then^ that he's been turned out of his regi-

ment. No more than he deserved, and J

expected. Confound the scamp ! I wonder

what's brought him out here? Some card-

sharping expedition, I suppose—a razzia on

the pigeon-roosts of America! Apparently

under the patronage of Girdwood mere, and

evidently in pursuit of Girdwood jille. How

has he got introduced to them ? I'd bet high

they don't know much about him."

" Brandy smash, mister
!"

" Well !" he continued, as if tranquillized
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by a pull at the iced mixture and the narcotic

smell of the mint. " It's no business of mine

;

and after what's passed, I don't intend mak-

ing it. They can have him at their own

price. Caveat emptor. For this little contre-

temps I needn't blame him, though Fd give

twenty dollars to have an excuse for tweak-

ing his nose
!"

Captain Maynard was anything but a quar-

relsome man. He only thought in this strain,

smarting under his humiliation.

^' It must have been the doing of the

mother, who for a son-in-law prefers Mr.

Swinton to me. Ha ! ha ! ha ! If she only

knew him as I do !"

Another gulp out of the glass.

'^ But the girl was a consenting party.

Clearly so ; else why should she have hung

fire about giving me an answer ? Cut out by

Dick Swinton ! The devil
!"

A third pull at the brandy smash.
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^^ Hang it ! It won't do to declare myself

defeated. They'd think so^ if I didn't go

back to the ball-room ! And what am I to

do there ? I don't know a single feminine in

the room ; and to wander about like some

forlorn and forsaken spirit would but give

them a chance for sneering at me. The un-

grateful wretches ! Perhaps I shouldn't be

so severe on the little blonde. I might dance

with her? But, no! I shall not go near

them. I must trust to the stewards to provide

me with something in the shape of a partner."

He once more raised the glass to his lips,

this time to be emptied.

Then, ascending the stairs, he sauntered

back to the ball-room.

He was lucky in his intercession with the

gentlemen in rosettes. He chanced upon one

to whom his name was not unknown; and

through the intercession of this gentleman

found partners in plenty.
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He had one for every dance—waltz^ qua-

drille^ polka^ and schottishe—some of the

" sweetest creatures " on the floor.

In such companionship he should have for-

gotten Julia Girdwood.

And yet he did not.

Strange she should continue to attract

him ! There were others fair as she—per-

haps fairer ; but throughout the kaleidoscopic

changes of that glittering throngs his eyes

were continually searching for the woman

who had given him only chagrin ! He saw

her dancing with a man he had good reason

to despise—all night long dancing with him^

observed by everybody^ and by many ad-

mired .

In secret unpleasantness^ Maynard watched

this splendid woman ; but it was the acme of

bitterness when he saw her give ear to the

whisperings of Richard Swinton_, and lean her

cheek upon his shoulder as they whirled
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around the room, keeping time to the volup-

tuous strains of the Cellarius !

Again occurred to him that same thought

:

'^ I'd give twenty dollars to have an excuse

ibr tweaking his nose !"

He did not know that^ at less cost, and

without seeking it, he was near to the

opportunity.

Perhaps he would have sought it, but for a

circumstance that turned up, just in time to

tranquillize him.

He was standing by the entrance, close to a

set screen. The Grirdwoods were retiring

from the room, Julia leaning on the arm of

Swinton. As she approached the spot he saw

that her eyes were upon him. He endea-

voured to read their expression. Was it

scornful ? Or tender ?

He could not tell. Julia Girdwood was

a girl who had rare command of her counte-

nance.
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Suddenly, as if impressed by some bold

thought^ or perhaps a pang of repentance, she

let go the arm of her partner, dropping behind,

and leaving him to proceed with the others.

Then swerving a little, so as to pass close to

where Maynard stood, she said, in a hurried

half-whisper

:

" Very unkind of you to desert us
!"

^'Indeed!"

" You should have come back for an expla-

nation," added she^ reproachfully. '^ I could

not help it."

Before he could make reply she was gone ;

but the accent of reproach left tingling in his

ear was anything but disagreeable.

" A strange girl this !" muttered he, in asto-

nished soliloquy. ^^ Most certainly an original

!

After all, perhaps, not so ungrateful. It may

have been due to the mother."
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CHAPTER XII.

APRES LE BAL."

The ball was almost over ; the fagged and

flagging dancers rapidly retiring. The belles

were already gone^ and among them Julia

Girdwood. Only the wallflowers, yet com-

paratively fresh, were stirring upon the floor.

To them it was the time of true enjoyment

;

for it is they who " dance all night till broad

daylight."

Maynard had no motive for remaining after

Miss Girdwood was gone. It was, in truth,

she who had retained him. But with a

spirit now stirred by conflicting emotions,

there would be little chance of sleep ; and he
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resolved, before retiring to his couch, to

make one more sacrifice at the shrine of

Bacchus.

With this intent, he again descended the

stairway leading to the cellar saloon.

On reaching the basement, he saw that he

had been preceded by a score of gentlemen,

who, like himself, had come down from the

ball-room.

They were standing in knots—drinking,

smoking, conversing.

Scarce giving any of them a glance, he

stepped up to the bar, and pronomiced the

name of his drink—this time plain brandy

and water.

While waiting to be served a voice arrested

his attention. It came from one of three

individuals, who, like himself, had taken

stand before the counter, on which were their

glasses.

The speaker's back was toward him; though
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sufficient of his whisker could be seen for

Maynard to identify Dick Swinton.

His companions were also recognizable as

the excursionists of the row-boat, whose dog

he had peppered with duck-shot.

To Mr. Smnton they w^ere evidently recent

acquaintances, picked up perhaps during the

course of the evening; and they appeared

to have taken as kindly to him as if they,

too^ had learnt, or suspected him to be a

lord

!

He was holding forth to them in that

grand style of intonation, supposed to be

peculiar to the English nobleman ; though in

reality but the conceit of the stage carica^

turist, and Bohemian scribbler, who only

know ^*my lord" through the medium of

their imaginations.

Maynard thought it a little strange. But

it was many years since he had last seen the

man now near him ; and as time produces
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some queer changes^ Mr. Swinton's style of

talking need not be an exception.

From the manner in which he and his two

listeners were fraternising, it was evident they

had been some time before the bar. At all

events they were sufficiently obfuscated not

to notice new-comers, and thus he had escaped

their attention.

He would have left them equally unnoticed,

but for some words striking on his ear, that

evidently bore reference to himself.

^^ By-the-way, sir," said one of the strangers^

addressing Swinton, " if it's not making too

free, may I ask you for an explanation of that

little affair that happened in the ball-room ?"

*^Aw—aw; of what affair do yaw speak,

Mr. Lucas ?"

"Something queer—^just before the first

waltz. There was a dark-haired girl with a

diamond head-dress—the same you danced a

good deal with— Miss Girdwood I believe
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her name is—and a fellow with moustache

and imperial. The old lady, too, seemed to

have a hand in it. My friend and I chanced

to be standing close by, and saw there was

some sort of a scene among you. Wasn't it

SO?

^^ Scene—naw— naw. Only the fella

w

w^anted to have a spin with the divine queet-

yaw, and the lady preferred dancing with

yaw humble servant. That was all^ gentle-

men y I ashaw yaw."

^^ We thought there had been a difficulty

between him and you. It looked devilish

like it."

'^ Not with me. I believe there was a mis-

understanding between him and the young

lady. The twuth is, she pweaded a pwevious

engagement, which she didn't seem to have

upon her cawd. For my part I had nothing

to do with the fellaw—absolutely nothing

—

did not even speak to him."
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'^ You looked at him, though, and he at

you. I thought you were going to have it

out between you, there and then."

^^ Aw—aw ; he understands me bettaw

—

that same individual."

'^ You knew him before, then ?"

^^ Slightly, vewy slightly— a long time

agaw."

'' In your own country, perhaps ? He ap-

pears to be an Englishman."

^^Naw—not a bit of it. He's a demmed

Iwishman."

Maynard's ears were becoming rapidly hot.

^^What was he on your side?" inquired

the junior of Swinton's new acquaintances,

who appeared quite as curious as the older

one.

^^ What was he ! Aw—aw, faw that mat-

ter nothing—nothing."

^' No calling, or profession ?"

^^ Wah, yas ; when I knew the fellaw he
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was an ensign in aa infantry wegiment. Not

one of the cwack corps, yaw knaw ? We
should not have weceived him in ours."

Maynard's fingers began to twitch.

'^ Of course not/' continued the ^^ swell."

'^ I have the honaw^ gentlemen^ to bewong to

the Gawds—Her Majesty's Dwagoon Gawds."

'' He has been in our service—in one of the

regiments raised for the Mexican war. Do

you know why he left yours ?"

'' Well^ gentlemen, it's not for me to speak

too fweely of a fellaw's antecedents. I am

usually cautious about such matters—vewy

cautious, indeed."

'^ Oh, certainly ; right enough," rejoined

the rebuked inquirer; '^'^I only asked because

it seems a little odd that an officer of your

army should have left it to take service in

ours."

"If I knew anything to the fellaw's

qwedit," continued the Guardsman, *^ I should
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be most happy to communicate it. Unfaw-

tunately^ I don't. Quite the contwawy !"

Maynard's muscles—especially those of his

dexter arm—were becoming fearfully con-

tracted. It wanted but little to draw him

into the conversation. One more such re-

mark would be sufficient ; and unfortunately

for himself, Mr. Swinton made it.

'^The twuth is, gentlemen," said he, the

drink perhaps having deprived him of his

customary caution—^^ the twuth is, that Mr.

Ensign Maynard—or Captain Maynard^ as I

believe he now styles himself—was kicked

out of the Bwitish service. Such was the

report, though I won't be wesponsible for

its twuth."

^^ Ifs a lie r cried Maynard, suddenly pull-

ing off his kid glove, and drawing it sharply

across his traducer's cheek. '' A lie, Dick

Swinton I And if not responsible for origi-

nating it, as you say, you shall be for giving
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it circulation. There never was such a report,

and you know it, scoundrel
!"

Swinton's cheek turned white as the glove

that had smitten it : but it was the pallor of

fear, rather than anger,

'^ Aw—indeed ! you there, Mr. Maynard !

Well—well ; Fm sure—you say it's not twue.

And you've called me a scoundwell! And

yaw stwuck me with yaw glove
!"

^^ I shall repeat the word and the blow. I

shall spit in your face, if you don't retract
!"

^^Wetwact!"

'^ Bah ! there's been enough passed between

us. 1 leave you time to reflect. My room is

209, on the fourth story. 1 hope you'll find

a friend who won't be above climbing to it.

My card, sir
!"

Swinton took the card, and with fingers

that showed trembling, gave his own in ex-

change.

While with a scornful glance, that compre-
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headed both him and his acolytes, the other

faced back to the bar; coolly completed his

potation ; and, without saying another word,

reascended the stairway.

^^ You'll meet him, won't you ?" asked the

older of Swinton's drinking companions.

It was not a very correct interrogatory ; but,

perhaps, judging by what had passed, the man

who put it may have deemed delicacy super-

fluous.

^^ Of cawse—of cawse," replied he of Her

Majesty's Horse Guards, without taking note

of the rudeness. ^^ Demmed awkward, too
!"

he continued, reflectingly. '^ I am here a

stwanger—no fwend
—

"

^^ Oh, for that matter," interrupted Lucas,

the owner of the Newfoundland dog, ^^ there

need be no difficulty. I shall be most happy

to act as your second."

The man who thus readily volunteered his

services was as arrant a poltroon as could

VOL. I. L
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have been found about the fashionable hostelry

in which the conversation was taking place

—

not excepting Swinton himself He, too, had

good cause for playing principal in a duel

with Captain Maynard. But it was safer to

be second ; and no man knew this better than

Louis Lucas.

It would not be the first time for him to

act in this capacity. Twice before had he

done so, obtaining by it a sort of borrowed

eclat that was mistaken for bravery. For all

this he was in reality a coward ; and though

smarting under the remembrance of his en-

counter with Maynard, he had allowed the

thing to linger without taking further steps.

The quarrel with Swinton was therefore in

good time, and to his hand.

'^ Either I, or my friend here/' he added.

'' With pleasure," assented the other.

" Thanks, gentlemen ; thanks, both ! Ex-

ceedingly kind of you ! But," continued
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Swinton in a hesitating manner, " I should

be sowy to b\ying either of you into my

scwape. There are some of my old comwades

in Canada^ sarving with their w^egiments. I

shall telegwaph to them. And this fellaw

must wait. Now, dem it ! let's dw^op the sub-

ject^ and take anothaw dwink.'*

All this was said with an air of assumed

coolness, of which^ not even the drinks already

taken could cover the pretence. It was^ in

truths but a subterfuge to gain time, and reflect

upon some plan to escape without calling

Maynard out.

There might be a chance, if left to himself;

but once in the hands of another, there would

be no alternative but to stand up.

These were the thoughts rapidly coui-sing

through Mr. Swinton's mind, while the fresh

drinks were being prepared.

As the glass again touched his lips, tliey

were white and dry ; and the after-conversa-
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tion between him and his picked-up acquain-

tances was continued on his part with an air

of abstraction that told of a terrible uneasi-

ness.

It was only when oblivious with more drink

that he assumed his swagger ; but an hour

afterward, as he staggered up-stairs, even the

alcoholic " bummino* " in his brain did noto
hinder him from having a clear recollection

of the encounter with the '^ demmed Iwish-

man !"

Once inside his own apartment, the air of

the nobleman was suddenly abandoned. So^

too, the supposed resemblance in speech. His

talk was now that of a commoner—intoxi-

cated. It was addressed to his valet, still

sitting up to receive him.

A small antechamber on one side was sup-

posed to be the sleeping-place of this confi-

dential servant. Judging by the dialogue

that ensued, he might be well called confi-
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dential. A stranger to the situation ^vould

have been surprised at listening to it.

" A pretty night you've made of it !" said the

valet, speaking more in the tone of a master.

^* Fact—fac—hic'p ! you speak th' truth^

Frank! Xo—not pretty night. The ver'

reverse—a d— d d ugly night."

'' What do you mean, you sot ?"

" Mean—mee-an ! I mean the g—gig

—

game's up. 'Tis, by Jingo ! Splend'd chance.

Never have such 'nother. Million dollars

!

All spoiled—th' infernal fella
!"

'' What fellow ?"

" Whodyespose I've seen—met him in the

ball— ball— bar-room— down below. Let's

have another drink ! Drinks all round

—

who's g—gig—goin drink?"

" Try and talk a little straighter ! What's

this about?"

" Whas't 'bout ? W hatshdbe about ? Him

—hicD ! 'bout him."
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"Him! who?"

" Who—who—who—why, Maynard. Of

course you know Maynard ? B'long to the

Thirty—Thirty—Don't reelect the number of

regiment. No matter for that. He's here

—

the c—c—onfounded cur."

" Maynard here !" exclaimed the valet, in a

tone strange for a servant.

" B'shure he is ! Straight as a trivet, curse

him ! Safe to spoil everything—make a

reg'lar mucker of it."

" Are you sure it was he ?"

" Sure—sure ! I sh'd think so. He's give

me good reason, c—curse 'im !"

" Did you speak to him ?"

'' Yes—yes."

^^ What did he say to you ?"

'^ Not much said—not much. It's what he's

—what he's done."

^^What?"

"Devil of a lot^—yes—yes. Never mind
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now. Let's go to bed^ Frank. 'Tell you all

'bout in the morning. Game's up. Tis by

J—Jupiter 1

"

As if incapable of continuing the dialogue

—much less of undressing himself—Mr. Swin-

ton staggered across to the bed ; and^ sinking

down upon it^ was soon snoring and asleep.

It might seem strange that the servant

should lie down beside him^ which he did.

Not after knowing that the little valet was

his wife !

It was the amiable ^' Fan " who thus shared

the couch of her inebriate husband.
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CHAPTER XIII.

CHALLENGING THE CHALLENGER.

" In faith_, I've done a very foolish thing/'

reflected the young Irishman^ as he entered

his d6rmitory^ and flung himself into a chair.

^^ Still there was no help for it. Such talk as

that^ even from a stranger like Dick Swinton,

would play the deuce with me. Of course

they don't know him here ; and he appears to

be playing a great part among them ; no doubt

plucking such half-fledged pigeons as those

with him below.

" Veiy likely he said something of the same

to the girl's mother—to herself? Perhaps

that's why I've been treated so uncourteously!
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Well^ I have him on the hip now ; and shall

make him repent his incautious speeches.

Kicked out of the British service ! Lying

cur^ to have said it ! To have thought of such

a thing ! And from what I've heard it's but

a leaf from his own history ! This may have

suggested it. I don't believe he's any longer

in the Guards : else what should he be doing

out here ? Guardsmen don't leave London and

its delights without strongs and generally dis-

agreeable^ reasons. I'd lay all I've got he's

been disgraced. He was on the edge of it

when I last heard of him.

'' He'll fight of course ? He wouldn't if he

could help it— I know the sweep well enough

for that. But I've given him no chance to

get out of it. A kid glove across the face^ to

say nothing of a threat to spit in it—with a

score of strange gentlemen looking on and

listening ! If ten times the poltroon he is^ he

dare not show the white feather now.
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^^ Of course^ he'll call me out ; and what

am I to do for a second ? The three or four

fellows I've scraped companionship with here

are not the men—one of them. Besides, none

of them might care to oblige me on such short

acquaintance ?

^^ What the deuce am I to do ? Telegraph

to the Count?" he continued, after a pause

spent in reflecting. ^^ He's in New York, I

know ; and know he would come on at once.

It's just the sort of thing would delight the

vieux sabreur, now that the Mexican affair is

ended, and he's once more compelled to sheathe

his revolutionary sword. Come in ! Who

the deuce knocks at a gentleman's door at this

unceremonious hour ?
"

It was not yet five a.m. Outside the hotel

could be heard carriage-wheels, rolling off* with

late roisterers, who had outstayed the ball.

" Surely it's too soon for an emissary from

Swinton ? Come in !'*
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The door opening at the summons, dis-

covered the night-porter of the hotel.

^^ Well ! what want you, my man ?"

" A gentleman wants you, sir."

" Show him up !"

^^ He told me_, sir, to give you his apologies

for disturbing you at so early an hour. It's

because his business is very important."

^^ Bosh ! Why need he have said that ?"

Dick Swin ton's friend must be a more delicate

gentleman than himself!

The last speech was in soliloquy, and not to

the porter.

'' He said, sir," continued the latter, ^^ that

having come by the boat
"

" By the boat ?"

^^ Yes, sir, the New York boat. She's just

in."

c< Yes—yes ; I heard the whistle. Well ?"

" That having come by the boat, he thought

—he thought
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^^ Confound it ! my good fellow ; don't stay

to tell me his thoughts secondhand. Where

is he ?" Show him up here^ and let him

speak them for himself."

^^From New York?" continued Maynard^

after the porter had disappeared. ^^ Who of

the Knickerbockers can it be? And what

business of such importance as to startle a

fellow from his sleep at half-past four in the

morning—supposing me to have been asleep

—which luckily I've not. Is the Empire City

ablaze^ and Fernando Wood, like a second

Nero, fiddling in ruthless glee over its ruins ?

Ha! Roseveldt!"

" Maynard
!"

The tone of the exchanged salutation told

of a meeting unexpected, and after a period

of separation. It was followed by a mutual

embrace. Theirs was a friendship too fervent

to be satisfied with the shaking of hands.

Fellow campaigners—as friends— they had
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stood side by side under the hissing hail-storm

of battle. Side by side had they charged up

the difficult steep of Chapultepee, in the face

of howitzers belching forth their deadly

shower of shot—side by side fallen on the

crest of the counterscarp, their blood stream-

ing unitedly into the ditch !

They had not seen each other since. No

wonder they should meet with emotions cor-

responding to the scenes through which they

had passed.

Some minutes passed before either could

find coherent speech. They only exchanged

ejaculations. Maynard was the first to become

calm.

'^ God bless you^ my dear count !" he said ;

^^my grand instructor in the science of war.

How glad I am to see you !"

'^ Not more than I to see you, cher caraa-

rader

'' But say, why are you here ? I did not
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expect you ; though strange enough I was this

moment thinking of you
!"

*^rm here to see you—specially you !"

'^ Ah 1 For what, my dear Roseveldt ?"

" YouVe said that I instructed you in the

science of war. Be it so. But the pupil now

excels his teacher—has gone far beyond him

in fame. That's why I'm here."

^^ Explain yourself, count
!"

^'Read this. It will save speech. You

see it is addressed to yourself."

Maynard took the sealed letter handed to

him. It bore the superscription,

"Captain Mayxard."

Breaking it open^ he read :

"The committee of German refugees in

New York^ in view of the late news from

Europe, have hopes that freedom is not yet

extinguished in their ancient fatherland.
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They have determined upon once more re-

turning to it, and taking part in the struggle

again begun in Baden and the Palatinate.

Impressed by the gallantry displayed by you

in the late Mexican war, with your protective

kindness to their countrymen who served

under you—and above all, your w^ell-known

devotion to the cause of liberty—they have

unanimously resolved to offer you the leader-

ship in this enterprise. While aw^are of its

perils—as also of your courage to encounter

them—they can promise you no reward save

that of glory and a nation's gratitude. To

achieve this, they offer you a nation's trust.

Say, sir, are you prepared to accept it ?"

Some half-dozen names were appended, at

which Maynard simply glanced. He knew

the men^ and had heard of the move-

ment.

^*I accept," he said, after a few seconds
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spent in reflection. " You can carry that

answer back to the committee."

" Carry back an answer 1 My dear May-

nard, I come to carry you back."

" Must I go directly ?"

" This very day. The rising in Baden has

begun, and you know revolutions won't wait

for any one. Every hour is important. You

are expected back by the next boat. I hope

there's nothing to prevent it ? What ! There

is something T
" There is ; something rather awkward."

"Not a woman? No—no! You're too

much of a soldier for that."

^^ No ; not a woman."

As Maynard said this a strange expression

came over his countenance, as if he was

struggling against the truth.

'^^No—no!" he continued, with a forced

smile. "Not a woman. It's only a man;

indeed only a thing in the shape of one."
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^^ Explain, captain ! Who, or what is he ?"

"Well, it's simply an affair. About an

hour ago I slapped a fellow in the face."

"Ha!"

" There's been a ball to-night— in the

hotel^ here."

"I know it. I met some of the people

going away. Well ?"

" There was a young lady
"

"I might have known that, too. Wlio

ever heard of an affair without a lady, young

or old^ at the bottom of it ? But excuse me

for interrupting you."

" After all," said Maynard, apparently

changing his tack, ^' I needn't stay to tell you

about the lady. She had little or nothing to

do with it. It occurred in the bar-room after

the ball was over, and she in her bed, I

suppose."

" Leave her to one side then, and let her

sleep."

VOL. 1. M
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" I had gone into this bar-room to take a

drink, by way of night-cap, and was standing

by the counter, when I heard some one mak-

ing rather free use of my name. Three

men were close beside me, talking in a

very fast style, and as I soon discovered,

about myself. They had been imbibing a

good deal^ and did not chance to see me.

" One of the three I had known in Eng-

land, when we were both in the British

service.

^*The other two— Americans I suppose

them— I had only seen for the first time,

some two days ago. Indeed^ I had then a

little difficulty with them, which I needn't

stay to trouble you about now; though I

more than half expected to have had a chal-

lenge for that. It didn't come, however ;

and you may guess what sort they are.

'^ It was my quondam acquaintance of the

English army who was taking liberties with
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my character, in answer to inquiries the other

two were putting to him."

''What was he telling them?"

"No end of lies; the worst of them being

that I had been kicked out of the British

service ! Of course it was also his last. After

that
"

'' After that you kicked him out of the bar-

room. I fancy I can see you engaged in that

little bit of foot practice
!"

'' I was not quite so rude as that. I only

slashed him across the cheek with my glove,

and then handed him my card.

"In truth, when you were announced I

thought it was his friend, and not mine;

though, knowing the man as I do, the idea of

his sending a messenger so early rather sur-

prised me.

" I'm glad you've come, count. I was in a

devil of a dilemma—being acquainted with

nobody here who could have served me
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ibr a second. I suppose I can reckon upon

you ?"

'' Oh, that of course/' answered the count,

with as much insouciance as if he had been

only asked for a cigar. ^' But/' he added, " is

there no way by which this meeting may be

avoided ?"

It was not any craven thought that dic-

tated the interrogatory. A glance at Count

Roseveldt would have satisfied any one of this.

Full forty years of age^ with moustache and

whisker just beginning to show steel-gray, of

true martial bearing, he at once impressed

you as a man who had seen much practice in

the terrible trade of the duello. At the same

time there was about him no air either of the

bully or bravado. On the contrary, his fea-

tures were marked by an expression of mild-

ness—on occasions, only changing to stern.

One of these changes came over them, as

Maynard emphatically made answer :
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^^ Sacre r he said^ hissing out a French ex-

clamation. " How provoking ! To think

such an important matter—the liberty of all

Europe—should suffer from such a paltry-

mischance ! It has been well said that woman

is the curse of mankind !

" Have you any idea/' he continued, after

this ungallant speech, " when the fellow is

likely to send in ?"

"Not any. Some time during the day, I

take it. There can be no cause for delay that

I can think of Heaven knows^ we're near

enough each other, since both are stopping

in the same hotel."

*' Challenge some time during the day.

Shooting, or whatever it may be, to-mor-

row morning. No railw^ay from here, and

boat only once a-day. Leaves Newport at

seven p.m. A clear twenty-four hours lost!

Sac-r-re /"
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These calculations were in soliloquy

;

Count Roseveldt, as he made them, torturing

his great moustache and looking at some ima-

ginary object between his feet.

Maynard remained silent.

The count continued his sotto voce speeches,

now and then breaking into ejaculations

delivered in a louder tone, and indifferently

in French, English, Spanish, and German.

" By heavens, I have it !" he at length ex-

claimed, at the same time starting to his feet.

" I have it, Maynard ! I have it
!"

'^What has occurred to you_, my dear

count?"

'^ A plan to save time. We'll go back to

New York by this evening's boat
!"

" Not before fighting ! I presume you in-

clude that in your calculations T
^^Of course I do. We'll fight, and be in

time all the same."

If Maynard had been a man of delicate sus-
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ceptibilities he might have reflected on the

uncertainty of such a programme.

He merely asked for its explanation.

" Perfectly simple,' responded the count.

'' You are to be the challenged party, and, of

course, have your choice both of time and

weapons. No matter about the weapons. It's

the time that concerns us so."

'*You'd bring off' the affair to-day ?"

- Would, and will."

'' How if the challenge arrive too late—in

the evening say ?"

" Carramho !— to use our old Mexican shib-

boleth—I've thought of that—of everything.

The challenge shall come early

—

7nicst come,

if your adversary be a gentleman. I've hit

upon a plan to force it out of him in good

time."

'^ Your plan ?"

'' You'll write to him—that is, I shall—to

say you are compelled to leave Newport to-
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night ; that a matter of grand importance has

suddenly summoned you away. Appeal to

him, as a man of honour, to send in his invita-

tion at once^ so that you may arrange a meet-

ing. If he don't do so_, by all the laws of

honour you will be free to go, at any hour you

may name."

^^ That will be challenging the challenger.

Will it be correct T
" Of course it will. I'll be answerable.

It's altogether en regie—strictly according to

the code."

^' I agree to it, then."

'^ Enough ! I must set about composing the

letter. Being a little out of the common, it

will require some thought. Where are your

pens and ink ?"

Maynard pointed to a table, on which were

the writing materials.

Drawing up a chair^ Roseveldt seated him-

self beside it.
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Then taking hold of a pen, and spreading a

sheet of '^ cream laid " before him, he pro-

ceeded to write the premonitory epistle,

scarce consulting the man most interested in

what it might contain. Thinking of the revo-

lution in Baden, he was most anxious to set

free his friend from the provoking compromise,

so that both might bear the flag of freedom

through his beloved fatherland.

The note was soon written; a copy care-

fully taken, folded up, and shoved into an

envelope. Maynard scarce allowed the oppor-

tunity of reading it

!

It had to be addressed by his directions,

and was sent to Mr. Richard Swintoiiy just as

the great gong, screaming through the corri-

dors of tJie Ocean House^ proclaimed to its

guests the hour for dejeuner a la fourchette.
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CHAPTER XIV.

A REQUEST FOR A QUICK FIGHT.

The first shriek of the gong startled Mr.

Swinton from his slumber.

Springing out of his couch^ he commenced

pacing the floor with an unsteady stride.

He was in the dress he had worn at the

ball^ the straw kids excepted.

But he was not thinking either of dress or

toilet. His mind was in an agony of excite-

ment that precluded all thoughts about per-

sonal appearance. Despite the ringing in his

brain^ it was clear enough for him to recall

the occurrences of the night. Too well did
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he remember to what he had committed him-

self.

His apprehensions were of a varied cha-

racter. Maynard knew him of old ; and was

perhaps acquainted with his later^ and less

creditable^ history. His character would be

made known ; and his grand scheme frus-

trated.

But this was nothing compared with the

other matter upon his mind—the stain upon

his cheek—that could only be wiped out at

the risk of losing his life.

He shivered^ as he went staggering around

the room. His discomposure was too plain

to escape the notice of his wife. In his

troubled look she read some terrible tale.

" What is it^ Dick ?" she asked, laying her

hand upon his shoulder. '' There's been

something unpleasant. Tell me all about

'a. "
It.

There was a touch of tenderness in the
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tone. Even the scarred heart of the '' pretty

horsebreaker " had still left in it some vestige

of woman's divine nature.

^^ You've had a quarrel with Maynard ?"

she continued. '^ Is that it ?"

^^ Yes !" hoarsely responded the husband.

^^ All sorts of a quarrel."

" How did it arise ?

In speech not very coherent—for the alco-

holic tremor was upon him—he answered the

question^ by giving an account of what had

passed—not even concealing his own discredi-

table conduct in the affair.

There was a time when Richard Swinton

would not have so freely confessed himself to

Frances Wilder. It had passed, having scarce

survived their honeymoon. The close com-

panionship of matrimony had cured both of

the mutual hallucination that had made them

man and wife. The romance of an unhal-

lowed love had died out ; and along with it
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what little respect they might have had for

one another's character. On his side so effec-

tually^ that he had lost respect for himself,

and he took but little pains to cover the

uneasiness he felt— in the eyes of his

wedded wife, almost confessing himself a

coward

!

It would have been idle for him to attempt

concealing it. She had long since discovered

this idiosyncracy in his character—perhaps

more than all else causing her to repent the

day when she stood beside him at the altar.

The tie that bound her to him now was but

that of a common danger, and the necessity

of self-preservation.

'^ You expect him to send you a chal-

lenge ?" said she, a woman, and of course

ignorant of the etiquette of the duel.

'^ No," he replied, correcting her. '^ That

must come from me—as the party insulted.

If it had only been otherwise
—

" he went on
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muttering to himself. ^^ What a mistake not

to pitch into him on the spot ! If I'd only

done that^ the thing might have ended there
;

or at all events left me a corner to creep out

of."

This last was not spoken aloud. The ex-

guardsman was not yet so grandly degraded

as to make such a humiliating confession

to his wife. She might see^ but not hear

it.

^^ No chance now/' he continued to reflect.

^^ These two fellows present. Besides a score

of others^ witnesses to all that passed ; heard

every word ; saw the blow given ; and the

cards exchanged. It will be the talk of the

hotel ! I must fight, or be for ever dis-

graced !'

Another turn across the room, and an alter-

native presented itself. It was flight

!

^^ I might pack up, and clear out of the

place," pursued he, giving way to the cow-
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ardly suggestion. ^^ What could it matter ?

No one here knows me as yet ; and my face

might not be remembered. But my name?

They'll get that. He'll be sure to make it

known, and the truth will meet me every-

where ! To think^ too^ of the chance I should

lose—a fortune ! I feel sure I could have

made it all right with this girl. The mother

on my side already ! Half a million of dol-

lars—the whole one in time ! Worth a life

of plotting to obtain—worth the risk of a

life ; ay^ of one's soul ! It's lost if I go ; can

be won if I only stay! Curse upon my

tongue for bringing me into this scrape!

Better I'd been born dumb !"

He continued to pace the floor, now endea-

vouring to fortify his courage to the point of

fighting, and now giving way to the cowardly

instincts of his nature.

While thus debating with himself, he was

startled by a tapping at the door.
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^^ See who it is^ Fan !" he said in a hurried

whisper. ^^ Step outside ; and whoever it is,

don't let them look in 1"

Fan, still in her disguise of valet, glided to

the door, opened it, and looked out.

'' A waiter, I suppose, bringing my boots

or shaving-water T
This was Mr. Swinton's reflection.

It was a waiter, but not with either of the

articles named. Instead, he was the bearer

of an epistle.

It was delivered to Fan, who stood in the

passage, keeping the door closed behind her.

She saw that it was addressed to her hus-

band. It bore no postmark, and appeared

but recently written.

'^ Who sent it ?" was her inquiry, couched

in a careless tone.

'^ What's that to you, cock-sparrow?" was

the rejoinder of the hotel-servant, inclined to-

ward chaffing the servitor of the English
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gentleman— in his American eyes, tainted

with flunkeyism.

" Oh, nothing !" modestly answered Frank.

'^ If you must know/' said the other, appa-

rently mollified, '^ it's from a gentleman who

came by this morning's boat—a big, black

fellow, six feet high, with moustaches at least

six inches long. I guess your master will

know all about him. Anyhow, that's all I

know."

Without more words, the waiter handed

over the letter, and took himself off to the

performance of other duties.

Fan re-entered the room, and handed the

epistle to her husband.

^'^By the morning boat?" said Swinton.

'^ From New York ? Of course, there's no

other. Who can have come thence, that's

got any business with me."

It just flashed across his mind that accept-

ances given in England could be transmitted

VOL. I. N
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to America. It was only a question of trans-

fer, the drawer becoming endorser. And

Richard Swinton knew that there were

lawyers of the tribe of Levi, who had trans-

actions in this kind of stamped paper,

corresponding with each other across the

Atlantic.

Was it one of his London bills forwarded

to the American correspondent, ten days

before the day of dishonour ?

Such was the suspicion that came into his

mind while listening to the dialogue outside.

And it remained there_, till he had torn open

the envelope, and commenced reading.

He read as follows :

^^ Sir—As the friend of Captain Maynard,

and referring to what occurred between him

and you last night, I address you.

*^ Circumstances of an important—indeed,

peremptory, character require his presence
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elsewhere, necessitating him to leave New-

port by the boat which takes departure at

eight P.M. Between this and then there are

twelve hours of daylight, enough to settle the

trifling dispute between you. Captain May-

nard appeals to you, as a gentleman, to

accept his offer for quick satisfaction. Should

you decline it^ I, speaking as his friend, and

believing myself tolerably well acquainted

with the code of honour_, shall feel justified

in absolving him from any further action

relating to the affair, and shall be prepared

to defend him against any aspersions that

may arise from it.

^^ Until 7*30 P.M.—allowing half an hour to

reach the boat—your friend will find me in

Captain Maynard's room.

" Yours obediently,

" Rupert Roseveldt.

^^ (Count of the Austrian Empire.)
"
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Twice, without stopping, did Swinton

peruse this singular epistle.

Its contents, instead of adding to the excite-

ment of his spirit, seemed to have the effect

of tranquillizing it.

Something like a smile of satisfaction stole

over his countenance, while engaged in the

second reading.

" Fan !" he said, slipping the letter into

his pocket, and turning hastily toward his

wife, *^ ring the bell, and order brandy and

soda—some cigars, too. And, hark ye, girl

:

for your life, don't let the waiter put his nose

inside the room_, or see into it. Take the

tray from him, as he comes to the door.

Say to him, besides, that I won't be able to

go down to breakfast—that I've been in-

dulging last night, and am so-so this morn-

ing. You may add that I'm in bed. All

this in a confidential way, so that he may

believe it. I have my reasons—good reasons.
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So have a care, and don't make a mull

of it.

Silently obedient, she rang the bell,

which was soon answered by a knock at the

door.

Instead of calling " Come in !" Fan, stand-

ing ready inside the room, stepped out

—

closing the doer after her, and retaining the

knob in her hand.

He who answered was the same jocular

fellow who had called her a cock-sparrow.

'' Some brandy and soda, James. Ice, of

course. And stay—what else? Oh! some

cigars. You may bring half a dozen. My
master," she added, before the waiter could

turn away, " don't intend going down to

breakfast."

This with a significant smile, that secured

James for a parley.

It came off; and before leaving to execute

the order, he was made acquainted with the
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helpless condition of the English gent who

occupied No. 149.

In this there was nothing to surprise him.

Mr. Swinton was not the only guest under

his charge^ who on that particular morning

required brandy and soda. James rather

rejoiced at it ; as giving him claim for an

increased perquisite.

The drink was brought up^ along with the

cigars, and taken in as directed ; the gentle-

man.'s servant giving the w^aiter no oppor-

tunity to gratify curiosity by a sight of his

suffering master. Even had the door been

left open, and James admitted to the room,

he would not have gone out of it one whit

the w4ser. He could only have told that

Frank's master was still abed^ his face buried

under the bedclothes

!

To make sure against surprise, Mr. Swinton

had assumed this interesting attitude; and

for reasons unknown even to his own valet.
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On the rebolting of the door, he flung off the

coverlet, and once more commenced treading

the carpet.

^' Was it the same waiter ?" he asked ;
" he

that brought the letter ?"

" It was—James—you know 1"

^^So much the better. Out with that cork,

Fan ! I want something to settle my nerves^

and make me fit for a good think !

"

While the wire was being twisted from the

soda bottle, he took hold of a cigar, bit off

the end, lit, and commenced smoking it.

He drank the brandy and soda at a single

draught; in ten minutes after ordering an-

other dose, and soon again a third.

Several times he re-read Roseveldt's letter

—each time returning it to his pocket_, and

keeping its contents from Fan.

At intervals he threw himself upon the

bed, back downward, the cigar held between

his teeth ; again to get up and stride around
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the room with the impatience of a man wait-

ing for some important crisis— doubtful

whether it may come.

And thus did Mr. Swinton pass the day,

eleven long hours of it, inside his sleeping

apartment

!

Why this manoeuvring, seemingly so ec-

centric ?

He alone knew the reason. He had not

communicated it to his wife—no more the

contents of the lately received letter—leaving

her to indulge in conjectures not very flatter-

ing to her lord and master.

Six brandies and sodas were ordered, and

taken in with the same caution as the first.

They were all consumed, and as many cigars

smoked by him during the day. Only a

plate of soup and a crust for his dinner, the

dish that follows a night of dissipation. With

Mr. Swinton it was a day of dissipation, that

did not end till half-past seven p.m.
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At that hour an event occurred that caused

a sudden change in his tactics—transforming

him from an eccentric to a sane^ if not sober^

man

!
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she took credit to herself for being the cause,

and for this reason secretly felt gratification.

It proved to her, so ran her surmises, that

both these men must have had her in their

mind as they quarrelled over their cups

;

though she cared less for t?ie thoughts of

Swinton than of Maynard.

As yet she was not so interested in either

as to be profoundly anxious about the affair.

Julia Girdwood's was not a heart to be lost,

or won, within the hour.

"Do you think they will have a duel?"

asked the timid Cornelia, trembling as she

put the inquiry.

" Of course they will," responded the more

daring Julia. " They cannot well get out of

it—that is, Mr. Swinton cannot."

" And suppose one of them should kill the

other?"

" And suppose they do—both of them— kill

one another ? Its no business of ours."
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'' Oh, Julia ! Do you think it is not ?"

^^ I'm sure it isn't. What have we got to

do with it? I should be sorry, of course,

about them, as about any other foolish gentle-

men who see fit to take too much drink. I

suppose that's what did it."

She only pretended to suppose this, as

also her expressed indifference about the

result.

Though not absolutely anxious, she was yet

far from indifferent. It was only when she

reflected on Maynard's coolness to her at the

close of the ball, that she endeavoured to fee!

careless about the consequences.

'' Who's going off in this carriage ?" she

asked, her attention once more drawn to it by

the baggage being brought out.

The cousins leaning over the balustrade,

looked below. Lettered upon a leathern

trunk, that had seen much service, they made

out the name ^'CAPTAIN MAYNARD,"
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and underneath the well-known initials^

U. S. A.

Was it possible ? Or were they mistaken ?

The lettering was dim^ and at a distance.

Surely they were mistaken ?

Julia remained with eyes fixed upon the

portmanteau. Cornelia ran to her room to

fetch a lorgnette. But before she returned

with it^ the instrument was no longer needed.

Miss Girdwood^ still gazing down^ saw

Captain Maynard descend the steps of the

hotel ^ cross over to the carriage^ and take his

seat inside it.

There was a man along with him^ but she

only gave this man a glance. Her eyes were

upon the ex-officer of Mexican celebrity, her

rescuer from the perils of the sea.

Where was he going? His baggage and

the boat-signal answered this question.

And why ? For this it was not so easy to

shape a response.
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Would he look up ?

He did ; on the instant of taking his seat

within the hack.

Their eyes met in a mutual glance^ half

tender^ half reproachful—on both sides in-

terrogatory.

There was no time for either to become

satisfied about the thoughts of the other. The

carriage whirling away^ parted two strange

individuals who had come oddly together^

and almost as oddly separated—parted them,

perhaps for ever !

There was another who witnessed that de-

parture with perhaps as much interest as did

Julia Girdwood, though with less bitter-

ness. To him it was joy : for it is Swinton

of whom we speak.

Kneeling at the window of his room, on

the fourth story—looking down through the

slanted laths of the Venetians—he saw the
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hack drive up, and with eager eyes watched

till it was occupied. He saw also the two

ladies below ; but at that moment he had no

thoughts for them.

It was like removing a millstone from his

breast—the relief from some long-endured

agony—when Maynard entered the carriage

;

the last spasm of his pain passing, as the whip

cracked and the wheels went whirling away.

Little did he care for that distraught look

given by Julia Girdwood ; nor did he stay to

listen whether it was accompanied by a sigh.

The moment the carriage commenced mov-

ing, he sprang to his feet, turned his back

upon the window, and called out

:

^^Fan!"

"^ Well, what now ?" was the response from

his pretended servant.

'' About this matter with Maynard. It's

time for me to call him out. I've been

thinking all day of how I can find a second."
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It was a subterfuge not very skilfully con-

ceived— a weak^ spasmodic effort against

absolute humiliation in the eyes of his wife.

^^YouVe thought of one, have you?" in-

terrogated she, in a tone almost indifferent.

" I have."

'' And who, pray T
'' One of the two fellows I scraped acquaint-

ance with yesterday at dinner. I met them

again last night. Here's his name—Louis

Lucas."

As he said this he handed her a card.

'* What do you want me to do with it T
" Find out the number of his room. The

clerk will tell you, by your showing the card.

^^ That's all I want now. Stay ! You may

ask, also, if he's in."

Without saying a word, she took the card,

and departed on her errand. She made no

show of alacrity, acting as if she were an

automaton.

VOL. I. o
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As soon as she had passed outside, Swinton

drew a chair to the table, and, spreading out

a sheet of paper, scribbled some lines upon it.

Then hastily folding the sheet, he thrust

it inside an envelope, upon which he wrote

the superscription

:

" Louis Lucas, Esq."

By this time his messenger had returned,

and announced the accomplishment of her

errand. Mr. Lucas's room was No. 90, and

he was ^^ in."

^^No. 90. It's below, on the second floor.

Find it, Fan ; and deliver this note to him.

Make sure you give it into his own hands^

and wait till he reads it. He will either

come himself, or send an answer. If he

returns with you, do you remain outside,

and don't show yourself till you see him go

out again."

For the second time Fan went forth as a

messenger.
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^' I fancy I've got this crooked job straight,"

soliloquized Swinton, as soon as she was out

of hearing. '^ Even straighter than it was

before. Instead of spoiling my game, it's

likely to prove the trump card. What a

lucky fluke it is ! By the way, I wonder

where Maynard can be gone, or what's car-

ried him off in such a devil of a hurry ? Ha !

I think I know now. It must be something

about this that's in the New York papers.

These German revolutionists, chased out of

Europe in '48, who are getting up an expedi-

tion to go back. Now I remember, there

was a count's name mixed up with the affair.

Yes—it was Roseveldt ! This must be the

man. And Maynard? Going along with

them_, no doubt. He was a rabid Radical in

England. That's his game, is it ? Ha ! ha !

Splendid, by Jove ! Playing right into my

hands, as if I had the pulling of the strings !
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'' I have."

^^ What answer ? Is he coming ?"

'' He is."

^^ But when?"

^^ He said directly. I suppose that's his

step in the passage ?"

'' Slip out then ! Quick—quick !

"

Without protest the disguised wife did as

directed; though not without some feeling

of humiliation at the part she had consented

to play.
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CHAPTER XVI.

A SAFE CHALLENGE.

From the time of the hack's departure^ till

the moment when the valet was so hastily

sent out of the room, Mr. Swinton had been

acting as a man in full possession of his

senses. The drink taken during the day

had but restored his intellect to its usual

strength ; and with a clear brain he had writ-

ten the note inviting Mr. Louis Lucas to an

interview. He had solicited this interview

in his own apartment— accompanying the

request with an apology for not going to that

of Mr. Lucas. The excuse was that he was

'^ laid up."
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All this he could have done in a steady

hand_, and with choice diction : for Richard

Swinton was neither dunce nor ignoramus.

Instead^ the note was written in scribble,

and with a chaotic confusion of phraseology

—apparently the production of one suffering

from the '^ trembles."

In this there was a design ; as also, in the

behaviour of Mr. Swinton, when he heard

the footfall of his expected visitor coming

along the corridor in the direction of his

room. His action was of the most eccentric

kind—as much so as any of his movements

during the day.

It might have been expected that the ci-

devaiit habitue of the Horse Guards, in con-

formity with past habits, would have made

some attempt to arrange his toilet for the

reception of a stranger. Instead, he took the

opposite course; and while the footsteps of

Mr. Lucas were resounding through the gal-
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lery, the hands of Mr. Swinton were busy in

making himself as unpresentable as possible.

Whipping off the dress coat he had worn at

the ball, and which in his distraction, he had

all day carried on his shoulders ; flinging the

waistcoat after^ and then slipping his arms

out of the braces ; in shirt sleeves and wdth

hair dishevelled, he stood to await the in-

coming of his visitor. His look was that of

one just awakened from the slumber of in-

toxication !

And this character —which had been no

counterfeit in the morning— he sustained

during the whole time that the stranger

remained in his room.

Mr. Lucas had no suspicion that the Eng-

lishman was acting. He w as himself in just

that condition to believe in its reality ; feel-

ing, and as he confessed, ^^ seedy as the devil."

This was his speech^ in return to the saluta-

tions of Swinton.
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^^ Yas, ba Jawve ! I suppose yaw do. I

feel just the same way. Aw—aw—I must

have been asleep for a week !"

^' Well, you've missed three meals at least,

and I two of them. I w^as only able to show

myself at the supper-table."

'' Suppaw ! Yaw don't mean to say it's so

late as that ?"

'^ I do indeed. Supper we call it in this

country ; though I believe in England it's

the hour at which you dine. It's after eight

o'clock."

'^ Ba heavins ! This is bad. I wemembaw

something that occurred last night. Yaw

were with me, were you not ?"

^^ Certainly I was. I gave you my card."

'^ Yas—yas. I have it. A fellaw insulted

me— a Mr. Maynard. If I wemembaw

awight, he stwuck me in the face."

^^ That's true; he did."

^^Am I wight too in my wecollection that
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yaw, sir, were so vewy obliging as to say yaw

would act for me as—as—a fweiid ?"

^^ Quite right/' replied the willing Lucas,

delighted with the prospect of obtaining satis-

faction for his own little private wrong, and

without danger to himself. '^ Quite right.

Tm ready to do as I said, sir."

" Thanks, Mr. Lucas ! a world of thanks !

And now there's no time left faw fawther

talking. By Jawve ! I've slept so long as to

be in danger of having committed myself!

Shall I wite out the challenge, or would yaw

pwefer to do it yawself ? Yaw know all that

passed, and may word it as yaw wish."

'^ There need be no difficulty about the

wording of it," said the chosen second, who,

from having acted in like capacity before,

was fairly acquainted with the ^^ code." ^^ In

your case, the thing's exceedingly simple.

This Mr., or Captain Maynard^ as he's called,

insulted you very grossly. I hear it's the
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talk of the hotel. You must call upon him

to go out, or apologize."

^'^Aw, sawtingly. I shall do that. Wite

faw me, and I shall sign."

" Hadn't you better write yourself? The

challenge should be in your own hand. I am

only the bearer of it."

" Twue—twue ! Confound this dwink ! It

makes one obwivious of everything. Of cawse

I should wite it."

Sitting down before the table^ with a hand

that showed no trembling_, Mr. Swinton wrote

:

^' Sir—Referring to our interview of last

night, I demand from you the satisfaction due

to a gentleman, whose honour you have out-

raged. That satisfaction must be either a

meeting, or an ample apology. I leave you

to take your choice. My friend, Mr. Louis

Lucas^ will await your answer.

^^ Richard Swinton."
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'' Will that do, think you ?" asked the ex-

guardsman, handing the sheet to his second.

^' The very thing ! Short, if not sweet. I

like it all the better without the ' obedient

servant.' It reads more defiant, and will be

more likely to extract the apology. Where

am I to take it? You have his card, if I

mistake not. Does it tell the number of his

room <*"

" Twue—twue ! I have his cawd. We

shall see."

Taking up his coat from the floor, where

he had flung it, Swinton fished out the card.

There was no number, only the name.

^^ No matter !" said the second, clutching

at the bit of pasteboard. '^ Trust me to dis-

cover him. I'll be back with his answer

before you've smoked out that cigar."

With this i^romise, Mr. Lucas left the room.

As Mr. Swinton sat smoking the cigar,

and reflecting upon it, there was an expression
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upon his face that no man save himself could

have interpreted. It was a sardonic smile

worthy of Machiavelli.

The cigar was about half burned out, when

Mr. Lucas was heard hurrying back along

the corridor.

In an instant after he burst into the room^

his face showing him to be the bearer of some

strange intelligence.

'^ Well ?" inquired Swinton, in a tone of

affected coolness. ^' What says our fellaw ?"

^^ What says he ? Nothing."

'^ He has pwomised to send the answer by

a fwend, I pwesume ?"

^^He has promised me nothing: for the

simple reason, that I haven't seen him !"

^^ Haven't seem him !"

^*^No—nor ain't likely neither. The coward

has ^ swartouted.'

"

^^Swawtuated?"

'^ Yes; G. T. T.—gone to Texas!"
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^^ Ba Jawve ! Mr. Lucas ; I don't compwe-

hend yaw !"

'^^You will^ when I tell you that your

antagonist has left Newport. Gone off by the

evening boat."

^^ Honawbwight^ Mr. Lucas ?" cried the Eng-

lishman^ in feigned astonishment. ^^ Shawley

you must be jawking."

^^ Not in the leasts I assure you. The clerk

tells me he paid his hotel bill^ and was taken

oJfTin one of their hacks. Besides^ Tve seen

the driver who took him^ and who's just re-

turned. He says that he set Mr. Maynard

down, and helped to carry his baggage aboard

the boat. There was another man^ some

foreign-looking fellow, along with him. Be

sure^ sir, he's gone."

*^^And left no message, no addwess^ as to

where I may find him ?"

^' Not a word, that I can hear of."

^^BaGawd!"
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The man who had called forth this impas-

sioned speech was at that moment upon the

deck of the steamer^ fast cleaving her track

towards the ocean. He was standing by the

after-guards^ looking back upon the lights of

Newport^ that struggled against the twilight.

His eyes had become, fixed on one that

glimmered high up on the summit of the hill_,

and which he knew to proceed from a window^

in the southern end of the Ocean House.

He had little thought of the free use that

was just then being made of his name in that

swarming hive of beauty and fashion—else he

might have repented the unceremonious haste

of his departure.

Nor was he thinking of that which was

carrying him away. His regrets were of a

more tender kind : for he had such. Regrets

tha teven his ardour in the sacred cause of

Liberty did not prevent him from feeling.

Roseveldt, standins: bv his sid^, anrl olr crv-
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ing the shadow on his face^ easily divined its

character.

'^ Come, Maynard !" said he, in a tone of

banter, ^^I hope you won't blame me for

bringing you with me. I see that you've left

something behind you
!"

^^ Left something behind me !" returned

Maynard, in astonishment, though half con-

scious of what was meant.

^' Of course you have," jocularly rejoined

the Count.
'^'^ Where did you ever stay six

days without leaving a sweetheart behind

you ? It's true, you scapegrace
!"

^^You wrong me. Count. I assure you I

have none
"

^^ Well, well," interrupted the revolutionist,

^^ even if you have, banish the remembrance,

and be a man ! Let your sword now be your

sweetheart. Think of the splendid prospect

before you. The moment your foot touches

European soil, you are to take command of
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the whole student army. The Directory have

so decided. Fine fellows^ I assure you^ these

German students : true sons of Liberty

—

a la

Schiller, if you like. You may do what you

please with them^ so long as you lead them

against despotism. I only wish I had your

opportunity."

As he listened to these stirring words^ May-

nard's eyes were gradually turned away from

Newport—his thoughts from Julia Girdwood.

^^ It may be all for the best/' reflected he^

as he gazed down upon the phosphoric track.

^^ Even could I have won her^ which is doubt-

ful^ she's not the sort for a wife ; and that's

what I'm now wanting. Certain^ I shall

never see her again. Perhaps the old adage

will still prove true/' he continued^ as if the

situation had suggested it :
'^ ^ Good fish in

the sea as ever were caught.' Scintillations

ahead^ yet unseen^ brilliant as those we are

leaving behind us 1"
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CHAPTER XVII.

"^^THE coward!"

The steamer that carried Captain Maynard

and his fortunes out of the Narragansett Bay

had not rounded Point Judith,, before his

name in the mouths of many became a scorned

word. The gross insult he had put upon the

English stranger had been witnessed by a

score of gentlemen^ and extensively canvassed

by all who had heard of it. Of course there

would be a '' call out," and some shooting.

Nothing less could be expected after such an

affront.

It was a surprise^ when the discovery came,

VOL. I. p
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that the insulter had stolen off; for this was

the interpretation put upon it.

To many it was a chagrin. Not much was

known of Captain Maynard, beyond that

public repute the newspapers had given to

his name^ in connection with the Mexican

war.

This, however, proved him to have carried

a commission in the American army ; and as

it soon became understood that his adversary

was an officer in that of England, it was but

natural there should be some national feeling

called forth by the affair.

'' After all/' said they, '^ Maynard is not an

American !"

It was some palliation of his supposed pol-

troonery, that he had stayed all day at the

hotel, and that his adversary had not sent the

challenge till after he was gone.

But the explanation of this appeared satis-

factory enough ; and Swinton had not been
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slow in making it known. Notwithstanding

some shame to himself, he had taken pains to

give it a thorough circulation ; supposing that

no one knew aught of the communication he

had received from Roseveldt.

And as no one did appear to know of

it^ the universal verdict was, that the hero

of C , as some of the newspapers pro-

nounced him, had fled from a field where

fighting honours might he less ostentatiously

obtained.

There were many, however, who did not

attribute his departure to cowardice, and who

believed or suspected that there must have

been some other motive—though they could

not conceive what.

It was altogether an inexplicable affair
;

and had he left Newport in the morning,

instead of the evening, he would have been

called by much harder names than those that

were being bestowed upon him. His stay at
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the hotel for what might be considered a

reasonable time, in part protected him from

vituperation.

Still had he left the field to Mr. Swinton,

who was elevated into a sort of half-hero by

his adversary's disgraceful retreat.

The lord incognito carried his honours

meekly as might be. He was not without

apprehension that Maynard might return, or

be met again in some other corner of the

world—in either case to call him to account

for any triumphant swaggering. Of this he

made only a modest display, answering when

questioned :

'^ Confound the fellaw ! He's given me the

slip, and I don't knaw where to find him

!

It's a demmed baw !"

The story, as thus told, soon circulated

through the hotel, and of course reached that

part of it occupied by the Girdwood family.

.Julia had been among the first who knew of
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Maynard's departure—having herself been an

astonished eye-witness of it.

Mrs. Girdwood, only too glad to hear he

had gone^ cared but little about the cause.

Enough to know, that her daughter was safe

from his solicitations.

Far different were the reflections of this

daughter. It was only now that she began

to feel that secret longing to possess the thing

that is not to be obtained. An eagle had

stooped at her feet— as she thought, sub-

mitting itself to be caressed by her. It was

only for a moment. She had withheld her

hand ; and now the proud bird had soared

resentfully away, never more to return to her

taming

!

She listened to the talk of Maynard's cow-

ardice without giving credence to it. She

knew there must be some other cause for that

abrupt departure ; and she treated the slander

with disdainful silence.
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For all this, she could not help feeling

something like anger toward him^ mingled

with her own chagrin.

Gone without speaking to her—without

any response to that humiliating confession

she had made to him before leaving the ball-

room ! On her knees to him, and not one

word of acknowledgment

!

Clearly he cared not for her.

The twilight had deepened down as she

returned into the balcony, and took her stand

there^ with eyes bent upon the bay. Silent

and alone^ she saw the signal-light of the

steamer moving like an ignis fatuus along the

empurpled bosom of the water— at length

suddenly disappearing behind the battlements

of the Fort.

^^ He is gone !" she murmured to herself,

heaving a deep sigh. ^' Perhaps never more to

be met by me. Oh^ I must try to forget him !"
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CHAPTER XVIII.

DOWN WITH THE DESPOTS !

Time was—and that not " long^ long ago "

—

when the arrival of a European steamer at

New York was an event^ as was also the

departure. There were only '' Cunarders
"

that came and went once a fortnight ; at a

later period making the trip hebdomadally.

Any one who has crossed the Atlantic by

the Cunard steamers need not be told that,

in New York, their point of landing and

leaving is upon the Jersey shore.

In the days when such things were " sensa-

tions," a crowd used to collect at the Cunard
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wharf, attracted thither by the presence of

the vast Leviathan.

Now and then were occasions when the

motive was different, or rather the attraction

—when_, instead of the steamer, it was some

distinguished individual aboard of her : prince^

patriot, singer^ or courtezan. Gay, unreflect-

ing Gotham stays not to make distinction,

honouring all kinds of notoriety alike ; or at

all events giving them an equal distribution

of its curiosity.

One of these occasions was peculiar. It

was a departure ; the boat being the Cambria^

one of the slowest, at the same time most

comfortable steamers on the ^^ line."

She has been long since withdrawn irom

it ; her keel, if I mistake not, now ploughing

the more tranquil waters of the Indian

Ocean.

And her captain^ the brave, amiable Shan-

non ! He, too, has been transferred to another
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service, where the cares of steam navigation

and the storms of the Atlantic shall vex him

no more.

He is not foi-gotten. Reading these words^

many hearts will be stirred up to remember

him—true hearts—still beating in New York

—still holding in record that crowd on the

Jersey shore alongside the departing steamer.

Though assembled upon American soil^ but

few of the individuals composing it were

American. The physiognomy was European,

chiefly of the Teutonic type, though with an

intermingling of the Latinic. Alongside the

North German with light-coloured skin and

huge tawny moustache, stood his darker

cousin of the Danube ; and beside both the

still swarthier son of Italy_, with gleaming

dark eyes, and thick chevelure of shining

black. Here could be noted, too, a large

admixture of Frenchmen, some of them still

wearing the blouse brought over from their
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native land ; most of them of that brave

ouvrier class, who but the year before, and

two years after^ might have been seen reso-

lutely defending the barricades of Paris.

Only here and there could be distinguished

an American face, or a word spoken in the

English language—the speaker being only a

spectator, who had chanced upon the spot.

The main body of the assemblage was com-

posed of other elements—men who had come

there out of motives quite apart from mere

curiosity. There were women^ too—young

girls with flaxen hair and deep blue eyes,

recalling their native Rhineland, with others

of darker skin, but equally pretty faces, from

the country of Corinne.

Most of the cabin-passengers—there are no

others in a Cunarder— had ascended to the

upper deck, as is usual at the departure of a

steamer. It was but a natural desire of all

to witness the withdrawal of the stage-plank
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—the severance of that last link binding them

to a land they were leaving with varied emo-

tions.

Despite their private thoughts^ whether of

joy or sorrow, they could not help scanning

with curiosity that sea of faces spread out

before them upon the wharf

Standing in family parties over the deck or

in rows leaning against the rail, they interro-

gated one another as to the cause of the grand

gathering, as also the people who composed it.

It was evident to all that the crowd was

not American ; and equally so^ that not any

of them were about to embark upon the

steamer. There was no appearance of bag-

gage^ though that might have been aboard.

But most of them were of a class not likely

to be carried by a Cunarder. Besides^ there

were no signs of leave-taking—no embracing

or hand-shakings such as may be seen when

friends are about to be separated by the sea.
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For this they were on the wrong side of the

Atlantic.

They stood in groups^ close touching ; the

men smoking cigars^ many of them grand

meerschaum pipes^ talking gravely to one

another^ or more jocosely to the girls—

a

crowd earnest^ yet cheerful.

It was plain^ too^ the steamer was not their

attraction. Most of them faced from her^

casting interrogative glances along the wharf^

as if looking for something expected to ap-

pear to them in this direction.

^^ Who are they?" was the question passed

round among the passengers.

A gentleman who appeared specially in-

formed—there is always one such in an as-

semblage—vouchsafed the desired informa-

tion.

^^ They're the refugees/' he said. ^^ French^

Germans^ Poles^ and what not, driven over

here by the late revolutions in Europe."
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'^^Are tliey going back again?" inquired

one who wanted further information.

'^ Some of them are^ 1 believe/' answered

the first speaker. '^ Though not by the

steamer/' he added. ^^ The poor devils can't

afford that."

^^Then why are they here?"

" They have some leaders who are going.

One of them^ a man named Maynard, who

made some figure in the late Mexican war."

^^ Oh, Captain Maynard ! But he's not one

of them ! He isn't di foreigner

T

'^^o. But the men he commanded in

Mexico were, most of them ! That's why

they have chosen him for their leader."

^^ Captain Maynard must be a fool/' in-

terposed a third speaker. ^'^The rising re-

ported in Europe has no chance of success.

He'll only get his neck into a halter. Are

there any Americans taking part in the move-

ment?"
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He of supposed special information guessed

not

He guessed correctly^ though it was a truth

not over creditable to his country—which^

by his speech, could be no other than the

" States."

At that crisis^ when filibustering might have

been of some service to the cause of Euro-

pean freedom, the only American who vo-

lunteered for it was Maynard ; and he was

an American-Irishman I Still, to this great

country—to a residence among its people,

and a study of their free institutions—was he

indebted for the inspiration that had made

him what he was—a lover of Liberty.

Among those listening to the conversation

was a group of three individuals : a man of

more than fifty years of age, a girl of less

than fourteen, and a woman whose summers

and winters might number about midway

between.
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The man was tall^ with an aspect of the

kind usually termed aristocratic. It was not

stern ; but of that mild type^ verging upon

the venerable—an expression strengthened by

hair nearly white^ seen under the selvedge of

his travelling-cap.

The girl was an interesting creature. She

was still but a mere child, and wearing the

dress of one—a gown sleeveless^ and with

short skirt—the hair hanging loose over her

shoulders.

But under the skirt were limbs of a tour-

nure that told of approaching puberty ; while

her profuse locks, precious on account of their

ricli colour, appeared to call for pins and a

comb.

Despite the difficulty of comparing the

features of a man of fifty and a child of four-

teen, there was enough resemblance between

these two to give the idea of father and

daughter. It was confirmed by the relative
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position in which they stood ; he holding her

paternally by the hand.

Between them and the woman the relation-

ship was of quite a different nature^ and

needed only a glance to make it known. The

buff complexion of the latter^ with the '^ white

turban " upon her head^ told her to be a

servant.

She stood a little behind them.

The man alone appeared to heed what was

being said ; the girl and servant were more

interested in the movements of the people

upon the wharf.

The brief conversation ended^ he approached

the original speaker with the half-whispered

question :

" You say there are no Americans in this

movement. Is Captain Maynard not one ?"

" I guess not," was the reply. " He's been

in the American army; but I've heard say

he's Irish. Nothing against him for that,"
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" Of course not," answered the aristocratic-

looking gentleman. '' I merely asked out of

curiosity."

It must have been a strong curiosity that

caused him^ after retiring a little, to take out

his note-book, and enter in it a memoran-

dum, evidently referring to the revolutionary

leader.

Furthermore^ the information thus re-

ceived appeared to have increased his interest

in the crowd below.

Dropping the hand of his daughter, and

pressing forward to the rail^ he watched its

evolutions with eagerness.

By this time, the assemblage had warmed

into a more feverish state of excitement.

Men were talking in a louder strain^ with

more rapid gesticulations—some pulling out

their watches, and looking impatiently at the

time. It was close upon twelve o'clock

—

the hour of the steamer's starting. She

VOL. I. Q
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had already sounded the signal to get

aboard.

All at once the loud talk ceased^ the gesti-

culation was suspended, and the crowd stood

silent, or spoke only in whispers. A spark of

intelligence had drifted mysteriously amongst

them.

It was explained by a shoit heard afar off,

on the outer edge of the assemblage.

" He is coming 1"

The shout was taken up in a hundred re-

petitions, and carried on to the centre of the

mass, and still on to the steamer.

It was succeeded by a grand huzza, and the

cries :
^^ Nieder mit dem tyrannen /" ^^ A has

les tyrants ! Vive la Repuhlique
!"

Who was coming? Whose advent had

drawn forth that heart-inspiring hail—had

elicited those sentiments of patriotism simul-

taneously spoken in almost every language of

Europe ?
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A carriage came forward upon the wharf.

It was only a common street hack that had

crossed in the ferryboat. But men gave way

for it with as much alacrity as if it had been

a grand gilded chariot carrying a king

!

And those men far more. Ten, twenty

times quicker, and a thousand times more

cheerfully, did they spring out of its way.

Had there been a king inside it, there would

have been none to cry ^^ God bless His

Majesty !" and few to have said, " God help

him!"

A king in that carriage would have stood

but slight chance of reaching the steamer in

safety.

There were two inside it—a man of nigh

thirty^ and one of maturer age. They were

Maynard, and Roseveldt.

It was upon the former all eyes were fixed,

toward whom all hearts were inclining. It

was his approach had called forth that cry

:
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" He is coming
!"

And now that he had come, a shout was

sent from the Jersey shore, that echoed along

the hills of Hoboken, and was heard in the

streets of the great Empire City.

Why this wonderful enthusiasm for one

who belonged neither to their race nor their

country ? On the contrary, he was sprung

from a people to them banefully hostile

!

It had not much to do with the man. Only

that he was the representative of a principle

—a cause for which most of them had fought

and bled, and many intended fighting, and, if

need be, bleeding again. He was their chosen

chief, advancing toward the van, flinging him-

self forward into the post of peril—for man's

and liberty's sake, risking the chain and the

halter. For this was he the recipient of such

honours.

The carriage slowly working its way

through the thick crowd, was almost lifted
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from its wheels. In their enthusiastic excite-

ment those who surrounded it looked as if

they would have raised it on their shoulders

and carried it, horses included, up the staging

of the steamer

!

They did this much for Maynard. Strong-

bearded men threw their arms around him,

kissing him as if he had been a beautiful girl,

while beautiful girls clasped him by the hand,

or with their kerchiefs waved him an affection-

ate farewell !

A colossus lifting him from his feet trans-

ported him to the deck of the steamer, amidst

the cheers of the assembled multitude !

And amidst its cheers, still continued^ the

steamer swung out from the wharf.

" It is worth while to be true to the people,"

said Maynard, his breast glowing with proud

triumph, as he heard his name rise above the

parting hurrah.

He repeated the words as the boat passed
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the Battery^ and he saw the German Artillery

Corps '— those brave scientific soldiers who

have done so much for their adopted land

—

drawn up on the esplanade of Castle Garden.

And once again, as he listened to their, fare

well salvo, drowning the distant cheers sent

after him across the widening water.
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CHAPTER XIX.

BLAXCHE AND SABIXA.

On parting from the pier most of the passen-

gers forsook the upper deck, and ^yent scatter-

ing to their state-rooms.

A few remained lingering above ; among

them the gentleman to whom belonged the

golden-haired girl^ and the servant with skin

of kindred colour.

He did not stay, as one who takes a leaving

look at his native land. It was evidently not

his. In his own features, and those of the

child held in his hand, there was an unmis-

takable expression of ** Englishism/' as seen in

its nobler type.
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The coloured domestic, more like America,

was still not of the ^^ States." Smaller and

more delicate features, with a peculiar sparkle

of the eye, told of a West Indian origin—

a

negress for her mother, with a white man,

perhaps Frenchman or Spaniard, for her

father.

Anydoubts about the gentleman's nationality

would have been dispelled by listening to a

brief dialogue that soon after occurred between

him and a fourth personage who appeared

upon the scene.

This last was a young fellow in dark coat

and trousers, the coat having flap-pockets out-

side. The style betokened him a servant

—

made further manifest by the black leathern

cockade upon his hat.

He had just come from below.

Stepping up to the gentleman, and giving

the unmistakable salute, he pronounced his

master's name

:
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" Sir George
!"

^' What is it, Freeman ?"

^^ They are stowing the luggage between

decks, Sir George; and want to know what

pieces your excellency wishes to be kept for

the state-rooms. I've put aside the black bag

and the yellow portmanteau, and the large

one with Miss Blanche's things. The bullock

trunk ? Is it to go below. Sir George ?"

''Why, yes--no. Stay! What a bother!

I must go down myself. Sabina ! keep close

by the child. Here, Blanche! you can sit

upon this cane seat ; and Sabina will hold the

umbrella over you. Don't move away from

here till I come back."

Sir George's assiduous care may be under-

stood, by saying that Blanche was his

daughter—his only child.

Laying hold of the brass baluster-rail, and

sliding his hand along it, he descended the

stair, followed by '* Freeman."
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Blanche sat down as directed; the mu-

latto opening a light silk umbrella and hold-

ing it over her head. It was not raining;

only to protect her from the sun.

Looking at Blanche, one could not wonder

at Sir George being so particular. She was

a thing to be shielded. Not that she ap-

peared of delicate health, or in any way fra-

gile. On the contrary, her form showed

strength and rotundity unusual for a girl of

thirteen. She was but little over it.

Perhaps it was her complexion he was

thinking of. It certainly appeared too pre-

cious to be exposed to the sun.

And yet the sun had somewhere played

upon^ without spoiling it. Rather was it

improved by the slight embrowning, as the

bloom enriches the skin of the apricot. He

seemed to have left some of his rays amidst

the tresses of her hair, causing them to shine

like his own glorious beams.
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She remained upon the seat where her

father had left her. The position gave her a

fine view of the bay and its beautiful shores,

of Staten Island and its villas, picturesquely

placed amidst groves of emerald green.

But she saw, without observing them. The

ship, too^ swept past unobserved by her,

everything, even the objects immediately

around her upon the deck of the steamer.

Her eyes only turned toward one point—the

stairway—where people were ascending, and

where her father had gone down.

And looking that way, she sat silent,

though not abstracted. She was apparently

watching for some one to come up.

'' Miss Blanche," said the mulatta, observ-

ing this, " you no need look you fader back

for long time yet. Doan you 'member in dat

Wes Indy steamer how much trouble dem

baggages be ? It take de governor great

while sort em."
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'Tm not looking for father/' responded

the child^ still keeping her eyes sternward.

'^ Who den ? You ben tinkin' 'bout some-

body."

" Yes, Sabby^ I'm thinking of him. I want

to see how he looks when near. Surely he

will come up here?"

'' Him ! Who you 'peak' 'bout, Miss

Blanche ? De cap'in ob the ship ?"

" Captain of the ship ! Oh, no, no ! Tliat's

the captain up there. Papa told me so.

Who cares to look at an old fellow like

that?"

While speaking, she had pointed to Skip-

per Shannon, seen pacing upon the " bridge."

^^Den who you mean?" asked the per-

plexed Sabina.

"Oh, Sabby ! sure you might know."

'^ 'Deed Sabby doan know."

" Well, that gentleman the people cheered

so. A man told papa they were all there to
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take leave of him. Didn't tliey take leave of

him ill an odd way ? Why^ the men in big

beards actually kissed him. I saw them kiss

him. And the young girls ! you saw what

they did, Sabby. Those girls appear to be

very forward."

'^ Dey war' nothin' but trash—dem white

gals."

^*^But the gentleman? I wonder who he

is? Do you think it's a prince?"

The interrogatory was suggested by a re-

membrance. Only once in her life before

had the child witnessed a similar scene.

Looking out of a window in London, she had

been spectator to the passage of a prince.

She had heard the hurrahs, and seen the

waving of hats and handkerchiefs. Alike_,

though with perhaps a little less passion

—

less true enthusiasm. Since then living a

tranquil life in one of the Lesser Antilles

—

of which her father was governor^—she had
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seen little of crowds, and less of such excited

assemblages as that just left behind. It was

not strange she should recall the procession

of the prince.

And yet how diametrically opposite were

the sentiments that actuated the two scenes of

which she had been spectator! So much

that even the West Indian woman—the child

of a slave—knew the difference.

'^ Prince !" responded Sabina, with a dis-

dainful toss of the head^ that proclaimed her

a loyal ^'^Badian." *' Prince in dis 'Merica

country ! Dere's no sich ting. Dat fella dey

make so much muss 'bout, he only a 'publi-

can."

" A publican
!"

^^ Yes^ missy. You dem hear shout, Vive

de publique ! Dey all 'publicans in dis Unite

States."

The governor's daughter was nonplussed

;

she knew what publicans were. She had
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lived in London where there is at least one

in every street— inhabiting its most con-

spicuous house. But a whole nation of

them
!"

'^ All publicans !'* she exclaimed, in sur-

prise. ^^Come, Sabby, you're telling me a

story."

*' 'Deed no^ Miss Blanche. Sabby tell you

de truth. True as gospels, ebbery one of

dese 'Merican people are 'publicans."

"Who drinks it then?"

"Drink what?"

"Why, what they sell! The wine, and

the beer^ and the gin. In London they

don't have anything else— the publicans

don't."

^^Oh! now I comprehend you, missy. I

see you no me unerstan, chile. I no mean

dat sort as sell de drink. Totally different

aldegidder. Dere am re^-publicans as doan

believe in kings and kweens—not even in our
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good Victorie. Dey believe only in de com-

mon people dat's bad and wicked."

" StuJBT, Sabby ! I'm sure you must be

mistaken. That young man isn't wicked.

At least he doesn't look so ; and they believe

in him. You saw how they all honoured

him ; and though it does seem bold for those

girls to have kissed him^ I think I would

have done so myself. He looked so proud^ so

beautiful, so good ! He's ten times prettier than

the prince I saw in London. That he is
!"

"Hush up, chile! Doan let your fader^

de royal gov'nor, hear you talk dat way. He

boun' be angry. I know he doan favour dem

'publicans, and woan like you praise 'em.

He hate 'em like pisen snake."

Blanche made no Tejoinder. She had not

even listened to the sage caution. Her ears

had become closed to the speeches of Sabina

at sight of a man who was at that moment

ascending the stair.
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It was he^ about whom they had been con-

versing.

Once upon the deck, he took his stand

close to the spot where the child was seated,

looking back up the bay.

As his face was slightly turned from her,

she had a fair chance of scrutinizing him,

without being detected.

And she made this scrutiny with the ardent

curiosity of a child.

He was not alone. By his side was the

man she had seen along with him in the car-

riage.

But she had no eyes for the middle-aged

gentleman with huge grizzly moustachios.

Only for him, whose hand those girls had

been so eager to clasp and kiss.

And she sat scanning him, with strange,

wondering eyes, as the Zenaida dove looks

upon the shining constrictor. Scanning him

from head to foot, heedless of the speeches of

VOL. T. R
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Sabina, whose West Indian experience must

have made her acquainted with the fascina-

tion of the serpent.

It was but the wonder of a child for some-

thing that has crossed its track—something

new and abnormal—grander than a toy

—

brighter, even, than a fancy called up by the

tales of Aladdin.
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CHAPTER XX.

^^ THE WOXDERIXG EYES.

OxcE more Maynard stood upon the deck of

a sea-going vessel, his eyes bent upon the

white seethy track lengthening out behind

him.

In its sea-view the Empire City is unfortu-

nate^ presenting scarce a point worthy of

being remembered. There is no salient fea-

ture, like the great dome of St. Paul's^ in

London^ the Arc de Triomphe of Paris, or

even the St. Charles Hotel, as you sweep

round the English Turn, in sight of New Or-

leans. In approaching New York City, your

eye rests on two or three sharp spires, more
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befitting the architecture of a village church,

and a mean-looking cupola, that may be the

roof either of a circus or gasworks 1 The most

striking object is the curious circular Castle

with its garden behind it ; but this requires a

distant view to hide its neglected condition
;

and^ lying low, it becomes only prominent

when too near to stand scrutiny.

In the improvement of this jjoint, New

York has a splendid opportunity to redeerii

the shabbiness of its seaward aspect. It is

still city property, I believe ; and if it had

HaiLssman, instead of Hoffman^ for its mayor,

the city of Manhattan would soon present to

its bay a front worthy of this noble estuary.

To return from our digression upon themes

civic, economic, and architectural, to the

Cambria steamer fast forging on toward the

ocean.

The revolutionary leader had no such

thoughts as he stood upon her deck, taking
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the last look at the city of New York. His

reflections were different ; one of them beiiig,

whether it was indeed to be his last f

He was leaving a land he had long lived

in, and loved : its people and its institutions.

He w^as proceeding upon an enterprise of

great peril ; not as the legalized soldier, who

has no fear before him save death on the

battle-field, or a period of imprisonment ; but

as a revolutionist and rebel, who, if defeated,

need expect no mercy—only a halter and a

tombless grave.

It was at a time, however, when the word

rebel was synonymous with patriot ; before it

became disgraced by that great rebellion

—

the first in all history sinful and without ]ust

cause—the first that can be called inglorious.

Then the term was a title to be proud of

—

the thing itself a sacred duty ; and inspired

by these thoughts^ he looked before him with-

out fear, and behind with less regret.
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It would not be true to say^ that he was

altogether indifferent to the scenes receding

from his view. Many bonds of true friend-

ship had been broken ; many hands warmly

shaken, perhaps never to be grasped again

!

And there was one severance, where a still

tenderer tie had been torn asunder.

But the spasm had ^passed some time ago

—

more keenly felt by him on the deck of that

steamer leaving the harbour of Newport.

A week had elapsed since then—a week

spent amidst exciting scenes and in the com-

panionship of kindred spirits—in the enrol-

ling-room surrounded by courageous fili-

busters—in the Bairisch beer-saloons with

exiled republican patriots—amidst the clink-

ing of glasses, filled out of long-necked

Rhine-wine bottles, and quaffed to the songs

of Schiller, and the dear German father-

land.

It was fortunate for Maynard that this
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stormy life had succeeded the tranquillity of

the Newport Hotel. It enabled him to

think less about Julia Girdwood. Still was

she in his mind, as the steamer left Staten

Island in her wake, and was clearing her way

through the Narrows.

But before Sandy Hook was out of sight,

the proud girl had gone away from his

thoughts, and with the suddenness of thought

itself!

This quick forgetfulness calls for explana-

tion.

The last look at a land, where a sweetheart

has been left behind, will not restore the

sighing heart to its tranquillity. It was not

this that had produced such an abrupt change

in the spirit of the lover.

No more was it the talk of Roseveldt,

standing by his side, and pouring into his ear

those revolutionary ideas, for which the

count had so much suffered.
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The change came from a cause altogether

different, perhaps the only one capable of

effecting such a transformation.

**" Un clavo saca otro clavo,'' say the

Spaniards, of all people the most know-

ing in proverbial lore. ^^ One nail drives

out another." A fair face can only be

forgotten by looking upon one that is

fairer.

Thus came relief to Captain Maynard.

Turning to go below, he saw a face so

wonderfully fair^ so strange withal^ that

almost mechanically he stayed his intention,

and remained lingering on the deck.

In less than ten minutes after, he was in

love with a child

!

There are those who will deem this an

improbability ;
perhaps pronounce it un-

natural.

Nevertheless it was true; for we are re-

cording an actual experience.
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As Maynard faced towards the few pas-

sengers that remained upon the upper deck^

most of them with eyes fixed upon the land

they were leavings he noticed one pair that

were turned upon himself At first he read

in them only an expression of simple curi-

osity ; and his own thought was the same as

he returned the glance.

He saw a child with grand golden hair

—

challenging a second look. And this he

gave, as one who regards something pretty

and superior of its kind.

But passing from the hair to the eyes, he

beheld in them a strange^ wondering gaze,

like that given by the gazelle or the fawn of

the fallow-deer, to the saunterer in a zoologi-

cal garden, who has tempted it to the edge of

its enclosure.

Had the glance been only transitory, May-

nard might have passed on, though not with-

out remembering it.
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But it was not. The child continued

to gaze upon him^ regardless of all else

around !

And so on till a man of graceful mien

—

gray-haired and of paternal aspect— came

alongside^ caught her gently by the hand,

and led her away, with the intention of

taking her below.

On reaching the head of the stairway she

glanced back, still with that same wildering

look; and again, as the bright face with its

golden glories sweeping down behind it, dis-

appeared below the level of the deck !

^^ What's the matter with you, Maynard?"

asked the count, seeing that his comrade had

become suddenly thoughtful. ^^ By the way

you stand looking after that little sprout, one

might suppose her to be your own !"

'^ My dear count
!

" rejoined Maynard, in an

earnest, appealing tone, ^^ I beg you won't

jest with me—at all events, don't laugh, when
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I tell you how near you have hit upon my

wish."

^^ What wish?"

" That she were niy own."

^^ As tiow ?"

^'^ As ray wife."

^^Wife! A child not fourteen years of

age ! Cher capitaine I you are turning Turk !

Such ideas are not becoming to a revolution-

ary leader. Besides^ you promised to have

no other sweetheart than your sword ! Ha

—

ha—ha! How soon you've forgotten the

naiad of Newport!"

'^ I admit it. I'm glad I have been able to

do so. It was altogether different. It was

not true love^ but only—never mind what.

But now I feel—don't laugh at me^ Rose-

veldt. I assure you I am sincere. That

child has impressed me with a feeling I never

had before. Her strange look has done it.

I know not why or wherefore she looked so.
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I feel as if she had sounded the bottom of

my soul ! It may be fate^ destiny—whatever

you choose to call it—but as I live^ Rose-

veldt^ I have a presentiment—she will yet

be my wife !"

^'^If such be her and your destiny/' re-

sponded Roseveldt^ '^^ don't suppose I shall

do anything to obstruct its fulfilment. She

appears to be the daughter of a gentleman^

though I must confess I don't much like his

looks. He reminds me of the class we are

going to contend against. No matter for

that. The girl's only an infant; and before

she can be ready to marry you, all Europe

may be Republican^ and you a President!

Now^^ clier capitaine ! let us below^ else the

steward may have our fine Havanas stowed

away under hatches ; and then such weeds as

we'd have to smoke during the voyage
!"

From sentiment to cigars was an abrupt

change.
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But Maynard was no romantic dreamer
;

and complying with his fellow-traveller's re-

quest^ he descended to the state-room to look

after the disposal of their portmanteaus.
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CHAPTER XXL

A SHORT-LIVED TRIUMPH.

While the hero of C was thus starting

to seek fresh fame on a foreign shore^ he

came very near having his escutcheon stained

in the land he was leaving behind him

!

At the time that his name was a shout of

triumph in noisy New York^ it was being

pronounced in the quiet circles of Newport

with an accent of scorn

!

By many it was coupled with the word

^^ coward."

Mr. Swinton enjoyed his day of jubilee.

It did not last long; though long enough
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to enable this accomplished card-player to

make a coup.

From the repute obtained by the sham

challenge^ aided by the alliance of Louis

Lucas^ he was not long in discovering some

of those pigeons for whose especial plucking

he had made the crossing of the Atlantic.

They were not so well feathered as he had

expected to find them. Still did he obtain

enough to save him from the necessity of

taking to a hack^ or the fair Frances to a

mangle.

For the cashiered guardsman—now trans-

formed into a swindler—it promised to be a

golden time. But the promise was too bright

to be of long continuance^ and his transient

glory soon became clouded with suspicion

;

while that of his late adversary was released

from the stigma that for a time had attached

to it.

A few days after Maynard had taken his
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departure from New York^ it became known

why he had left so abruptly. The New

York newspapers contained an explanation of

this. He had been elected to the leadership

of what was by them termed the "German

expedition ;" and had responded to the

call.

Honourable as this seemed to some^ it did

not quite justify him in the eyes of others,

acquainted with his conduct in the affair

with Swinton. His insult to the Englishman

had been gross in the extreme, and above all

considerations he should have stayed to give

him satisfaction.

But the papers now told of his being in

New York. Why did Mr. Swinton not fol-

low him there ? This, of course, was but a

reflection on the opposite side, and both now

appeared far from spotless.

So far as regarded Maynard, the spots were

at length removed ; and before he had passed
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out of sight of Sandy Hook, his reputation as

a " gentleman and man of honour " was com-

pletely restored.

An explanation is required. In a lew words

it shall be given.

Shortly alter Maynard had left^ it became

known in tlie Ocean House that on the morn-

ing after the ball, and at an early hour, a

strange gentleman arriving by the New York

boat,, had made his way to Maynard's room,

staying with him throughout the day.

Furthermore that a letter had been sent

addressed to Mr. Swinton, and delivered to

his valet. The waiter to whom it had been

intrusted was the authority for these state-

ments.

What could that letter contain ?

Mr. Lucas should know, and Mr. Lucas was

asked.

But he did not know. So far from being

acquainted with the contents of the letter in

VOL. I. s
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question^ he was not even aware that an epistle

had been sent.

On being told of it, he felt something like

a suspicion of being compromised ; and at once

determined on demanding from Swinton an

explanation.

With this resolve he sought the Englishman

in his room.

He found him there ; and with some surprise

discovered him in familiar discourse with his

servant

!

^* What's this I've heard, Mr. Swinton?" he

asked upon entering.

^' Aw—aw ; what, my deaw Lucas ?"

" This letter they're talking about."

^'Lettaw— lettaw! I confess supweme

ignowance of what you mean^ my deaw

Lucas."

" Oh^ nonsense ! Didn't you receive a

letter from Maynard—the morning after the

ball?"
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Swinton turned white ; looking in all direc-

tions except into the eyes of Lucas. He was

hesitating to gain time—not with the inten-

tion of denying it. He knew that he dare

not.

" Oh ! yas—yas !" he replied at length.

^' There was a lettaw—a very queaw epistle

indeed. I did not get it that day till after

yaw had gone. My valet Fwank^ stoopid fel-

low ! had thrown it into a cawner. I only w^ed

it on the following mawning."

" You have it stilly I suppose ?"

*^ No, indeed. I lit my cigaw with the

ahsawd epistle."

" But what was it about ?"

" Well—well ; it was a sort of apology on

the part of Mr. Maynard—to say he was com-

pelled to leave Newport by the evening bawt.

It was signed by his fwend Wupert Woseveldt^

calling himself a Count of the Austwian

Empire. After weading it, and knowing that
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the writer was gone, I didn't think it wawth

while to twouble you any fawther about the

disagweeable business."

" By G— ! Mr. Swinton, that letter's likely

to get us both into a scrape
!"

^^ But why, my deaw fellow ?"

" Why ? Because everybody wants to know

what it was about. You say you've destroyed

it?"

^^ Tore it into taypaws^ I ashaw you."

" More's the pity. It's well known that a

letter was sent and delivered to your servant.

Of course every one supposes that it came

to your hands. We're bound to give some

explanation."

^^Twue—twue. What daw you suggest^

Mr. Lucas?"

'^ Why the best way will be to tell the truth

about it You got the letter too late to make

answer to it. It's already known why, so that,

so far as you are concerned, the thing can't be
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any worse. It let's Maynard out of the scrape

—that's all."

^^ Yaw think we'd better make a clean bweast

of it ?"

" I'm sure of it. We must."

^' Well, Mr. Lucas, I shall agwee to any-

thing yaw may think pwopaw. I am so much

indebted to yaw."

^^ My dear sir," rejoined Lucas, '' it's no

longer a question of what's proper. It is a

necessity that this communication passed be-

tween Mr. Maynard and yourself should be

explained. I am iree, I suppose,, to give the

explanation ?"

" Oh, pawfectly fwee. Of cawse—ofcawse."

Lucas left the room, determined to clear

himself from all imputation.

The outside world was soon after acquainted

with the spirit, if not the contents of that

mysterious epistle ; which re-established

the character of the man who wrote.
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while damaging that of him who received

it.

From that hour Swinton ceased to be an

eagle in the estimation of the Newport society.

He was not even any longer a successful hawk

— the pigeons becoming shy. But his eyes

were still bent upon that bird of splendid

plumage—far above^' all others— worth the

swooping of a life

!
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CHAPTER XXII.

THE COXSPIRACY OF CROWNS.

The revolutionary throe that shook the thrones

of Europe in 1848 was hut one of those peri-

odical upheavings occurring about every half-

century, when oppression has reached that

point to be no longer endurable.

Its predecessor of 1790^ after some fitful

flashes of success, alternating with intervals of

gloom^ had been finally struck down upon the

field of Waterloo^ and there buried by its

grim executioner, Wellington.

But the grave once more gave up its dead
;

and before this cold-blooded janizary of despo-

tism sank into his^ he saw tlie ghost of that
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Liberty he had murdered start into fresh life,

and threaten the crowned tyrants he had so

iaithfully served

!

Not only were they threatened, but many

of them dethroned. The imbecile Emperor

of Austria had to flee from his capital; as

also the bureaucratic King of France. Weak

William ofPrussia was called to account by his

long-suflPering subjects ; and compelled, upon

bended knees, to grant them a Constitution !

A score of little kinglets had to follow the

example ; while the Pope^ secret supporter of

them all, was forced to forsake the Vatican

—

that focus and hotbed of political and reli-

gious infamy—driven out by the eloquent

tongue of Mazzini and the conquering blade

of Garibaldi.

Even England, secure in a profound in-

difference to freedom and reform, trembled at

the cheers of the Chartists.

Every crowned head in Europe had its
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*^ scare" or discomtiture ; and, for a time, it was

thought that Liberty was at length achieved.

Alas ! it was but a dream of the people

—

short-lived and evanescent—to be succeeded

by another long sleep, under an incubus,

heavier and more horrid than that they had

cast off.

While congratulating one another on their

slight spasmodic success, their broken fetters

were being repaired, and new chains fabricated,

to bind them faster than ever. The royal

blacksmiths were at work ; and in secret, like

Vulcan at his subterranean forge.

And they were working with a will, their

object and interests being the same. Their

common danger had driven them to a united

action ; and it was determined that their

private quarrels should henceforth be set aside

—to be resuscitated only as shams, when any

of them required such fillip to stimulate the

loyalty of his subjects.
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This was the new programme agreed upon.

But^ before it could be carried out, it was

necessary that certain of them should be as-

sisted to recover that ascendancy over their

people, lost in the late revolution.

Sweeping like a tornado over Europe, it had

taken one and all of them by surprise. Steeped

in luxurious indulgence—in the exercise of

petty spites and Sardanapalian excesses—con-

fident in the vigilance of their trusted senti-

nel, Wellington—they had not perceived the

storm till it came tearing over them. For the

jailor of Europe's liberty was also asleep. Old

age, with its weakened intellect, had stolen

upon him ; and he still dotingly believed in

" Brown Bess," while Colt's revolver and the

needle-gun were reverberating in his ears

!

Yes, the victor of Waterloo was too old to

aid the sons of those tyrant sires he had re-

established on their thrones.

And they had no other military leader

—
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not one. Among them there was not a soldier

;

while on the side of the people were the

Bemsand Dembinskys, Garibaldi, Damjanich,

Klapka, and Anglo-Hungarian Guyon—a con-

stellation of flaming swords ! As statesmen

and patriots they had none to compete with

Kossuth, Manin, and Mazzini.

In the field of fair fight—either military or

diplomatic—the despots stood no chance.

They saw it, and determined upon treachery.

For this they knew themselves provided

with tools a plenty ; but two that promised

to prove specially effective—seemingly created

for the occasion. One was an English noble-

man—an Irishman by birth—born on the

outside edge of the aristocracy ; who, by

ingenious political jugglery, had succeeded

in making himself not only a very noted

character, but one of the most powerful

diplomatists in Europe.

And this without any extraordinary genius.
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On the contrary, his intellect was of the

humblest—never rising above that of the

trickster. As a member of the British Par-

liament his speeches were of a thoroughly-

commonplace kind ; usually marked by some

attempted smartness, that but showed the

puerility and poverty of his brain. He would

often amuse the House by pulling off half-a-

dozen pairs of white kid gloves during the

delivery of one of his long written-out orations.

It gave him an air of aristocracy—no small

advantage in the eyes of an English audience.

For all this^ he had attained to a grand

degree of popularity
;
partly from the pre-

tence of being on the Liberal side, but more

from paltering to that fiend of false patriotism

—national prejudice.

Had his popularity been confined to his

countrymen, less damage might have accrued

from it.

Unfortunately it was not. By a professed
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leaning toward the interests of the peoples,

he had gained the confidence of the revolu-

tionary leaders all over Europe ; and herein

lay his power to do evil.

It was by no mere accident this confidence

had been obtained. It had been brought

about with a fixed design, and with heads

higher than his for its contrivers. In short,

he was the appointed political spy of the

united despots—the decoy set by them for the

destruction of their common and now dreaded

enemy—the Republic.

And yet that man's name is still honoured

in England ; the country, where for two hun-

dred years^ respect has been paid to the tra-

ducers of Cromwell

!

The second individual on whom the fright-

ened despots had fixed their hopeful eyes, was

a man of a difiPerent race—though not so

different in character.

He, too, had crept into the confidence of
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the revolutionary party by a series of decep-

tions, equally well contrived, and by the

same contrivers who had put forward the

diplomatist.

It is true^ the leaders of the people were

not unsuspicious of him. The hero of the

Boulogne expedition, with the tftmed eagle

perched upon his shoulder^ was not likely to

prove a soldier of Freedom, nor yet its

apostle ; and in spite of his revolutionary pro-

fessions, they looked upon him with distrust.

Had they seen him^ as he set forth from

England to assume the Presidency of France,

loaded with bags of gold—the contributions

of the crowned heads to secure it—they might

have been sure of the part he was about to

play.

He had been employed as a dernier ressort

—a last political necessity of the despots.

Twelve months before, they would have scorned

such a scurvy instrument; and did !
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But times had suddenly changed. Orleans,

and Bourbon, were no longer available. Both

dynasties were defunct, or existing without

influence. There was but one power that

could be used to crush republicanism in

France—the prestige of that great name,

Napoleon, once more in the full sunlight of

glory, with its sins forgiven and forgotten

!

He who now represented it was the very

man for the work, for his employers knew it

was a task congenial to him.

With coin in his purse, and an imperial

crown promised for his reward, he went

forth, dagger in hand, sworn to stab Liberty

to the heart

!

History records how faithfully he has kept his

oath

!
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CHAPTER XXIII.

THE PROGRAMME OF THE GREAT POWERS.

In a chamber of the Tuileries five men were

seated around a table.

Before them were decanters and glasses^

wine-bottles of varied shapes^ an epergne

filled with choice flowers^ silver trays loaded

with luscious fruits^ nuts^ olives—in short, all

the materials of a magnificent dessert.

A certain odour of roast meats, passing off

under the bouquet of the freshly-decanted

wines, told of a dinner just eaten, the dishes

having been carried away.

The gentlemen had taken to cigars; and

the perfume of finest Havana tobacco was
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mingling with the aroma of the fruit and

flowers. Smoking^ sipping^ and chatting with

light nonchalance^ at times even flippantly^

one could ill have guessed the subject of

their conversation.

And yet it was of so grave and secret a

nature^ that the butler and waiters had been

ordered not to re-enter the room—the double

door having been close-shut on their dis-

missal—while in the corridor outside^ a guard

was kept by two soldiers in grenadier uni-

form.

The five men^ thus cautious against being

overheard^ were the representatives of the

Five Great Powers of Europe— England^

Austria^ Russia^ Prussia^ and France.

They were not the ordinary ambassadors

who meet to arrange some trivial diplomatic

dispute^ but plenipotentiaries with full power

to shape the destinies of a continent.

And it was this that had brought together

VOL. I. T
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that five-cornered conclave^ consisting of an

English Lord^ an Austrian Field-Marshal^

a Russian Grand Duke^ a distinguished Prus-

sian diplomatist^ and the President of France

—host of the other four.

They were sitting in conspiracy against the

peoples of Europe, set free by the late revo-

lutions—with the design to plot their re-

enslavement.

Their scheme of infamy had been maturely

considered, and perfected before adjourning

to the dinner-table.

There had been scarce any discussion

;

since, upon its main points, there was mutual

accord.

Their after-dinner conversation was but a

resume of what had been resolved upon

—

hence, perhaps, the absence of that gravity

befitting such weighty matter, and which had

characterized their conference at an earlier

hour.
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They were now resting over their cigars

and wines, jocularly agreeable, as a band of

burglars, who have arranged all the pre-

liminaries for the ^^ cracking of a crib."

The English lord seemed especially in

good humour with himself and all the others.

Distinguished throughout his life for what

some called an amiable levity, but others

thought to be an unamiable heartlessness, he

was in the element to delight him. Of origin

not very noble, he had attained to the pleni-

tude of power, and now saw himself one of

five men intrusted with the affairs of the

Great European Aristocracy, against the Eu-

ropean people. He had been one of the prin-

cipal plotters—suggesting many points of the

plan that had been agreed upon ; and from

this, as also the greatness of the nation he

represented, was acknowledged as having a

sort of tacit chairmanship over his fellow-

conspirators.
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The real presidency, however, was in the

Prince-President—partly out of regard to his

high position, and partly that he was the

host.

After an hour or so passed in desultory

conversation, the '^ man of a mission," standing

with his hack to the fire, with hands parting

his coat tails— the habitual attitude of the

Third Napoleon—took the cigar from between

his teeth, and made resume diS follows :

—

" Understood, then, that you, Prussia, send

a force into Baden, sufficient to crush those

pot-valiant German collegians, mad, no

doubt, from drinking your villainous Rhine

wme

!

^' Mercy on Metternich, cher President,

Think of Johanisberger !"

It was the facetious Englishman who was

answerable for this.

*' Ya, mein Prinz, ya," was the more serious

response of the Prussian diplomatist.
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^^ Give 'em grape^ instead of grapes/' put in

the punster.

*^^ And you^ Highness^ bind Russia to do the

same for these hogdrovers of the Hungarian

Puszta?"

'^ Two hundred thousand men are ready to

march down upon them/' responded the

Grand Duke.

'^ Take care you don't catch a Tartar, mon

cher altesse /" cautioned the punning plenipo-

tentiary.

'^ You're quite sure of Georgei, Marshal ?"

went on the President, addressing himself to

the Austrian.

"Quite. He hates this Kossuth as the

devil himself; and perhaps a little worse.

He'd see him and his Honveds* at the bottom

of the Danube ; and I've no doubt will hand

them over, neck and crop, as soon as our

Russian allies show themselves over the

frontier."
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^^ And a crop of necks you intend gather-

ing, I presume T said the heartless wit.

" Tres-hien /" continued the president, with-

out noticing the sallies of his old friend

the lord. " I, on my part, will take

care of Italy. I think I can trust supersti-

tion to assist me in restoring poor old Pio

Nono."

*^ Your own piety will be sufficient excuse

for that, mon Prince, 'Tis a holy crusade,

and who more fitted than you to undertake

it? With Garibaldi for your Saladin^ you

will be called Louis of the Lion-heart
!"

The gay viscount laughed at his own con-

ceit ; the others joining him in the cachinna-

tion.

'^ Come^ my lord !" jokingly rejoined the

Prince President^ " it's not meet for you to

be merry. John Bull has an easy part to

play in this grand game !"

" Easy you call it ? He's got to provide
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the stakes—the monisch. And after all,

what does he gain by it ?"

^^ What does he gain by it ? Pardieu

!

You talk that way in memory of your late

scare by the Chartists? Foi d'honnete

homme ! if I hadn't played special constable

for him, you, cher vicvmte, instead of being

here as a plenipotentiary, might have been

this day enjoying my hospitality as an

exile
!"

" Ha—ha—ha ! Ha—ha—ha !"

Grave Sclave, and graver Teuton—Russia,

Prussia, and Austria—took part in the laugh
;

all three delighted with this joke at the

Englishman's expense.

But their dehonnaire fellow-conspirator felt

no spite at his discomfiture ; else he might

have retorted^ by saying :

" But for John Bull, my dear Louis Napo-

leon, and that service you pretend to make

light of, even the purple cloak of your great
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uncle, descending as if irom the skies, and

flouted in the eyes of France, might not have

lifted you into the proud position you now

hold—the chair of a President, perhaps to

be yet transformed into the throne of an

Emperor
!"

But the Englishman said naught of this.

He was too much interested in the hoped-for

transformation to make light of it just then ;

and instead of giving rejoinder, he laughed

loud as any of them.

A few more glasses of Moet and Madeira,

with a " tip " of Tokay to accommodate the

Austrian Field - Marshal, another regalia

smoked amidst more of the same kind of

persiflage, and the party separated.

Two only remained—Napoleon and his

English guest.

It is possible—and rather more than pro-

bable—that two greater chicanes never sat

together in the same room

!
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I anticipate the start which this statement

will call forth—am prepared for the super-

cilious sneer. It needs experience, such as

revolutionary leaders sometimes obtain^ to

credit the scoundrelism of conspiring crowns ;

though ten minutes spent in listening to the

conversation that followed would make con-

verts of the most incredulous.

There was no lack of confidence between

the two men. On the contrary, theirs was

the thickness of thieves ; and much in this

light did they look upon one another.

But they were thieves on a grand scale,

who had stolen from France one-half of its

liberty, and were now plotting to deprive it

of the other.

Touching glasses, they resumed discourse

—the Prince speaking first

:

"About this purple robe? What step

should be taken ? Until I've got that on my

shoulders, I feel weak as a cat. The Assem-
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bly must be consulted about everything.

Even this paltry affair of restoring the Pope

will cost me a herculean effort."

The English plenipotentiary did not make

immediate reply. Tearing a kid glove be-

tween his fingers, he sat reflecting—his very

common face contorted with an expression

that told of his being engaged in some per-

plexing calculation.

"You must make the Assembly more

tractable,'' he at length replied, in a tone that

showed the joking humour had gone out of

him.

" True. But how is that to be done ?"

" By weeding it."

" Weeding it ?"

"Yes. You must get rid of the Blancs,

Rollins, Barbes, and all that canaille''

''Eh him I But how?"

*' By disfranchising their sans culottes con-

stituency—the blouses."
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'^ Mon cher vicomte ! You are surely

jesting ?"

'^ No, mon cher prince. I'm in earnest."

*^ Sacre ! Such a bill brought before the

Assembly would cause the members to be

dragged from their seats. Disfranchise the

blouse voters! Why there are two millions

of them i"

" All the more reason for your getting rid

of them. And it can be done. You think

there's a majority of the deputies who would

be in favour of it ?"

" I'm sure there is. As you know, we've

got the Assembly packed with the representa-

tives of the old regime. The fear would be

from the outside rabble. A crowd would

be certain to gather, if such an act was

in contemplation, and you know what a

Parisian crowd is, w^hen the question is

political ?"

"But I've thought of a way of scattering
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your crowds or rather hindering it from

coming together."

" What way, mon cher T
" We must get up the comb of the Gallic

cock—set his feathers on end."

^^ I don't comprehend you."

" It's very simple. On our side we'll

insult your ambassador, De Morny—some

trifling affront that can be afterward ex-

plained and apologized for. I'll manage

that. You then recall him in great anger,

and let the two nations be roused to an atti-

tude of hostility. An exchange of diplomatic

notes, with sufficient and spiteful wording,

some sharp articles in the columns of your

Paris press—I'll see to the same on our side

—the marching hither and thither of a half-

dozen regiments, a little extra activity in the

dockyards and arsenals_, and the thing's done.

While the Gallic cock is crowing on one side

of the Channel, and the British bull-dog bark-
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ing on the other, your Assembly may pass

the disfranchising act without fear of being

disturbed by the blouses. Take my word it

can be done."

" My lord ! you're a genius !"

'^ There's not much genius in it. It's simple

as a game of dominoes."

" It shall be done. You promise to kick

De Morny out of your court ? Knowing the

reason_, no man will like it better than he
!"

'^ I promise it."*****
The promise was kept. De Morny was

'^ kicked out " with a silken slipper, and the

rest of the programme w^as carried through

—

even to the disfranchising of the blouses !

It was just as the English diplomat had

predicted. The French people, indignant at

the supposed slight to their ambassador^ in

their m.ad hostility to England lost sight of

themselves; and while in this rabid condi-
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tion, another grand slice was quietly cut from

their fast attenuating freedom.

And the programme of that more exten-

sive, and still more sanguinary^ conspiracy

was also carried out to the letter.

Before the year had ended, the perjured

King of Prussia had marched his myrmidons

into South Germany, trampling out the re-

vived flame of Badish aud Bavarian revolu-

tion ; the ruffian soldiers of the Third Napo-

leon had forced back upon the Roman people

their detested hierarch ; while a grand Cossack

army of two hundred thousand men was ad-

vancing iron-heeled over the plain of the

Puszta to tread out the last spark of liberty

in the East.

This is not romance : it is history !
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CHAPTER XXIV.

A TREACHEROUS STAGING.

Men make the crossing of the Atlantic in a

Cunard steamer, sit side by side, or vis-d-vis,

at the same table^ three and sometimes four

times a day, without ever a word passing

between them beyond the formulary '^ May I

trouble you for the castors ?" or " The salt,

please."

They are usually men who have a very

beautiful wife, a rich marriageable daughter,

or a social position of which they are proud.

No doubt these vulnerable individuals lead

a very unhappy life of it on board ship ; es-
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pecially when the cabin is crowded, and the

company not over select.

This occurs on a Cunard only when the

Canadian shopkeepers are flocking for Eng-

land, to make their fall purchases in the

Manchester market. Then, indeed, the cross-

ing of the Atlantic is a severe trial to a gen-

tleman, whether he be English or American.

The Cambria was full of them ; and their

company might have tried Sir George Ver-

non, who was one of the assailable sort de-

scribed. But as these loyal transatlantic

subjects of England had heard that he was

Sir George Vernon, late governor of B ,

it was hands off with them ; and the ex-

governor was left to his exclusiveness.

For the very opposite reason was their

company less tolerable to the Austrian count;

who, republican as he was, could not bear

the sight of them. Their loyalty stank in

his nostrils ; and he seemed to long for an
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opportunity of pitching one of them over-

board.

Indeed there was once he came near^ and

perhaps would have done so, but for the me-

diation of Maynard^ who, although younger

than the count, was of less irascible tempera-

ment.

Roseveldt was not without reason, as every

American who has crossed in a Cunard ship

in those earlier days may remember. The

super-loyal Canadians were usually in the

ascendant, and with their claqueries and

whisperings made it very uncomfortable for

their republican fellow-passengers— especially

such republicans as the scene upon the Jersey

shore had shown Maynard and Roseveldt to

be. It was before the establishment of the

more liberal Inman line; whose splendid

ships are a home for all nationalities, hoisting

the starry flag of America as high as the

royal standard of England.

VOL. I. F
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Returning to our text ; that men may cross

the Atlantic in the same cabin, and dine at

the same table, without speaking to one

another, there was an instance on board the

Cambria. The individuals in question were

Sir George Vernon and Captain Maynard.

x\t every meal their elbows almost touched

;

for the steward, no doubt by chance, had

ticketed them to seats side by side.

At the very first dinner they had ever

eaten together a coldness had sprung up

between them that forbade all further com-

munication. Some remark Maynard had

made, intended to be civil, had been received

with a hauteur that stung the young soldier

;

and from that moment a silent reserve was

established.

Either would have gone without the salt,

rather than ask it of the other

!

It was unfortunate for Maynard, and he

felt it. He lons-ed to converse with that
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strangely interesting child ; and this was no

longer possible. Delicacy hindered him from

speaking to her apart ; though he could

scarce have found opportunity, as her father

rarely permitted her to stray from his side.

And by his side she sat at the table; on

that other side where Maynard could not

see her^ except in the mirror

!

That mirror lined the length of the

saloon, and the three sat opposite to it when

at table.

For twelve days he gazed into it, during

the eating of every meal ; furtively at the

face of Sir George^ his glance changing as it

fell on that other face reflected from the

polished plate in hues of rose and gold. How

often did he inwardly anathematize a Cana-

dian Scotchman, who sat opposite, and whose

huge shaggy ^^pow" interposed between him

and the beautiful reflection

!

Was the child aware of this second-hand
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surveillance? Was she, too, at times vexed

by the exuberant chevelure of the Caledonian,

that hindered her from the sight of eyes

gazing affectionately, almost tenderly, upon

her?

It is difficult to say. Young girls of thir-

teen have sometimes strange fancies. And it

is true, though strange, that, with them, the

man of thirty has more chance of securing

their attention than when they are ten years

older ! Then their young heart, unsuspicious

of deception, yields easier to the instincts of

Nature's innocency, receiving like soft plastic

wax the impress of that it admires. It is

only later that experience of the world's

wickedness trains it to reticence and suspi-

cion.

During those twelve days Maynard had

many a thought about that child's face seen

in the glass—many a surmise as to whether,

and what, she might be thinking of him.
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But Cape Clear came in sight, and he was

no nearer to a knowledge of her inclinings

than when he first saw her, on parting from

Sandy Hook ! Nor was there any change in

his. As he stood upon the steamer's deck,

coasting along the southern shore of his

native land^ with the Austrian l)y his side,

he made the same remark he had done with-

in sight of Staten Island.

'^ I have a presentiment that child will yet

be my wife
!"

And again he repeated it, in the midst of

the Mersey's floods when the tender became

attached to the great ocean steamer, and the

passengers were being taken off— among

them Sir George Vernon and his daughter

—

soon to disappear from his sight—perhaps

never to be seen more.

What could be the meaning of this pre-

sentiment, so seemingly absurd ? Sprung

from the gaze given him on the deck, where
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he had first seen her; continued by many a

glance exchanged in the cabin mirror; left

by her last look as she ascended the steps

leading to the stage plank of the tender

—

what could be its meaning ?

Even he who felt it could not answer the

question. He. could only repeat to himself

the very unsatisfactory rejoinder he had often

heard among the Mexicans^, "Quien saheV

He little thought how near that presenti-

ment was of being strengthened.

One of those trivial occurrences, that come

so close to becoming an accident, chanced, as

the passengers were being transferred from

the steamer to the ^' tug."

The aristocratic ex-governor, shy of being

hustled by a crowd, had waited to the last,

his luggage having been passed before him.

Only Maynard, Roseveldt, and a few others

still stood upon the gangway, politely giving

him place.
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Sir George had stepped out upon the

staging, his daughter close following; the

mulatto, bag in hand, with some space inter-

vening, behind.

A rough breeze was on the Mersey, with a

strong, quick current ; and by some mis-

chance the hawser, holding the two boats

together, suddenly gave way. The anchored

ship held her ground^ while the tug drifted

rapidly sternward. The stage-plank became

slewed, its outer end slipping from the

paddle-box just as Sir George set foot upon

the tender. With a crash it went down upon

the deck below.

The servant^ close parting from the bul-

warks, was easily dragged back again ; but

the child, halfway along the staging, was in

imminent danger of being projected into the

water. The spectators saw it simultaneously,

and a cry from both ships proclaimed the

peril. She had caught the hand-rope, and
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was hanging on^ the slanted plank affording

her but slight support

!

And in another instant it would part from

the tender^ still driving rapidly astern! It

did part^ dropping with a plash upon the

seething waves below; but not before a

man, gliding down the slope, had thrown his

arm around the imperilled girl and carried

her safely back over the bulwarks of the

steamer

!

There was no longer a coldness between

Sir George Vernon and Captain Maynard

;

for it was the latter who had rescued the

child.

As they parted on the Liverpool landing,

hands were shaken, and cards exchanged

—

that of the English baronet accompanied

with an invitation for the revolutionary

leader to visit him at his country-seat; the

address given upon the card, '' Vernon Park^

Sevenoaks, Kent."
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It is scarce necessary to say that Maynard

promised to honour the invitation, and made

careful registry of the address.

And now, more than ever, did he feel that

strange forecast^ as he saw the girlish face,

with its deep-blue eyes looking gratefully

from the carriage-window, in which Sir

ijreorge, with his belongings, was whirled

away from the wharf.

His gaze followed that thing of roseate

hue ; and long after it was out of sight he

stood thinking of it.

It was far from agreeable to be aroused

from his dreamy revery—even by a voice

friendly as that of Roseveldt

!

The count was by his side^ holding in his

hand a newspaper.

It was the Times of London, containing:

news to them ^i painful import.

It did not come as a shock. The journals

brought aboard by the pilot—as usual, three
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days old—had prepared them for a tale of

disaster. What they now read was only its

confirmation.

" It's true !" said Roseveldt_, pointing to the

conspicuous capitals :

THE PRUSSL\N TROOPS HAVE
TAKEN RASTADT!

THE BAVARIAN REVOLUTION AT

AN END

!

As he pointed to this significant heading, a

wild oath, worthy of one of Schiller's student

robbers^ burst from his lips, while he struck

his heel down upon the floating wharf as

though he would have crushed the plank

beneath him.

" A curse/' he cried^ " an eternal curse

upon the perjured King of Prussia! And

those stupid North Germans ! I knew^ he

would never keep his oath to them
!"

Maynard, though sad, was less excited. It
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is possible that he bore the disappointment

better by thinking of that golden-haired girl.

She would still be in England; where he

must needs now stay.

This was his first reflection. It was not a

resolve ; only a transient thought.

It passed almost on the instant^ at an excla-

mation from Roseveldt, once more reading

from the paper

:

" Kossuth still holds out in Hungary ; though

the Russian army is reported as closing around

Aradr

" Thank God !" cried Roseveldt ;
" we

may yet be in time for that
!"

'' Should we not wait for our men ? I fear

we tw^o could be of slight service without

them."

The remembrance of that angelic child was

making an angel of Maynard !

'^ Slight service ! A sword like yours^ and

r)iine\ Pardonnez-moil Who knows, cher
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capitaine, that I may not yet sheathe it in the

black heart of a Hapsburg? Let us on to

Hungary ! It is the same cause as ours."

^' I agree^ Roseveldt. I only hesitated,

thinking of your danger if taken upon Aus-

trian soil."

^^ Let them hang me if they will. But

they won't^ if we can only reach Kossuth and

his brave companions^ Aulich^ Perczel^ Dem-

binsky^ Nagy^ Sandor^ and Damjanich. May-

nard, I know them all. Once among these,

there is no danger of the rope. If we die, it

will be sword in hand, and among heroes-

Let us on, then, to Kossuth
!"

'^ To Kossuth !" echoed Maynard, and the

golden-haired girl was forgotten

!
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CHAPTER XXV.

THE FIFTH AVENUE HOUSE.

The Newport season was over. Mrs. Gird-

wood had returned to her splendid mansion

in the Fifth Avenue, soon to receive a visitor,

such as even Fifth Avenue houses do not

often entertain—an English lord—Mr. Swin-

ton, the nobleman incog., had accepted her

invitation to dinner.

It was to be a quiet family affair. Mrs.

Girdwood could not well have it otherwise,

as the circle of her acquaintance fit to meet

such a distinguished guest was limited. She

had not been long in the Fifth Avenue house
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—only since a little before the death of her

late husband^ the deceased storekeeper, who

had taken the place at her earnest solicita-

tions.

In fact it was whispered that the grand

mansion had caused his death. It was too

splendid for comfort—it required a complete

change in his habits; and perhaps he was

troubled about the expense, which was whole-

sale, while he had been all his life accus-

tomed to the retail.

From whatever cause, his spirits sank

under its lofty ceilings, and after wandering

for three months through the spacious apart-

ments, listening to his own lonely tread, he

lay down upon one of its luxurious couches

and died

!

It was more cheerful after his demise : but

as yet unvisited by the elite. Mr. Swinton

was the first of this class who was to stretch

his limbs under the Girdwood mahogany;
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but then he was at the head of it. A good

beginning, reflected widow Girdwood.

" We shall have no one to meet you, my

lord. We are too busy in preparing for our

voyage to Europe. Only the girls and my-

self I hope you won't mind that.

'^ Pway, madame, don't mention it. Yaw

own intewesting family
; just the sawt of

thing I take pleasyaw in. Nothing baws me

more than one of those gweat pawties

—

gwand kwushes, as we call them in England."

^' I'm glad of it_, my lord. We shall ex-

pect you then on next Tuesday. Remember,

we dine at seven."

This brief dialogue occurred in the Ocean

House at Newport, just as Mrs. Girdwood was

getting into the hack to be taken to the New

York boat.

Tuesday came, and along with it Mr. Swin-

ton, entering the Filth Avenue mansion at

seven p. m., punctual to his appointment.
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The house was lit up brilliantly^ and in

the same style was the guest got up, having

dressed himself with the greatest care. So,

too, the hostess, her daughter, and niece.

But the dining - party was not yet com-

plete; two others were expected, who soon

came in.

They were Mr. Lucas and his acolyte, also

returned to New York, and who, having

made Mrs. Girdwood's acquaintance at New-

port, through the medium of Mr. Swinton,

were also included in the invitation.

It made the party compact and in propor-

tion ; three ladies, with the same number of

gentlemen—the set of six—though perhaps

in the eyes of the latter their hostess was de

trop. Lucas had conceived thoughts about

Julia, while his friend saw stars in the blue

eyes of Cornelia. All sorted together well

enough ; Mr. Swinton being of course the

lion of the evening. This from his being a
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stranger—an accomplished Englishman. It

was but natural courtesy.

Again, Mrs. Girdwood longed to make

known how great a lion he was. But Mr.

Swinton had sworn her to secrecy.

Over the dinner-table the conversation was

carried on without restraint. People of dif-

ferent nations, who speak the same language,

have no difficulty in finding a topic. Their

respective countries supply them with this.

America was talked of : but more England.

Mrs. Girdwood was going there by the next

steamer—state-rooms already engaged. It

was but natural she shoulfl make inquiries.

'^ About your hotels in London^ Mr. Swin-

ton. Of course we'll have to stop at an hotel.

Which do you consider the best T
^' Clawndon, of cawse. Clawndon, in Bond

Stweet. Ba all means go there, madame."

" The Clarendon/' said Mrs. Girdwood^

taking out her cardcase, and pencilling the

VOL. I. X
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name upon a card. '^ Bond Street, you

say?

" Bond Stweet. It's our fashionable pwo-

menade, or rather the stweet where our best

twadesmen have their shops."

'' We shall go there/' said Mrs. Girdwood,

registering the address, and returning the

cardcase to her reticule.

It is not necessary to detail the conversation

that followed. It is usually insipid over a

dinner -table where the guests are strange

to one another ; and Mrs. Girdwood's guests

came under this category.

For all that, everything went well and even

cheerfully, Julia alone at times looking a

little abstracted, and so causing some slight

chagrin both to Lucas and Swinton.

Now and then, however, each had a glance

from those bistre-coloured eyes that flattered

them wath hopes for the future.

They were dread, dangerous eyes, those
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of Julia Girdwood. Their glances had come

near disturbing the peace of mind of a man as

little susceptible as either Louis Lucas or

Richard Swinton.

The dinner-party was over; the trio of

gentlemen guests were taking their departure.

" When may we expect you in England,

my lord?" asked the hostess, speaking to Mr.

Swinton apart.

'^ By the next steamaw, madame. I wegwet

I shall not have the pleasyaw of being your

fellaw - passengaw. I am detained in this

countwy by a twifle of business, in connection

with the Bwitish Government. A gweat baw

it is, but I cannot escape it."

'^ I am sorry," answered Mrs. Girdwood.

"It would have been so pleasant for us to

have had your company on the voyage. And

my girls too, I'm sure they would have liked

it exceedingly. But I hope we'll see you on

the other side."
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"Undoubtedly^ madam. Indeed, I shoula

be vewy misewable to think we were not to

meet again. You go diwect to London, of

cawse. How long do you pwopose wemaining

there?"

" Oh, a long time—^perhaps all the winter.

After that we will go up the Rhine—to Vienna,

Paris, Italy. We intend making the usual

tour."

'^ You say you will stop at the Clawndon ?"

'* We intend so, since you recommend it.

We shall be there as long as we remain in

London."

" I shall take the libawty of pwesenting my

wespects to you, as soon as I weach England."

^' My lord ! we shall look for you."

y^ y^ y^ y^ y^

The drawing-room door was closed, the

ladies remaining inside. The three gentlemen

guests were in the entrance hall, footman and

butler helping them to hat and surtout.
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Though they had not come in, all three went

out together.

^^ Where now ?" asked Lucas, as they stood

upon the flags of the Fifth Avenue. " It's too

early to go to bed."

" A vewy sensible obsawvation, fwiend

Lucas !
" said Swinton, inspired by a free po-

tation of the widow's choice wines. ^^ Where

do yaw say ?"

^^ Well, I say^ let's have some sport. Have

you got any money upon you, Mr. Swinton ?"

Mr. Lucas was still ignorant that his com-

panion was a lord.

'' Oh, yas—yas. A thousand ofyourdemmed

dollars, I believe."

^^ Excuse me for putting the question. I

only asked in case you might require a stake.

If you do, my little pile's at your service."

*^ Thanks—thanks ! I'm weady for spawt

—stake all pawvided."

Lucas led the way, from the Fifth Avenue
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to Broadway^ and down Broadway to a '* hell;"

one of those snug little establishments in an

oflP-street, with supper set out, to be eaten only

by the initiated.

Swinton became one of them. Lucas had

reasons for introducing him. His reflections

were :

'^ This Englishman appears to have money

—more than he knows what to do with. But

he didn't drop any of it in Newport. On the

contrary, he must have increased his capital

by the plucking of certain pigeons to whom I

introduced him. I'm curious to see how he'll

get along with the hawks. He's among them

now."

The introducer of Swinton had an additional

reflection suggested by the remembrance of

Julia Girdwood.

'^ I hope they'll get his dollars—clear him

out^ the cur—and serve him right too. I

])elieve he's a devilish schemer."
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The wish had jealousy for its basis.

Before the gambler proclaimed his bank

closed for the nighty the false friend saw the

realization of his hopes.

Despite his customary astuteness, the ex-

guardsman was not cunning in his cups. The

free supper^ with its cheap champagne, had

reduced him to a condition of innocence re-

sembling the pigeons he was so fain to pluck.

and he left the hawks' nest without a dollar

in his pocket

!

Lucas lent him one to pay for the hack

that carried him to his hotel ; and thus the

two parted

!

END OF VOL. I.
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